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v 
MOTTO 
 
 
And now these three remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is love. 
– 1 Corinthians 13: 13 
 
It’s easier to go down a hill than up it, but the view is much better on the top.  
– Henry Ward Beecher 
 
It does not matter how slowly you go as long as you do not stop. 
 – Confucius 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The aims of this research were to describe the target and learning needs of grade 
X students of Senior High School in learning reading and writing autonomously 
for enrichment purposes and to develop appropriate supplementary reading-
writing materials for enrichment purposes for grade X students of Senior High 
School. 
 
This was Research and Development (R&D) research study. The subjects of the 
research were the students of class X PMIIA 8 of SMA N 2 Yogyakarta in the 
academic year of 2015/2016. The research procedure was adapted from Masuhara 
(in Tomlinson, 1998: 247). The steps of the research were (1) conducting a needs 
analysis, (2) writing a syllabus, (3) developing materials, (4) getting an expert 
judgement, and (5) revising and writing the final draft of the materials. In the 
needs analysis, a questionnaire to the students was distributed and interview with 
the teacher was conducted. The data from needs analysis questionnaire were 
analysed by looking up the percentage of each statement. Meanwhile, the data 
from interview were transcribed and interpreted. Then, the results were used as 
the basis to develop the syllabus. The syllabus was used as the guidelines to 
develop the materials. After developing the materials, an expert judgment was 
conducted to validate the materials. The results of the expert judgment were 
analysed through descriptive statistics and used to revise the first draft of the 
materials. 
 
The products of the research were three units of supplementary reading-writing 
materials for enriching student’s knowledge on developing strategies in reading 
and writing. Each unit reflects the steps of task-based instruction, consisting of 14 
to 16 tasks. The topics are related to local culture and heritage: historical 
buildings, historical events, and legends. In each unit, students are encouraged to 
do discussion, be actively involved in investigation, and use their creativity. The 
tasks are varied, from individual tasks to small group tasks. Based on the results 
of expert judgment, the developed materials were considered appropriate. The 
mean score of all aspects of the developed materials was 3.98 and considered 
“Very Good”. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter is divided into six subheadings explaining the background of 
the study, identification of the problems, formulation of the problems, 
delimitation of the problems, objectives of the study, and significances of the 
study. 
A. Background of the Study 
Based on Curriculum 2013, there has been a shift in the paradigm of 
learning from teacher-centred learning to student-centred learning (Permendikbud 
Nomor 59 Tahun 2014). In this new paradigm, students are expected to take 
charge of their own learning or in other words, they are targeted to develop 
autonomy in learning (Holec, in Nunan, 2003: 193). Students should be active in 
searching and show a lot of initiative in learning, in terms of what they will learn, 
how they will learn, and how they will assess their own learning. This kind of 
learning is believed to have a high impact in language learning; enriching 
students’ knowledge and improving their language skills. Therefore, regarding 
these importance and benefits, autonomous learning has been a major area of 
interest in foreign language teaching and should be promoted in every school 
level, especially for Senior High School students that are supposed to be 
intermediate learners that they should have had better insight of their learning.  
Besides, for Senior High School, time allocation for having a meeting as 
determined by the Ministry of Education and Culture is 45 minutes and for 
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foreign language learning, that is English, there will be two meetings each week 
(Permendikbud Nomor 59 Tahun 2014). It means that students only have 90 
minutes (2 x 45 minutes) to learn English per week and the teacher should equally 
divide it into listening, speaking, reading, and writing class. The teacher should 
also allocate time to give assessment to the students. Indeed, this is a very short 
time for students to learn a foreign language.  
Meanwhile, instead of learning in regular classes, Curriculum 2013 also 
highlights that students who have passed the minimum criteria of mastery learning 
should be provided with enrichment programmes while the others who have not 
passed will get remedial programmes (Permendikbud Nomor 103 Tahun 2014). 
These two programmes are essential in mastery learning as they help students 
based on their needs. However, because of the limited classroom contact time, 
students often do not have time either to get enrichment or remedial programmes. 
Therefore, overcoming this problem, it is important for them to become 
autonomous learners who can continue learning effectively outside the classroom. 
Students can get either enrichment or remedial programmes outside the classroom, 
in the form of structured independent tasks and/or unstructured independent tasks. 
These tasks are served as materials and are used by the students without the 
teacher’ instructions.  
Thus, based on the problems stated above, it is realised that that providing 
materials for enrichment and remedial purposes that can be used independently by 
the students outside the classroom is important.  
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B. Identification of the Problems 
As stated before, materials for enrichment or remedial purposes that can be 
used independently by the students outside the classroom are necessarily needed 
due to limited classroom contact time and autonomous learning issues. However, 
based on the preliminary observation and interview conducted in one of Senior 
High Schools, there are some facts and problems found. 
The first is about the unavailability of materials for Senior High School 
students that can be used to learn independently outside the classroom either for 
enrichment or remedial purposes. In each grade of Senior High School, students 
are only provided with one textbook that focus on learning in regular classes. 
They do not provide students with enrichment or remedial parts instead of 
practices that the students should do in regular classes learning. In fact, some 
students also need materials that can enrich their knowledge on the topic that has 
been carried out so that they can reach an optimum level of development. 
Meanwhile, the others who have not passed the minimum criteria of mastery 
learning also need materials that can help them to attain those minimum criteria.  
Secondly, there are no supplementary materials given by the teacher for 
both students who need to enrich their knowledge and students who need help to 
catch up to their peers in achieving expected competences on the topic that has 
been carried out. Nevertheless, according to Curriculum 2013, the teacher should 
provide enrichment materials for students who have passed the minimum criteria 
of mastery learning in order to extend their knowledge and reach a maximum 
level of development. Meanwhile, students who have not passed the minimum 
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criteria of mastery learning should be provided with remedial programmes in 
order to catch up in achieving expected competences.  
Thirdly, from the four language skills (listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing), it is found that there are many Senior High School students who need to 
enrich their knowledge on all of those skills. However, on the other hand, there 
are also students who have not passed the expected competences on one or even 
on all skills. Indeed, each of language skills has its importance in language 
learning and it is hardly possible to attain good language mastery if students only 
master one skill without paying attention to the other skills. In other words, 
students need to develop their language skills in each of these areas. However, 
when the students have passed the expected competences of those skills, there are 
no follow-up activities in order to enrich their knowledge. Meanwhile, those who 
have not passed are also not provided by remedial programmes to catch up in 
achieving the expected competences instead of giving them the other or even the 
same tests as like they have in the regular classes. 
C. Delimitation of the Problems 
Dealing with the problems identified, it can be seen that developing 
supplementary materials for all skills of English in the three grades of Senior High 
School either for enrichment or remedial purposes is important. However, because 
of the time limitation and feasibility of the research, this study will only deal with 
developing supplementary reading-writing materials for enrichment purposes for 
grade X students of Senior High School. 
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D. Formulation of the Problems 
In the line with the background, identification, and delimitation of the 
problem, the problems can be formulated as follows:  
1. What are the target needs of grade X students of Senior High School in 
learning reading and writing autonomously for enrichment purposes?  
2. What are the autonomous learning needs of grade X students of Senior High 
School in reading and writing for enrichment purposes?  
3. What are appropriate supplementary reading-writing materials for enrichment 
purposes for grade X students of Senior High School? 
E. Objectives of the Study 
The objectives of the research are to: 
1. Describe the target needs of grade X students of Senior High School in 
learning reading and writing autonomously for enrichment purposes.  
2. Describe the autonomous learning needs of grade X students of Senior High 
School in reading and writing for enrichment purposes.  
3. Develop appropriate supplementary reading-writing materials for enrichment 
purposes for grade X students of Senior High School. 
F. Significances of the Study 
1. Theoretically, this study will be beneficial for the current theory dealing with 
the implementation of reading-writing materials that can be used by students to 
learn autonomously outside the classroom for enrichment purposes. 
2. Practically, this study will be useful for:  
a. The researcher 
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This research can improve the researcher’s knowledge about the use of 
reading-writing materials in maximising students’ level of development as well 
as give a new experience of how to conduct a research and development.  
b. The teachers 
The product of this research can be useful in helping the teachers to provide 
enrichment materials and can encourage them to develop materials which are 
appropriate for their students. 
c. The students 
Using the product, students are expected to reach maximum level of language 
development and encouraged to be autonomous learners which is beneficial in 
lifelong education. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
This chapter discusses the literature review and conceptual framework of 
the research. For the literature review, some theories underlying the research are 
examined. After that, a conceptual framework is formulated to figure out the 
researcher‟s concept in developing the supplementary reading-writing materials 
for enrichment purposes for grade X students of Senior High School. 
A. Literature Review 
1. English for Senior High School Students  
a. Curriculum 2013 
Since the academic year of 2013/2014, Curriculum 2013 has been 
gradually implemented in all parts of Indonesia, including in rural areas. Although 
after two years implementation not all schools are ready to use this curriculum due 
to the some technical problems, the government plans to implement Curriculum 
2013 thoroughly in the academic year of 2019/2020 (Permendikbud Nomor 160 
Tahun 2014). According to Permendikbud Nomor 59 Tahun 2014, the objective of 
Curriculum 2013 is to prepare young generations to develop their competence as 
an individual and a part of society who is faithful, productive, creative, 
innovative, and affective; and is able to have contribution for the society, country, 
and world. Therefore, this curriculum does not only develop the domains of 
knowledge and skills but also develop the domain of attitude in which in the 
learning is taught implicitly. 
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Curriculum 2013 is developed based on the concept of competency-based 
curriculum. It focuses on set of skills that students should achieve. As stated 
before, learning process based on Curriculum 2013 is intended to develop 
domains of attitudes, knowledge, and skills. The competences are presented in the 
form of core competence and basic competences. One core competence may have 
more than one basic competence. A core competence is the element which 
organises the basic competences under it. Meanwhile, all basic competences and 
the learning process are developed to achieve the competency stated in core 
competences. The following table shows the core competences and the basic 
competences of reading and writing skills for grade X students of Senior High 
School according to Curriculum 2013 that will be used in this research. 
Table 1: Core Competences and Basic Competences of Reading and Writing 
Skills for Grade X Students of Senior High School 
Core Competence Basic Competence 
3. Understanding, applying, 
analysing factual, conceptual, 
and procedural knowledge 
based on the interest in 
science, technology, arts, 
culture, and humanities with 
insights, nationality, and 
civilised insights in relation to 
the causes of phenomena and 
events, applying procedural 
knowledge in desired specific 
field of studies in solving 
problems. 
 
3.4 Differentiate social function, texts 
structure, and language features of some 
spoken and written descriptive texts by 
giving and asking information related to 
tourism destinations and famous historical 
buildings, simple and short, according to 
the contexts. 
3.7 Differentiate social function, texts 
structure, and language features of some 
spoken and written recount texts by giving 
and asking information related to historical 
events, simple and short, according to the 
contexts. 
3.8 Differentiate social function, texts 
structure, and language features of some 
spoken and written narrative texts by 
giving and asking information related to 
legends, simple, according to the contexts. 
4. Processing, thinking, and 4.4 Descriptive Texts 
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presenting development of the 
concrete and abstract domains 
of the learned materials, being 
able to apply various methods 
according to scientific 
principles. 
4.4.1 Contextually understand about social 
function, texts structure, and language 
features of spoken and written 
descriptive texts, simple and short, 
related to tourism destinations and 
famous historical buildings.  
4.4.2 Create spoken and written descriptive 
texts, simple and short, about tourism 
destinations and famous historical 
buildings by paying attention to the 
social function, text structure, and 
appropriate and contextual language 
features. 
4.7 Recount Texts – Historical Events 
4.7.1 Contextually understand about social 
function, texts structure, and language 
features of spoken and written recount 
texts, simple and short, related to 
historical events. 
4.7.2 Create spoken and written recount texts, 
simple and short, about historical events 
by paying attention to the social 
function, text structure, and appropriate 
and contextual language features. 
4.8 Contextually understand about social 
function, texts structure, and language 
features of spoken and written narrative 
texts, simple, related to legends. 
 
Curriculum 2013 offers some approach of learning to be used in the 
teaching learning process, though the use is not compulsory. There are project-
based learning, problem-based learning, and discovery/inquiry learning. However, 
not only these three models, the government also offers an approach namely 
scientific approach to be considered in the teaching learning process. This 
approach encourages the students to learn through some steps of scientific manner 
(observing, questioning, collecting data, analysing data, communicating, and 
creating). Curriculum 2013 is designed by following some principles, in which 
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one of central principles is the change in the learning paradigm. Curriculum 2013 
encourages the teachers to move away from the teacher-centred learning and 
towards a student-centred learning. Previously, teachers spend more time lecturing 
their students. Now they should spend more time to facilitate their students 
discovering contents for themselves. Students are expected to become more active 
and engaged in the learning. Furthermore, they are supposed to be autonomous 
learners.  
For the assessment, Curriculum 2013 emphasises that assessment in a 
teaching learning process is not only assessment of learning, but also assessment 
for learning and assessment as learning (Permendikbud Nomor 53 Tahun 2015). 
Assessment of learning is used to measure the students‟ mastery towards the 
competence. Meanwhile, assessment for learning is used as consideration by the 
teacher either to give enrichment or remedial programs and assessment as learning 
is used by the students to see their current progress in learning that they can 
decide their goals in the future. Besides, in the advance stage of assessment for 
learning, there should be assessment for enrichment and remedial programs. 
 Enrichment and remedial programs is intended to enrich or remedy 
domains of knowledge and skills. For enrichment, Curriculum 2013 encourages 
the use of portfolios made up by students as the main instrument of assessment 
instead of giving tests in which the result will be considered as added or plus 
scores (Permendikbud Nomor 53 Tahun 2015) to the students. Meanwhile, for 
remedial assessment, the scores will be calculated by considering the maximum 
scores of basic competence.  
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b. Characteristics of Senior High School Students 
Mostly, high school students range in age of 14 to 18 and they are 
categorised into the intermediate level students in learning English as the 
second/foreign language (Brown, 2001: 103-112), in which at this range of age, 
they comes with a wide range of abilities. In addition, Ur (1996: 286) explains 
that Senior High School students are supposed to have bigger potential in learning 
language than those who are in the beginner level or young learners. Mostly, 
intermediate students are already moving from the concrete to discussion of 
abstract ideas and have a major gap in linguistics knowledge to fill. They are in 
the process of automaticity, in which at this process they can more easily proceed 
to use their knowledge of English to communicate (Brown, 2001: 111). 
Intermediate students can already explain meaning of proverbs in context and 
relationships between meanings of multiple-meaning words. Meanwhile, their 
complexity in written language is also greater than in spoken language (Brandone 
et al, 2011). Most of intermediate students have acquired a number of rules in 
syntax, stress, and tenses. Besides of those characteristics on cognitive 
development, intermediate students also have a big desire to develop their 
creativity and have an ability to be self-reflective. In fact, they are already in a 
process of seeking autonomy. 
Nevertheless, instead of those excellences, students at this range of age 
also have a reputation for being more difficult to teach, compared to children in 
the beginner level (Ur, 1996: 290). Moreover, according to Exley (2005), 
Indonesian EFL students are described as „typically passive, shy, and/or quiet. 
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They seem to have lack of motivation and not easy to supervise if they are not 
interested to the topic being learnt (Lesiak, 2015). Exley (2005) explains that they 
are less lively and humorous than adults. They are easily to get bored and this 
usually leads them to being disruptive in the class. Some students are able to focus 
for only half an hour when the others for upwards of one and a half hours (Lesiak, 
2015). They are also experimenting with ways of talking and acting as part of 
searching for a social position with peers; they often make noises even in the 
middle of learning process. 
2. Reading 
a. The Nature of Reading 
Reading is one of important English skills in language learning besides 
listening, speaking, and writing. According to Moreillon (2007: 10), reading can 
be defined as a process of making meaning from printed and/or visual 
information. Meanwhile, Urhuart and Weir (1998) say that reading is “the process 
of receiving and interpreting information encoded in language form via the 
medium of print.” However, the process of making meaning or interpreting 
information is actually not a simple process. It requires some steps to be done so 
that the readers can comprehend what is read. Based on Nunan (2003), the readers 
should combine information from a text they read and their background 
knowledge to build meaning. Thus, it can be concluded that in the process of 
reading, there should be at least two important points; printed or written materials 
and background knowledge; so that the process of making meaning or interpreting 
information can be successful. 
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Reading is categorised as receptive process (Carell 1988: 12). It means 
that in reading, students accept meaning/information from what is read. Therefore, 
students are encouraged to critically interpret what is in the text so that they can 
get the right meaning/information. Instead of interpreting meaning, the following 
is the lists of micro- and macro-skills underlying reading which students should 
master in learning reading, especially for grade X students of Senior High School 
(Brown, 2004:187, Permendikbud Nomor 59 Tahun 2014): 
Micro-skills: 
1) Recognising grammatical word classes (nouns, verbs, etc), system (e.g. 
tense, agreement, and pluralisation), patterns, rules and elliptical forms. 
2) Recognising that a particular meaning may be expressed in different 
grammatical forms, and 
3) Recognising cohesive devices in written discourse and their rule in 
signalling the relationship between and among clauses. 
Macro-skills: 
1) Recognising the rhetorical forms of written discourse and their 
significance for interpretation. 
2) Recognising the communicative functions of written texts, according to 
form and purpose 
3) Inferring context that is not explicit by using background knowledge 
4) Inferring links and connections between events, deduce causes and 
effects, and detect such relations as a main idea, supporting idea, new 
information, given information, generalisation and exemplification. 
5) Distinguishing between literal and implied meanings. 
6) Developing and use a battery of reading strategies such as scanning and 
skimming, detecting discourse markers, and guessing. 
 
According to Davies & Pearse (2000: 92-93), and Hedgcock & Ferris, 
(2009: 162-190), there are some stages that the readers should follow in a reading 
process. These stages will provide an organisational framework for discussing the 
types of activities that a reading lesson might include. Those stages are pre-
reading, while-reading, and post-reading. Pre reading stage is intended to enable 
the students to activate the relevant background knowledge that the students have 
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already known before reading the texts. Meanwhile, in while-reading and post-
reading stages, students will read the texts and develop their comprehension 
towards the texts. 
b. Learning Reading 
Reading is an extremely important skill. By reading, students do not only 
develop their competence in learning English generally, but also can learn much 
of what they need to know for many different subjects. For this reason, it is 
important to know the strategies in learning reading. Brown (2001: 299) suggests 
that there are two methods essential in learning reading; bottom-up processing and 
top-down processing.  
Bottom-up processing is a model of reading method in which the 
readers start with the smallest units of language: letters, words, chunks, clauses 
and phrases, and try to understand what they mean before fitting them into the 
larger text (Cicerchia, 2004). A well known bottom-up comprehension strategy is 
scanning a text to find a particular word. This can help readers clarify ideas, 
locate details or answer questions they have about the text. In this model, the 
meaning is expected to come naturally as the readers select the sensible signals 
within the text based on their prior knowledge of linguistic signals coherently. 
On the other side, top-down processing emphasises the readers‟ 
experiential background or storage knowledge in their memory to construct 
meaning from the text (Brown, 2001: 299). As put forward by Goodman (in Li et 
al, 2007), the goal of reading is to build meaning in response to the text in which 
the interactive use of graph phonic, syntactic, and semantic cues are needed. In the 
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bottom-up processing suits the readers who have good knowledge of linguistic 
signals (vocabulary, grammar, and syntax). On the other hand, the top down 
processing suits the readers who have a good interpretation ability to predict the 
meaning exists in the text. However, the readers need both those two models to 
derive the meaning from the text as well as possible so they can dig information 
from the text as expected. 
Besides, according to Brown (2001: 312), reading can be done orally or 
silently. Oral reading can be used to check the pronunciation and gain the 
students‟ participation to focus more on a particular part of the text. This kind of 
reading is also related to listening activity, in which students should produce 
target phonemes or graphemes via oral reading practice (Hedgcock & Ferris, 
2009: 21). Oral reading is closely related to bottom-up processing as it require the 
students to focus first on the particular part of the text to gain understanding of the 
whole text. Meanwhile, silent reading typically consists of intensive and extensive 
reading. Intensive reading is generally done at a slower speed in order to get a 
deep understanding of the text while aims to gain a general understanding of what 
is read (Brown, 2001: 313). 
3. Writing 
a. The Nature of Writing 
Brown (2001: 335) states that a simplistic view of writing would assume 
that written language is simply the graphic representation of spoken language, and 
that written performance is much like oral performance, the only difference lying 
in graphic instead of auditory signals. However, writing is not just a matter of 
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forming graphic symbols only, but also a matter of how the graphic symbols have 
to be arranged to form sentences, how the sentences have to be arranged into a 
good paragraph, and how the paragraphs can make a good text. Therefore, writing 
should not be considered as support skill in language learning to only practice 
handwriting, write answer to grammar and reading exercises and write dictation. 
Meanwhile, according to the process approach (Richards & Schmidt, 
2002) writing is viewed as the result of complex processes of planning, drafting, 
reviewing and revising. It is sometimes used as a production mode for learning, 
reinforcing, or testing grammatical concepts. Thus, from the two definitions of 
writing, it can be concluded that writing is the act of encoding message in the 
brain into written language using graphic symbols, in which in the process, it 
includes planning, drafting, reviewing, and revising. The important is that writing 
represents thoughts and ideas in the form of sentences and by organising the 
sentences into a cohesive text, the writer will be able to communicate with his/her 
readers successfully. 
The following is micro- and macro-skills underlying writing which are 
supposed to be mastered by grade X students of Senior High School (Brown, 
2004: 221, Permendikbud Nomor 59 Tahun 2014): 
 Micro-skills 
1) Produce writing at an efficient rate of speed to suit the purpose 
2) Use acceptable grammatical systems (e.g. tense, agreement, and 
pluralisation), patterns and rules. 
3) Express a particular meaning in different grammatical forms. 
4) Use cohesive devices in written discourse. 
Macro-skills 
1) Use the rhetorical forms and conventions of written discourse. 
2) Appropriately accomplish the communicative functions of written texts 
according to form and purpose. 
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3) Convey links and connections between events, and communicate such 
relations as main idea, supporting idea, new information, given 
information, generalisation, and exemplification. 
4) Distinguish between literal and implied meanings when writing. 
5) Develop and use a battery of writing strategies, such as accurately 
assessing the audience‟s interpretation, using pre-writing devices, writing 
with fluency in the first draft, using paraphrases and synonyms, soliciting 
peer and instructor feedback, and using feedback for revising and editing. 
 
Writing is a process comprising four main stages: planning, drafting, 
revising, and editing (Seow, 2002: 316) or planning, drafting, editing and final 
draft (Harmer, 2004: 4 -6). Following these stages are essential as these stages 
help the writers to get the best product of writing, since writing is very complex to 
be done by single stage. For example, in planning stage, students will be prepared 
to prepare to write, either mechanically or mentally. It is intended to stimulate 
students‟ thoughts to get started and/or to help students to find ideas to start their 
writing. Meanwhile, at the end of the writing process, students will be engaged in 
tidying up their texts as they prepare the final draft for evaluation by the teacher. 
b. Learning Writing 
As stated previously, writing is a productive skill as students have to 
actively produce language in order to write. Writing involves all aspects of 
language: grammar, vocabulary, word order, spelling and logical arrangement of 
ideas. Learning writing is not just a matter of composing a product, but also 
following the steps of writing process (Brown, 2001: 347). Therefore, there 
should be balanced attention both on the process and the product. In addition, each 
process of writing has its own purpose and in order to reach the purpose, the 
activities should be managed; what tasks are appropriate and what strategies can 
be used.  
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According to Brown (2001: 343), there are several types of writing 
performance. First is imitative writing or writing down, in which the learners 
attain skills in the fundamental and basic tasks of writing letters, words, 
punctuation, and very brief sentences. Form becomes the primary concern, while 
context and meaning are of secondary concern. Second is intensive or controlled 
writing. This type of writing is concerned with producing appropriate vocabulary 
within a context and appropriate grammatical features. Intensive writing typically 
appears in written grammar exercises. Here, meaning and context are important in 
determining correctness and appropriateness. Next is self-writing. It is concerned 
with the matter of writing with only the self in mind as an audience. Note and 
journal writing are the two examples of this category. The last are display and real 
writing. These two types of writing focus more on the presentation of the writing 
product. In display writing, students write in order to display it to other people 
while real writing is more concerned with communication purpose in which the 
writer write any piece of works to communicate it to other people who need the 
message. 
4. Enrichment Programme 
In a classroom or a grade level, there may students who have knowledge 
and/or skills beyond that of their peers. They may already have mastery of a skill 
that is to be taught in their grade level, or they may pick up the new material 
quickly. Therefore, according to Curriculum 2013, if a student has already 
reached the minimum criteria of mastery learning, he/she should be provided 
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opportunity to extend his/her knowledge in the same area through another activity 
or having an enrichment activity (Permendikbud Nomor 103 Tahun 2014). 
Enrichment can be defined as working on a topic in more depth and 
breadth than others, in which the student keeps pace with the rest of his/her 
classmates but has more time to explore topics of interest (Cohen, Manion, & 
Morrison, 2004: 275). Enrichment aims to provide the students opportunity to 
deepen their mastery of a topic that has been carried out in order to reach an 
optimum level of development. According to Teare (in Saenz, 2015), enrichment 
can be defined in number of ways, such as:  
a. A higher quality of work than the norm for the age group or grade level, 
b. Work covered in more depth, 
c. A broadening of the learning experience, 
d. Promoting of higher levels of thinking, 
e. The inclusion of additional subject areas and/or activities, and 
f. The use of supplementary materials beyond the normal range of  resources 
Thus, based on the definition by Teare (in Saenz, 2015) it is gained that 
enrichment can be done trough many kinds of activities. In addition, Saenz (2015) 
stated that enrichment can be done via activities that contain: 
a. Information processing, 
b. Analysing, 
c. Speculating, 
d. Evaluating, 
e. Reflecting, 
f. Hypnotising making and testing, 
g. Problem solving, proving, or explaining, 
h. Synthesising, and/or 
i. Decision making. 
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Meanwhile, based on Curriculum 2013 (Permendikbud Nomor 53 Tahun 
2015), there are three types of enrichment that can be done to help students attain 
maximum level of development. Those are: 
a. Group Working 
This form is given when there is a group of students who have the same particular 
interest. They are asked to study together outside the classroom. Using group 
working, students are encouraged to become active rather than passive learners by 
developing collaborative and co-operative skills, and lifelong learning skills. It 
also encourages the development of critical thinking skills. This form is work best 
to enrich students‟ practice on listening and speaking as they share ideas each 
other. However, it can also be applied in enriching students‟ knowledge in reading 
and writing. 
b. Independent Learning 
This form is given to the students who have task commitment. The students select 
a topic of interest in any academic areas where they show strength and learn about 
it independently. To monitor the students‟ learning, the teacher can use journal 
writing or students‟ logbook to see both the process and the products of the 
students‟ learning. 
c. Theme-based Learning 
This form of enrichment combines curriculum under a big theme 
so that the students can learn the relationship what is learnt across disciplines. 
Themes are often used to emphasise critical thinking and problem-solving 
approaches. Theme based learning helps students to move away from subject-area 
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curriculum to an issue-centred learning. Inquiry and communication are activated 
by a desire to know more, resulting in enthusiastic participation in the learning 
process (Mumford, 2000). 
In addition, enrichment programmes might also be associated with giving 
students structured and unstructured independent tasks. Both of these tasks, as the 
name suggest, means tasks that are given or must be completed by students after 
they master the expected competences the topic that has been carried out. A task is 
said to be structured when the task is completed by the students in a time that is 
set by the teacher, while an unstructured independent task is the task that is 
completed and collected within the time that has been determined by the teacher 
so that the students can submit anytime as long as it does not reach the maximum 
limit of time.  
In the form of assessment, enrichment programme is usually assessed 
through the use of portfolios, and audition or writing submission in which the 
students submit those portfolios to the teacher to get some extra points. 
5. Autonomous Learning 
Learner autonomy can be simply defined as “the capacity to take charge of 
one‟s own learning” (Holec, in Benson, 2001: 8). It is when a learner is able to 
control his/her own learning, from determining the goals to evaluating what has 
been learnt. However, Little (1994: 81) points out that autonomy is not simply a 
matter of working on one‟s own, but of being able to organise and benefit from 
the social aspects of learning by interacting with others. Learner autonomy is 
more than just a self-instruction that the learner can learn without a teacher. It is 
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essential to successful language learning and considered to be a characteristic for 
a good language learner (Onozawa, 2010). Moreover, it can enable the learners to 
develop a sense of responsibility, awareness and self-reflection where they can 
manage to study on their own more efficiently (Balcikanli, in Gardner, 2011:100).  
 Meanwhile, autonomous learning is when learners use this capacity 
(Holec, in Benson, 2001: 8). Having this capacity is greatly important in learning. 
Arikan (in Gardner, 2011: 171) explains that it can be categorised as a skill 
leading in lifelong education. When a learner has this skill, he/she can take 
responsibility of his/her own learning as well as motivate him/her self to keep 
learning. Learning autonomy is also believed to foster motivation (Prince, in 
Gardner, 2011: 227). When a student use this capacity, he/she is supposed to have 
better insight in learning and can be internally motivated to always learn. He/she 
also do not depend on someone to lead them in learning so that it can overcome 
time constraint.  
Thus, if autonomy is essential in language learning and not every learner is 
born with this capacity; promoting autonomy in learners will be something that 
every teacher would like to do. However, learner autonomy is not easy to achieve, 
and for that reason it poses a great challenge for teachers. Reinders (2010) points 
out that changing learners from total dependence on the teacher to autonomy is a 
lengthy process as autonomy is not only about the development of a set of skills, 
but is rather about developing a certain mindset that sees learning as an active 
process of discovery. In addition, Benson (in Onozawa, 2010) adds that there are 
six approaches that can support the goal of autonomy in learning. Those are: 
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a. Resource-based approach 
This approach places a focus on the provision learners with opportunities and 
situations such as self-access centres and self-instructional materials to foster 
autonomy. Based on this approach, learners are expected to be able to self-direct 
their learning through independent interaction with learning materials. Although it 
is stated before that autonomy is more that self-instruction, these kinds of 
materials are believed to be a way of encouraging learners to move from teacher 
dependence towards autonomy. 
b. Technology-based approach  
Technology-based approach emphasises the use of educational technologies such 
as CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning) and CMC (Computer 
Mediated Communication) via the Internet to foster autonomy.  
c. Learner-based approach  
Learner-based approach emphasises on develop learning skills and strategies, for 
example, training learners‟ metacognitive knowledge and skills in order to 
develop learner autonomy, 
d. Classroom-based approach  
This approach takes focus on cooperative learning within classroom contexts to 
foster autonomy. This approach emphasises that teachers should negotiate control 
and responsibility with their learners in the setting of goals, the learning process 
and determining evaluation and assessments. 
e. Curriculum-based approach  
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This approach places a focus on the negotiation between teacher and learners in 
the learning content in order to foster autonomy. It is characterised by developing 
learner involvement in decision making.  
f. Teacher-based approach  
Teacher-based approach places the teachers as the central roles in fostering 
autonomy. The assumption of this approach is the belief that teachers hold a great 
influence in their students‟ learning. This approach emphasises the role of teacher 
as a facilitator to give opportunity to their students to develop autonomy. 
However, those all approach do not always appropriate in fostering 
autonomy due to the different context. For example, technology-based approach 
will not be appropriate if it is used to foster autonomy in a context of learning 
where the students do not have opportunities to use the Internet and computer. In 
addition, classroom-based approach will work best if it is combined with the use 
of learner and teacher-based approach. However, there should be a careful 
consideration in overcoming time constraint and both proficiency of the teachers 
and students.  
6. English Learning Materials 
a. Definition of Materials 
Materials in language teaching and learning refer to everything that is used 
to help teaching language learners (Tomlinson, 1998: xi) and to facilitate teachers 
and learners in the language teaching and learning (Richards & Schmidt, 2002). 
Tomlinson (1998: xi) adds that materials can be in the form of textbook, a 
workbook, a cassette, a CD- Rom, a video, a photocopied handout, a newspaper, a 
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paragraph written on a whiteboard or anything which presents or informs about 
the language being learned.  
In language teaching and learning, teachers may use the available learning 
materials like textbooks, workbooks or any authentic texts; or develop materials 
by compiling from some sources such as newspapers, internet, articles, and the 
like in order to adapt them to adjust with learner needs. If the teachers want to use 
the available materials, the important point is that they should make sure that the 
content and language of the materials are not too easy or too demanded for the 
learners or in other words the materials meet the learner needs and level of 
language proficiency (Huchinson & Waters, 1987: 107). 
However, English teachers are recommended to develop learning materials 
by themselves because in developing materials the teachers not only take learners‟ 
needs into considerations but also can be more creative in choosing the topic or 
theme that is wanted by the learners. In line with this, to meet learners‟ needs, 
Tomlinson (1998) also suggests that learning materials should give learners 
experiences to interact with authentic use of English through spoken and written 
texts.  
b. Supplementary materials 
Supplementary materials refer to any materials which are used in addition 
to a course book (Tomlinson, 1998: xiii). They often deal more intensively with 
skills that the course book does not develop or address in detail. Developing 
supplementary materials is a common teacher activity (Mol & Tin, in Tomlinson, 
2008: 76). Some of teachers are providing supplementary materials to provide 
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their students experience of extensive listening and/or extensive reading, not for 
productive skills (Tomlinson, in Tomlinson, 2008: 6). However, supplementary 
materials can be used to provide all skills which are not covered in the main 
course book in detail as well as to be used for learning in regular classes, 
enrichment purpose, or remedial purpose. Meanwhile, supplementary materials 
may come from authentic sources, for example, newspaper and magazine articles, 
video, etc. 
Supplementation is done mainly because there is a gap between what 
students need to know or to be able to do and what is provided in their textbook 
(McGrath, 2013: 71). In other words, it attempts to bridge a gap between a 
textbook and students' needs. Below are common reasons that the teachers say 
when they are asked about doing supplementation (McGrath, 2013: 71): 
1) They want to replace unsuitable material in the course book  
2) They want to fill gaps in the course book 
3) They want to provide suitable material for learners‟ particular needs and 
interests  
4) They want to give learners extra language or skill language practice 
5) They want to add variety to the teaching. 
However, instead of the reasons mentioned above, the most common 
situations where supplementary materials are useful include when the textbook: 
provides insufficient or ineffective examples, provides too few examples, is too 
simple or complex for your students, fails to cover an item of language at all, can't 
be conveniently or logically suited to a complete class due to time constraints. 
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c. Principles of Good  Materials 
According to Hutchinson and Waters (1987: 107), materials should meet a 
number of requirements to be considered as good materials to improve students‟ 
language ability. For examples, materials should provide a stimulus to learning 
and contain interesting texts, enjoyable activities, opportunities to use knowledge, 
and relevant content that can encourage learners to learn. Meanwhile, Richards 
(2001: 263) states that good learning materials should engage the students, at an 
appropriate level of difficulty, and provide a lot of motivating and useful 
practices. Materials should provide a clear and good coherent unit that it requires 
grading, sequencing and integrating the tasks. There should also be a number of 
varieties in the form of activities. In addition, Tomlinson (1998: 7-22) lists that 
good learning material should qualify such as: 
1) Materials should achieve impact 
2) Materials should help learners to feel at ease 
3) Materials should help learners to develop confidence 
4) Materials should be perceived by learners as relevant and useful 
5) Materials should require and facilitate learner self- investment 
6) Learners must be ready to acquire the points being taught 
7) Materials should expose the learners to language in authentic use 
8) The learners‟ attention should be drawn to linguistic features of the 
input 
9) Materials should provide the learners with opportunities to use the 
target language to achieve communicative purposes 
10) Materials should take into account that the positive effects of instruction 
are usually delayed 
11) Materials should take into account that learners differ in learning styles 
12) Materials should take into account that learners differ in affective 
attitudes 
13) Materials should permit a silent period at the beginning of instruction 
14) Materials should not rely too much on controlled practice 
15) Materials should provide opportunities for outcome feedback 
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Specific to materials for autonomous learning, there are also principles that 
should be considered in selecting or developing the materials proposed by 
Tomlinson (2010: 72-86). Some of those are: 
1) Provide extensive viewing materials (extensive reading ) which 
provides experience of language being used in a variety of text types 
and genres in relation to topics, themes, events, locations, and so on, 
likely to be meaningful to the target learners.  
2) Encourage the learners to experience the extensive materials holistically 
and enjoyably, but also provide opportunities to revisit the materials to 
discover more about how the language is used.  
3) Make sure that the language the learners are exposed to in all their 
materials is authentic in the sense that it represents how the language is 
typically used. 
4) Make use of activities which get learners to think and feel before, 
during, and after using the target language for communication.  
5) Develop materials in which the learners select or find their own text to 
use with a set of generic activities and materials which provide a choice 
of routes and activities for the learners to select from  
6) Make sure the texts and tasks are as interesting, relevant, and enjoyable 
as possible so as to exert a positive influence on the learners‟ attitudes 
to the language and to the process of learning it. 
7) Provide many opportunities for the learners to produce language in 
order to achieve intended outcomes rather than to just practice specified 
features of the language. 
d. Materials Development 
According to Tomlinson (1998: 2), Material development refers to 
“anything which is done by writers, teachers or learners to provide sources of 
language input and to exploit those sources in ways which maximise the 
likelihood of intake”. In other words, the material developers should present 
information about and experience of the language in ways that is designed to 
promote language learning. In developing materials they need to identify, first, 
learners‟ needs and consider the objective of the learning. Then, they can develop 
the materials by adapting them in order to improve or to make them more suitable 
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to learners‟ needs. Adaptation can be carried out by reducing, adding, omitting, 
modifying, and supplementing learning materials (Tomlinson, 1998). 
In developing the materials, there should be guidelines that can be used as 
considerations for the material developers so that the materials do not deviate 
from the goals. Graves (2000:156) describes a list of considerations for 
developing materials. Here are some of the considerations: 
1) Learners 
Materials should make relevant to learners „experience and background. It should 
also make relevant to their target needs; what they actually need to function in the 
target situation. Besides, materials should make relevant to their affective needs. 
2) Learning 
In developing materials, developers should take the notion of learning into 
consideration. Materials should engage in discovery, problem solving, and 
analysis; and develop specific skills and strategies. 
3) Language 
Materials should be accurate in the form of grammar, functions, vocabulary, etc. It 
should also integrate four skills of speaking, listening, reading and writing. 
4) Activity/task types 
The activities included in materials should aim for authentic tasks. Besides, the 
variety of them should also be taken into consideration: variety of medium, 
variety of organisation, variety of skills, etc. 
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e. Materials Evaluation 
As instructional materials have been developed, the materials should be 
evaluated. According to Richards and Schmidt (2002: 322) materials evaluation in 
language teaching is the process of measuring the value and effectiveness of 
learning materials. In addition, Tomlinson (1998) defines materials evaluation as 
the systematic process of examining the potential value of aspect of learning 
materials by making judgments about the effect of the materials on learners using 
them. The process consists of attempts to predict whether or not the materials will 
work, in sense that the learners will be able to use them without too much 
difficulty and will enjoy the experience in doing so. In most cases, this process is 
conducted impressionistically. 
Skierso in Tomlinson (1998: 221) points out that there are three steps of 
materials evaluation. Those are: 
1) identification of relevant contextual information relating to the students, 
the teacher, the course syllabus and the institution, 
2) analysis of the features of the textbook followed by overall rating of the 
text, and, 
3) the actual judging of the acceptability of the textbook, involving both 
the rating and weighting of specific evaluative criteria. 
7. Task-Based Instruction 
a. Definition of Task-Based Instruction 
Task-based instruction is a methodology under the umbrella of processed-
based approaches and is an extension of the principles of communicative language 
teaching (Richards, 2006: 27). It focuses more on creating classroom processes 
that facilitate language learning. According to Richards & Schmidt (2002: 540), 
task-based instruction places communicative and interactive tasks as the central 
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units for the planning and delivery of instruction. Tasks should provide both the 
input and output processing necessary for language acquisition. Such tasks are 
said to provide an effective basis for language learning since they: 
1) involve meaningful communication and interaction 
2) involve negotiation 
3) enable the learners to acquire grammar as a result of engaging in authentic 
language use 
Task-based instruction is more concerned with the learner‟s activities 
rather than the teacher‟s (Ellis, 2010). Therefore, it is said that task-based 
instruction is useful for moving the focus of the learning process from the teacher 
to the student. Using task, the learners are exposed to the foreign language in 
order to observe it, hypothesise over it, and finally experiment with it (Willis & 
Willis, 2007: 7). Meanwhile, each task will provide the learners with new personal 
experience with the foreign language. Task-based instruction does not employ a 
conventional syllabus, particularly a grammar-based one, since grammar is dealt 
with as the need for it emerges when learners engage in interactive tasks. To 
create meaningful tasks, there are some underlying principles to follow. Nunan 
(2004: 35-38) summarises seven principles for task-based instruction as described 
below. 
1) Principle 1: Scaffolding 
Scaffolding means the support provided to learners to enable them to perform 
tasks which are beyond their capacity. At the beginning of the learning process, 
learners should not be expected to produce language that has not been introduced 
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either explicitly or implicitly. Yet they should be provided by ample scaffolding 
to make them able to improve their ability. 
2) Principle 2: Task dependency 
Within a lesson, tasks should be organised in a way that they follow the sequence 
of mastery. For example, students should have been engaged in receptive skills 
(reading) before they are asked to produce the language (writing). In addition, the 
sequence also appears in each cycle when developing chain of tasks. 
Principle 3: Recycling 
Recycling language means giving the learners chance to encounter target language 
items in a range of different environments, both linguistic and experiential. In 
other words, using one input, the learners can learn as many aspects as possible. 
3) Principle 4: Active learning 
Task-based instruction is said to be language learning by doing. Learners will 
learn best by actively using the language that they are learning. 
4) Principle 5: Integration 
What is needed learning is making learners understand about the systematic 
relationships between form, function and meaning. Therefore, learners should be 
taught in ways that make clear the relationships between linguistic form, 
communicative function and semantic meaning. 
5) Principle 6: Reproduction to creation 
As stated before, in task-based instruction, there should have been a sequence in 
organising the tasks. One important sequence is to encourage the learners to move 
from reproductive to creative language use. 
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6) Principle 7: Reflection 
Becoming a reflective learner is part of learner training where the focus shifts 
from language content to learning processes. Therefore, after learning, learners 
should be given opportunities to reflect on what they have learned and how well 
they are doing.  
b. The Framework of Task-Based Instruction 
According to Willis (1996: 38), there are three important components in 
task-based instruction framework: pre-task, task cycle, and language focus. These 
components have been designed to provide rich learning opportunities to suit 
different types of learners. The following framework outlines the roles of the 
teacher and learners during a task-based lesson. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Framework of Task-based Instruction (Willis, 1996: 155) 
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The pre-task phase is aimed at introducing the students to the topic and the 
task, activating topic-related words and phrases. After the students pass the pre-
task phase, they will be introduced with tasks in the task cycle. The task cycle 
offers learners the chance to use the language they already know in order to carry 
out the task, and then to improve the language while planning their reports of the 
task. In one lesson, there might be one or more task cycles. The last phase in the 
framework, language focus, is intended to give the students chance to study some 
of the specific features occurring in the language used during the task cycle. 
8. Task Development 
a. Definition of Task 
The concept of task is crucial for teaching and learning. It is closely 
related to learning goals, how learning is to take place, and how the results of 
learning will be demonstrated. According to Richards & Schmidt (2002: 539), 
task is defined as an activity designed to help learners to achieve a particular 
learning goal. Its concept embodies a number of dimensions such as goal, 
procedures, order, assessment, participation, and language. Giving similar concept 
of task, Tomlinson (2011: xvi) defines tasks as the activities in which learners are 
asked to use target language in order to achieve a particular outcome within a 
particular context. In addition, Ellis (2003: 16) explains that a task refers to a 
work plan requiring learners to process language in order to achieve an outcome 
that can be evaluated in terms of whether content has been conveyed. Thus, from 
the definitions above, it can be concluded that task is central as it determines the 
goals or outcomes that the learners try to achieve. Besides, it can also determine 
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how the language will be presented and how the learners should do with the 
language. In order to achieve a certain goal, a variety of different kinds of tasks is 
usually designed.   
b. Task Types 
There are many categorisations of tasks. According to Nunan (2004: 1) 
and Richards (2006, 31), tasks are differentiated into two types: 1) real-
world/target task, and 2) pedagogical task. In their simple definitions, real-
world/target task refers to the uses of language in real-life communicative events 
beyond the classroom. A role play in which the students practice a job interview 
would be the example of this kind of task (Richards, 2006: 31). Meanwhile, 
pedagogical task refers to what students will do with their language in the 
classroom. An example of pedagogical tasks is when two learners have to try to 
find the number of differences between two similar pictures (Richards, 2006: 31). 
Another way of categorisation is proposed by Willis and Willis (2007: 63-111) as 
it is represented by the following figure. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Typology for Task-based Instruction Design 
TOPIC 
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According to Willis and Willis (2007: 63-111), each type of tasks differs 
one another in cognitive complexity they possess. The three types at the top of the 
figure increase in cognitive complexity from left to right, but they are generally 
cognitively less challenging than the three at the bottom. These three may involve 
more complex cognitive operations or combinations of simpler task types. 
c. Task Grading and Sequencing 
Christison and Murray (2014: 204) explains that the purpose of tasks  is 
provide a means for students to engage and participate with a range of learning 
experiences in order to be able to manage different context in real-life situations. 
Therefore, in order to give maximum output, in the process of categorising tasks, 
there should be considerations on how the tasks fit together and how each task 
builds or extends previous learning.   
Grading, according to Richard, Platt and Weber (in Nunan, 2004: 113), is 
an arrangement of the content of a language course or materials. Gradation would 
affect the order in which words, word meanings, tenses, structures, topics, 
functions, skills, and others are presented. Gradation can be done by considering 
the degree of complexity, its relevance, amount of context provided prior to the 
task, and/or amount of help available to the learner. In line with Richard, Platt, 
and Weber, Nunan (2004) states that grading and sequencing tasks are decisions 
on what to teach first, what second, and what last in a course book or a program. 
Tasks must be graded and sequenced from the easy one to the difficult 
one, from the less demanding to the more demanding, moving from 
comprehension tasks to production tasks (Nunan, 2004: 125). In further, the 
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difficulty can be measured by seeing the length of a text, the propositional density, 
the amount of low-frequency vocabulary, the speed of spoken text, and the 
number of speakers involved, the explicitness of the information, the discourse 
structure and the clarity. In addition, the same input can be used for more than one 
task with different level of task difficulty. It can be done by adjusting the 
procedural demands on the learners. 
d. Task Components 
According to Nunan (2004: 40-73), task components can be classified into 
goal, input, procedures, teacher role, learner role and setting; which are 
represented in the following figure below. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Components of Task 
1) Goals 
Goals are the general intentions behind any learning tasks, why or for what 
purposes the tasks are made. They may relate to communicative, affective, or 
cognitive outcomes, or directly describe teacher or learner behaviour. Goals also 
link the tasks and the curriculum. 
2) Input 
Inputs refer to any data that learners work within a process of completing a task. 
The data might be spoken, written or visually presented. Besides, the data can be 
Goals       Teacher role 
Input              TASK    Learner role 
Procedures      Settings 
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provided by a teacher, a textbook, or alternatively can be generated by the learners 
themselves. 
3) Procedures 
Procedures refer to what learners will do with the input and they are usually 
arranged chronologically, what the learners should do first, second, third, etc. The 
procedures should reflect communicative performance in the real world situation 
so that learners can apply them in real life. 
4) Teacher and learner Role 
The term „role‟ refers to the part that learners and teachers are expected to play in 
carrying out learning tasks as well as the social and interpersonal relationship 
between the participants. Learner role is closely related to the procedures in 
completing the tasks. Meanwhile, according to Breen and Candlin (in Nunan, 
2004: 67) the teacher has three main roles, a facilitator of the communicative 
process, a participant, and an observer. In order to make a conducive environment 
in learning process, the teacher may need to strike a balance between the roles that 
they feel appropriate and those demanded by the students. 
5) Setting 
It refers to the classroom arrangement specified or implied in the task. Wright (in 
Nunan, 2004: 71) has classified the different ways in which learners might be 
grouped physically within the classroom into individual activity; pair work 
activity, small group work activity, and whole class activity. Setting also refers to 
where the learning takes place whether it is inside or outside classroom. 
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e. Tasks for Autonomous Learning 
Tasks for autonomous learning can be varied and usually there is 
something that caters to the interest of every learner. Here are some examples of 
tasks in reading and writing that can foster learner autonomy (Bamford & Day, 
2004; Giesen, 2001; and Nowlan, 2008)  
1) Open-ended Responses 
In open-ended responses, students are asked to write personal responses to 
a text guided by open-ended instructions or questions. According to Giesen 
(2001), because these kinds of activity are open-ended or there is no single correct 
response, students are challenged to move from memorising facts or information 
in the text to analyse and investigate ideas or issues. Open-ended responses 
encourage students to use their critical thinking skills. Instead, they can also 
promote involvement, questioning, deeper understanding, as well as motivation.  
2) Directed Responses 
In a directed response, students are asked to follow a directed or guided 
instruction or question to write a response to a text. It is aimed at helping students 
to look deeper into ideas, issues, and characters. According to Giesen (2001), this 
activity is useful in guiding students to construct meaning from a text. A directed 
response broadens students‟ interpretation and reflection, and helps them go 
beyond summary in their responses. 
3) Summarising 
Summarising means extracting the most important points from a text and 
rewriting them in one‟s own words, in a shortened form. According to Giesen 
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(2001), summarising is an important skill to learn for students who will use 
English in an academic setting. To begin with, students can start from writing 
guided summaries of short, simple texts 
4) Extensive Reading 
Bamford and Day (2004) define extensive reading as an approach to 
language teaching in which learners read a lot of easy material in the new 
language. It is good to develop autonomy as learners make choose their own 
reading material and read it independently of the teacher. They read for general, 
overall meaning, and they read for information and enjoyment. After reading, the 
following activities might be varied from designing a poster to advertise the book, 
copying interesting words and useful expressions into a notebook, or write a letter 
to the author.  
5) Journal Writing 
One method that is often recommended to students looking to improve 
language skills on their own time is to keep a reflective journal. To make this even 
more applicable to the needs of the student they could focus their journal on 
events that occurred during school, work, travel, social activities, or an event that 
involved an exchange of cross-cultural information. 
6) Project Work  
The main aim of project work is “to provide opportunities for language 
learners to receive comprehensible input and produce comprehensible output” 
(Beckett & Miller, 2006: 4). It enhances autonomy because it is a research 
endeavour in which learners take control of their own learning. They learn how to 
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learn, and can thus apply the knowledge acquired in this experience to life-long 
learning. 
B. Conceptual Framework 
One of the main characteristics of Curriculum 2013 is the use of student-
centred learning, in which it may encourage the students to be an autonomous 
learner. Autonomous learning is widely believed to be essential to successful 
language learning and to be a characteristic for a good language learner. Besides, 
the time allocation to learn English in class is very short for students to learn a 
foreign language. Because of the limited classroom contact time, students often do 
not have time either to get enrichment or remedial programmes. Therefore, 
important for them to become autonomous learners who can continue learning 
effectively outside the classroom, especially for either enrichment or remedial 
purposes.  
Nevertheless, the unavailability of materials for Senior High School 
students either for enrichment or remedial purposes often make students face 
many difficulties in learning independently. There are also no supplementary 
materials given by the teacher for both students who need to enrich their 
knowledge and students who need help to catch up to their peers in achieving 
expected competences. Therefore, it is a necessary to provide them with 
supplementary materials either for enrichment or remedial purposes. These 
supplementary materials are expected to be an interactive recourse of learning that 
can gather their interest in learning reading and writing and help them to be a 
good reader and writer, as reading and writing are important aspects in learning 
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English as whole. However, because of the time limitation and feasibility of the 
research, this study will only deal with developing supplementary reading-writing 
materials for grade X students of Senior High School for enrichment purposes. 
Supplementary materials itself refer to any materials which are used in 
addition to a course book (Tomlinson, 1998:xiii). These supplementary materials 
might be intended for varied purposes, including for enrichment purposes. In 
order to work maximally in enriching students knowledge and encouraging 
students to be autonomous learners in learning reading and writing, the 
supplementary reading-writing materials should follow the principle of 
autonomous learning, enrichment programmes, and good supplementary materials 
as well as principles in reading and writing. Because the supplementary reading-
writing materials will be made based on Curriculum 2013, there should also 
considerations on the principles of Curriculum 2013 and the core and basic 
competences.  
In developing materials, there should be considerations on the steps of 
materials development, from the needs analysis to the evaluation of materials in 
order to develop good products of materials. Besides, the approach that is used to 
organise the materials should also be taken into account. In this research, task-
based instruction is considered to be most appropriate approach to develop 
supplementary reading-writing materials for enrichment purposes. In addition, the 
materials should also have appropriate tasks with a good grading and sequencing 
in order to make students engaged in the learning and improve their competences 
on reading and writing as well as encourage them to be autonomous learners. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODS 
 
This chapter describes the methodology of the research. It puts the 
emphasis on the type of the research, research setting, research subject, research 
procedure, data collection and research instruments, and data analysis technique. 
A. Type of Study 
Based on its purpose, this research is classified into research and 
development study since the objective of the research is to develop supplementary 
reading-writing materials for grade X students of Senior High School. According 
to Gall, Gall, and Borg (2003: 569) research and development (R & D) is one of 
research design that aims to develop new products or procedures, by following 
some steps of designing, validating, and revising. Some common R & D products 
are a variety of teaching and learning tools such as curriculum, syllabus, and 
learning modules such as teaching and learning materials. R & D does not deal 
with testing of any theory because the focus is on the development of the products 
of procedures. Nevetheless, the theory is needed in order to give the foundation in 
developing the materials. 
The final product of the research was supplementary reading-writing 
materials in the form of textbook for grade X students of Senior High School. 
This textbook was expected to be used by the students to learn autonomously 
outside the classroom for enrichment purposes. Therefore, the students can enrich 
their knowledge as well as be encouraged to be autonomous learners. 
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B. Research Setting 
The research was conducted in April 2016 at one of senior high schools 
with high performance in Yogyakarta. This school has 27 classes in which in each 
grade there are 9 classes with ± 30 students. Meanwhile, this school has two 
majors, namely natural science (IPA) and social science (IPS). In each grade, 
there are 8 classes for IPA and 1 class for IPS. 
C. Research Subject 
The subjects of this research were students of grade X class X PMIIA 8. 
The number of research subject was 27 students. Below is the description of the 
research subject. 
Table 2: The Description of the Research Subject 
Number of 
Students 
Sex Age  
Male Female 15 Years 16 Years 
27 6 21 13 14 
 
D. Research Procedure 
Research procedure used in this research was the model of materials 
design proposed by Masuhara (in Tomlinson, 1998: 247). According to Masuraha, 
there are five stages that should be accomplished in designing materials. Those are 
the identification of needs, the identification of objectives, the design of syllabus, 
the design of materials, and the evaluation of materials. However, the stages were 
modified in order to meet research condition and demand. The scheme of steps of 
materials development in this research is shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 4: The Model of Research Procedure (modified from Masuhara (in 
Tomlinson, 1998: 247)) 
 
 
1. Conducting a needs analysis 
This step is conducted at the early stage of the research. A questionnaire to 
the students was distributed to collect the information from the students related to 
their target and learning needs. In addition, there was also an interview to the 
teacher to collect information about his/her opinion towards the materials. This 
analysis was then used as a basis on developing supplementary reading-writing 
materials for enrichment purposes for grade X students of Senior High School. 
2. Writing a syllabus 
In this stage, the course grid was developed based on the data results of the 
questionnaire and interview in needs analysis. Instead of those results, there was 
Conducting a needs analysis 
 
Writing a syllabus 
 
Getting an expert judgement  
Revising and writing the final draft of the 
supplementary reading-writing materials 
Developing the supplementary reading-writing 
materials 
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also consideration from recent curriculum, Curriculum 2013, in the form of core 
competences and basic competences underlying English for grade X students of 
Senior High School. The syllabus was made to plan and organise the content of 
the materials that will be developed. It contained guidelines to develop the tasks 
of the supplementary reading-writing materials for enrichment purposes. 
3. Developing the supplementary reading-writing materials 
The supplementary reading-writing materials were developed based on the 
syllabus. There were three units developed in this research. Each unit consisted of 
14-16 tasks. The tasks should be modified in order to make the students able to 
learn independently for enrichment purposes, as the materials were intended to 
make students become autonomous learners and reach their optimum level of 
development.  
4. Getting expert judgement  
After designing the first draft, expert judgment questionnaire was 
proposed to the materials expert to assess whether the developed materials have 
meet the requirements in the form of content, language, presentation, and lay-out. 
The questionnaire in this stage was written based on the Standard of Textbook 
Assessment for Senior High School proposed by BSNP (2014) and some theories 
underlying autonomous learning and enrichment. Some spaces were provided to 
write the experts’ opinions and suggestions toward the materials. The data 
collected in this stage were used to write the final draft. 
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5. Revising and writing the final draft of the supplementary reading-writing 
materials 
The developed materials was evaluated and revised based on the data 
results of expert judgements questionnaire. Based on the revision, the final draft 
of the material design was then developed. The final draft was considered as the 
final product of this research. 
E. Data Collection and Research Instruments 
1. Data Collection 
The data were in the form of qualitative and quantitative data. They were 
collected through distributing questionnaires and conducting interviews. They are 
described as follows: 
a. Distributing questionnaire for needs analysis purposes 
For needs analysis purposes, the questionnaire was distributed to the 
students and aimed to get the information about students’ background, target 
needs, and learning needs.  
b. Conducting an interview with the teacher 
The interview aimed to know the teacher’s opinion towards supplementary 
reading-writing materials for enrichment purposes for grade X students of Senior 
High School, expecially related to the learning needs of the students. 
c. Distributing questionnaire for experts’ judgment purposes 
For experts’ judgment purposes, the questionnaire was distributed to a 
materials’ expert from English Education Department. Since there were three 
units in the developed materials and each unit was assessed through the use of 
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questionaire, there were three questionnaires for each expert. The results were the 
form of scores and suggestions.       
2. Research Instruments 
The types of instruments used in the research are in the form of 
questionnaires and interview guidelines. 
a. Questionnaires 
There were two types of questionnaires used in this research; questionnaire 
of the needs analysis and questionnaire of expert judgement. The questionnaire for 
needs analysis purposes was distributed to the students before designing the first 
draft and aimed to get the information about the students’ needs. It was in the 
form of statements in which the students gave scales in each statement. The 
highest percentage was then considered as the students’ need. 
Table 3: The Organisation of the Questionnaire for Needs Analysis Purposes 
No Aspect 
Item 
Number 
Aim of Questions References 
1. Student 
Profile 
 To find out the 
information about the 
student’s profile 
Graves 
(2000: 103) 
Tomlinson (1998: 
240) 
 
Target Needs 
2. Necessities 1, 2 To find out the learners’ 
needs in terms of target 
situation demand. 
Hutchinson and 
Waters (1987: 55) 
Richards (2001: 
52-53) 
 
3. Lacks 3, 4, 5 To find out the gap 
between the learners’ 
present level   and   the 
target level in terms of 
competence areas.  
Hutchinson and 
Waters (1987: 56) 
(continued) 
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(continued) 
No Aspect 
Item 
Number 
Aim of Questions References 
4. Wants 6, 7, 8 To find out the learners’ 
wants of the learning 
process and enrichment 
programme. 
Hutchinson and 
Waters (1987: 56) 
 
Learning Needs 
5. Input 9-11 To find out the content 
that should be carried 
out in the designed 
tasks intended for 
autonomous learning 
and enrichment 
purposes. 
Graves (2000: 104) 
Little ( 1994: 81-
86) 
Nunan (2004: 47-
52) 
 
 
6. Procedure 12-15 To find out what the 
students should do with 
the inputs. 
Nunan (2004: 52) 
Bamford & Day 
(2004) 
Nowlan, (2008) 
Turloiu & 
Stefansdottir 
(2011) 
7. Setting 16,17 To find out how the 
tasks are carried out 
(individual or in 
groups) 
Nunan (2004: 70) 
8. Learner Role 18 To find  out the learner 
roles in carrying out 
learning tasks 
Nunan (2004: 64-
65) 
Little ( 1994: 81-
86) 
Panduan Penilaian 
untuk Sekolah 
Menengah Atas 
(2015: 44-45) 
9. Teacher Role 19 To find out the teacher 
roles in carrying out 
learning tasks  
Nunan (2004: 64-
65) 
Little ( 1994: 81-
86) 
Meanwhile, the questionnaire for experts’ judgment purposes was 
distributed to the materials experts from English Education Department. This 
questionnaire aimed to evaluate the first draft of materials. The first section of the 
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questionnare was in the form of close-ended questions. The following table 
presents the organisation of the first section of expert judgment questionnaire.  
Table 4: The Organisation of the Questionnaire for Experts’ Judgment 
Purposes 
No 
Components of 
Evaluation 
Aspects 
Item 
Number 
References 
1. 
 
 
Content 
 
 
Completeness 
1 – 9 
 
BSNP 
(2014) 
 
Depth 
Accuracy 
Relevance 
Life skill development 
2. Language The appropriateness at 
developmental level 
of students 
10 - 16 
BSNP 
(2014) 
Communicative 
Language Accuracy 
The unity of Ideas 
3. Presentation Systematic 
17 – 28 
BSNP 
(2014) Balance between the 
units 
Students’ centre  
Autonomous 
Self-evaluation 
The completeness of 
the presentation 
Illustration 
Typography 
4. Graphic Arrangement 
29 – 35 
BSNP 
(2014) Illustration 
Typography 
In this second questionnaire, there were also three open-ended questions 
provided. The questions are listed in the following table. 
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Table 5: List of Open-Ended Questions of the Questionnaire for Experts’ 
Judgment Purposes 
No Questions 
1. What is your opinion about this unit? 
2. What aspects should be refined in this unit? 
3. What is your suggestion about this unit? 
 
 
b. Interview guidelines 
The interview was intended to find out the information about  the learning 
needs of the students from the teacher’s perspective. The results of the interview 
were in the form of interview transcripts.  
Table 6:  The Organisation of the Interview Guideline for the Teachers 
No Aspect 
Item 
Number 
Aim of Questions References 
1. Input 1-3 To find the information 
about kinds of input that 
the teacher believes in 
enriching students’ reading 
and writing knowledge 
and skills. 
Nunan (2004: 47-
52) 
Cohen, Manion, & 
Morrison 
(2004: 275) 
Little ( 1994: 81-
86) 
 
2. Procedure 4 To find out what the 
students should do with 
the inputs or the 
appropriate activities or 
tasks in enriching 
students’ reading and 
writing knowledge and 
skills. 
 
Nunan (2004: 52) 
Bamford & Day 
(2004) 
Nowlan, (2008) 
Turloiu & 
Stefansdottir 
(2011) 
3. Setting 5 To find out how the tasks 
are carried out (individual 
or in groups). 
Nunan (2004: 70) 
4. Teacher Role 6 To find out the teacher 
roles     in    carrying     out 
learning tasks. 
Nunan (2004: 64-
65)  
Little ( 1994: 81-
86) 
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F. Data Analysis Techniques 
1. Quantitative Data 
The quantitative data were the results of data collection through 
questionnaires. There were two types of questionnaire in this research: 
questionnaire for need analysis and for material evaluation. Quantitative data from 
need analysis questionnaire are analysed through calculating the percentage on 
each statement of the questionnaire. The highest percentage on each statement 
wasconsidered as the tendency of students related to the condition. The following 
formula (Sugiyono, 2009: 144) was the formula used in analysing the needs 
analysis questionnaire: 
P (%) = f/n (100) 
P  = Percentage 
f  = Frequency 
n  = Total number of respondents 
100  = Fixed number  
In the steps of evaluating the materials, the questionnaire used Likert Scale 
as the measurement. The quality of the materials was then assessed based on the 
mean or average scores obtained from the questionnaire. The means were 
calculated by using the formula proposed by Suharto (2006: 52-53).  
Mn (X) = Σ fx 
                n 
Mn (X)  = Mean 
Σ fx   = total score 
n    = total number of data 
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In classifying the category of mean, the data were converted to descriptive 
analysis in terms of its goodness as proposed by Suharto (2006: 52 - 53).  
R = Xh – Xl 
4 
R = Range 
Xh = The highest Score 
Xl = The lowest Score 
4  = Range of Likert Scale 
The range obtained from calculating of the formula above was 0.25. The 
conversion was presented below.  
Table 7: Data Conversion Table  
Scales Interval Descriptive Categories 
1 3 ≤ X ≤ 3.25 Poor 
2 3.25 < X ≤ 3.5 Fair 
3 3.5 < X ≤ 3.75 Good 
4 3.75 < X ≤ 4 Very Good 
 
2. Qualitative data 
The qualitative data were grathered from the results of interview from the 
teacher. The data were analysed using several steps proposed by Miles, 
Huberman, and Saldana (2014: 31-33): 
a. Data reduction:The data were trasnform into smaller number of categories. 
b. Data display: The information was organised so that it permited conclusion 
drawing and action. 
c. Data conclusion: The data were concluded. 
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(continued) 
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter presents the findings and discussion of the research. It 
provides the description of the research findings and discussions. The research 
findings consist of the results of the needs analysis, the syllabus, the first draft of 
the materials, the expert judgment, and the final draft of the materials. 
A. Research Findings 
1. The Results of Needs Analysis 
The results of needs analysis were obtained from distributing 
questionnaire to the students, and conducting interview with the teacher. The data 
from questionnaire were analysed by looking up the percentage of each statement. 
Meanwhile, the data from interview were transcribed and interpreted.  
a. Target Needs 
1) Necessities 
Necessities refer to the type of need determined by the demands of the 
target situation. In this research, the data were all gained through distributing 
questionnaire its analysis was divided into two important points: the students‟ 
view on the target goals and the demands of the target situation. The following 
tables show grade X students‟ view on those two points. 
Table 8: Students’ View on Target Goals 
 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
1. Goals in learning English at school are 
 a. To  get   a  good   mark  in  school                                                                0 7.4 33.3 59.3 0 
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(continued) 
(continued) 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
 report and pass the national 
examination. 
     
b. To understand kinds of 
information in English easily. 
0 0.0 29.6 70.4 0 
c. To communicate with foreigners 
easily. 
0 3.7 29.6 66.7 0 
d. To support the higher education 
or job after graduating from 
school. 
0 0 25.9 74.1 0 
e. Others (please mention and rate): 
1) To get TOEFL more than 500 0 0 0 7.4 92.6 
In reference to the target goals, Table 8 shows that the main goal of the 
students in learning English is to support their higher education or job after 
graduation. Based on the table, there were 74.1% of students having a big 
tendency on it. Meanwhile, the second goal is to make them able to understand 
kinds of information in English easily. According to the table, there were 70.4% 
of students having a big tendency on it. In addition, there were also 7.4% students 
adding that they learn English to get TOEFL score more than 500.  
Table 9: Students’ View on Reading and Writing Demands in the Target 
Situation 
 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
2. 
Level of English ability for reading and writing you should have in order 
to support the higher education or job after graduating from school is 
 
a. Beginner: Able to understand 
main ideas of simple and short 
texts about daily life, and able to 
write simple sentences related to 
the texts. 
0 29.6 44.4 25.9 0 
b. Intermediate: Able to understand 
main and supporting ideas of 
longer texts, and able to write 
new texts on the same theme or 
topic 
0 11.1 51.9 37.0 0 
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No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
 c. Advanced: Able to understand 
various kinds of texts, literal and 
implied meaning on the texts, and 
able to write new and complex 
texts in the form of language and 
content. 
0 3.7 48.1 48.1 0 
d. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………... 
0 0 0 0 100 
In relation to the demands of the target situation, most of the students 
claimed that in order to read and write effectively in the target situation, they 
needed to be in advance level. According to Table 9, there were 48.1% of students 
strongly agreeing that they need to be in advance level and there were only 3.7% 
of students moderately agreeing on it. Thus, the students needed to be able to 
understand various kinds of texts, literal and implied meaning on the texts, and 
able to write new and complex texts the form of language and content.  
2) Lacks 
Lacks refer to discrepancies between needs and present conditions. In this 
research, the data of lacks were gained through distributing questionnaire. The 
following tables present the lack of the students‟ reading and writing skills. 
Table 10: Students’ Current Levels of Reading and Writing Proficiency 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
3. Level of English ability for reading and writing you are in now is 
 a. Beginner: Able to understand 
main ideas of simple and short 
texts about daily life, and able to 
write simple sentences related to 
the texts. 
3.7 51.9 44.4 0 0 
b. Intermediate: Able to understand 
main and supporting ideas of 
longer  texts,  and  able   to   write 
0 7.4 48.1 44.4 0 
 (continued) 
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(continued) 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
 new texts on the same theme or 
topic. 
     
c. Advanced: Able to understand 
various kinds of texts, literal and 
implied meaning on the texts, and 
able to write new texts which are 
complex both in the form of 
language and content. 
14.8 51.9 33.3 0 0 
d. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………... 
0 0 0 0 100 
 
In reference to the students‟ current levels of reading and writing 
proficiency, most of the students claimed that they were on the intermediate level. 
According to Table 10, it shows that 44.4% of students strongly agreed that they 
were in intermediate level and there were only 7.4% of students moderately 
agreeing on it. Thus, the students were able to understand main and supporting 
ideas of longer texts, and able to write new texts on the same theme or topic. 
However, they have not mastered yet about literal and implied meaning as well as 
writing complex texts in the form of language and content. 
Table 11: Students’ Difficulties in Reading 
(continued) 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
4. Difficulties in reading are 
 
 
a. Understanding main ideas of 
texts. 
7.4 29.6 48.1 14.8 0 
b. Understanding supporting ideas 
of texts. 
3.7 40.7 48.1 7.4 0 
c. Understanding communicative 
purpose of texts. 
7.4 48.1 44.4 0 0 
d. Understanding implied meaning 
on texts. 
0 29.6 48.1 22.2 0 
e. Developing strategies in reading 
like scanning, skimming, and 
guessing. 
0 14.8 59.3 25.9 0 
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 (continued) 
  
In reference to the difficulties in reading, most of students claimed that 
they faced difficulties in developing strategies in reading and understanding 
implied meaning on texts. Based on Table 11, there were 25.9% of students 
strongly agreeing plus 59.3% agreeing that developing strategies in reading was 
difficult. Meanwhile, there were 22.2% of students strongly agreeing plus 48.1% 
of students agreeing that understanding implied meaning on texts is difficult. 
Nevertheless, instead of those two difficulties, there were also some students who 
faced difficulties in understanding main ideas of texts, supporting ideas of texts, 
and communicative purpose of texts. 
Table 12: Students’ Difficulties in Writing 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
 
 
f. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………... 
0 0 0 0 100 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
5. Difficulties in writing are 
 
 
 
 
a. Choosing and developing ideas 0 22.2 63.0 14.8 0 
b. Organising the ideas into a good 
writing piece. 
0 3.7 81.5 14.8 0 
c. Choosing the right and 
appropriate vocabulary to be used 
when writing. 
0 11.1 74.1 14.8 0 
d. Choosing the right and 
appropriate grammar to be used 
when writing. 
0 7.4 44.4 48.1 0 
e. Developing strategies in writing 
like brainstorming, clustering, 
paraphrasing     and     soliciting 
feedback. 
0 0 66.7 33.3 0 
f. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………... 
0 0 0 0 100 
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(continued) 
In relation to writing difficulties, almost all of the students claimed that 
they faced difficulties in choosing the right and appropriate grammar to be used 
when writing, developing strategies in writing, and organising the ideas into a 
good writing piece. Table 12 shows that 48.1% of students strongly agreed plus 
44.4% of students agreed that choosing the right and appropriate grammar to be 
used when writing was difficult. Besides, there were 66.7% of students agreeing 
plus 33.3% of students strongly agreeing that they had a difficulty in developing 
strategies in writing. Meanwhile, there were 81.5% of students agreeing plus 
14.8% of students strongly agreeing that organising the ideas into a good writing 
piece was difficult. Nevertheless, instead of those difficulties, there were also 
more than three-quarters of the students who claim that choosing and developing 
ideas, and choosing the right and appropriate vocabulary in writing was difficult. 
3) Wants 
Wants refer to the learner‟s expectation in order to meet the demand of 
target situation. In this research, the data of wants were gained through 
distributing questionnaire. The tables below present the data of students‟ wants. 
Table 13: Students’ Wants in Learning Reading 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
6. English learning (reading) that you want should have make you able to 
 
 
a. Understand main idea and 
communicative purpose of texts. 
0 7.4 51.9 40.7 0 
b. Understand texts in detail, both 
the literal and implied meaning.  
0 11.1 48.1 40.7 0 
c. Understand vocabulary and 
grammar according to the context 
in the texts. 
0 0 48.1 51.9 0 
d. Develop strategies in reading like 
scanning, skimming, and 
guessing. 
0 0 55.6 44.4 0 
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(continued) 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
 e. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………... 
0 0 0 0 100 
In relation to student‟s wants in learning reading, all of the students 
claimed that they wanted to learn more about understanding vocabulary and 
grammar according to the context in the texts and develop strategies in reading. 
According to Table 13, there were 51.9% of students strongly agreeing plus 
48.1% of students agreeing to understand vocabulary and grammar according to 
the context in the texts. Besides, 44.4% of students strongly wanted plus 55.6% 
students wanted to develop strategies in reading like scanning, skimming, and 
guessing. Nevertheless, instead of those wants, there were also more than three-
quarters of the students claiming that they wanted to learn more on understanding 
main idea, communicative purpose of texts, and texts in detail, both the literal and 
implied meaning. 
Table 14: Students’ Wants in Learning Writing 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
7. English learning (writing) that you want should make you able to 
 
 
 
a. Choose and develop ideas 0 0 70.4 29.6 0 
b. Organise the ideas into a good 
writing piece. 
0 3.7 59.3 37.0 0 
c. Choose the right and appropriate 
vocabulary and grammar to be 
used when writing. 
0 3.7 48.1 48.1 0 
d. Develop strategies in writing like 
brainstorming, clustering, 
paraphrasing and soliciting 
feedback. 
0 0 66.7 33.3 0 
e. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………... 
0 0 0 0 100 
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In reference to student‟s wants in learning writing, it is gained that all of 
the students claimed that they wanted to learn more about developing strategies in 
writing and choosing and developing ideas. Based on Table 14, it shows that there 
were 66.7% of students agreeing plus 33.3% of students strongly agreeing to learn 
more on developing strategies in writing. Meanwhile, there were 70.4% of 
students agreeing plus 29.6% students strongly agreeing to learn more on 
choosing and developing ideas in writing. Nevertheless, instead of those wants, 
the table also shows that more than three-quarters of the students also claimed that 
they wanted to learn more on choosing the right and appropriate vocabulary and 
grammar to be used when writing, and organising the ideas into a good writing 
piece. 
Table 15: Students’ Wants in Reading and Writing Enrichment Program  
 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
8. For enrichment purposes, English learning (reading and writing) should 
make you able to 
 
 
a. Expand knowledge on topics 
related to reading and writing. 
0 3.7 51.9 44.4 0 
b. Deepen the knowledge on topics 
related to reading and writing. 
0 0.0 51.9 48.1 0 
c. Develop micro- and macro-skills, 
and strategies related to reading 
and writing. 
0 3.7 48.1 48.1 0 
d. Increase the number of 
vocabularies to be understood, 
both the meaning and usage. 
0 0 33.3 66.7 0 
e. Deepen the understanding on 
right and appropriate grammar to 
be used in certain texts. 
0 0 37.0 63.0 0 
f. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………. 
0 0 0 0 100 
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In relation to students‟ wants in reading and writing enrichment program, 
all of the students claimed that they wanted to increase the number of 
vocabularies  to  be  understood, deepen the understanding on right and 
appropriate grammar to be used in certain texts, and deepen the knowledge on 
topics related to reading and writing. Based on Table 15, there were 66.7% of 
students strongly agreeing and 33.3% of students agreeing to increase the number 
of vocabularies to be understood. Meanwhile, there were 63% of students 
strongly agreeing plus 37% of students who agreeing to deepen the understanding 
on right and appropriate grammar. Besides, there were 51.9% of students 
agreeing plus 48.1% of students strongly agreeing to deepen the knowledge on 
topics related to reading and writing. Nevertheless, instead of those three wants, 
there were also more than three-quarters of the students who wanted to develop 
micro- and macro-skills, and strategies related to reading and writing, and expand 
knowledge on topics related to reading and writing. 
b. Learning Needs 
1) Input 
Nunan (2004: 47) state that inputs refer to any data that learners work 
within a process of completing a task. The data might be spoken, written or 
visually presented. In this research, the data of input were gained from two 
perspectives, students and the teacher. The following tables from questionnaire 
and excerpts from interview present those two perspectives on reading and writing 
input that the students want. 
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Table 16: Students’ View on Kinds of Input in Reading and Writing 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
9. Kinds of input for reading and writing enrichment that you want are 
 
 
a. Authentic materials that are can 
be easily found in the daily life 
(for examples: magazines, 
newspapers, recipe, 
announcement, etc.) 
3.7 11.1 55.6 29.6 0 
b. Texts with some pictures 
provided. 
0 0 25.9 74.1 0 
c. Texts with glossary provided 
(difficult vocabularies on the 
texts). 
3.7 7.4 25.9 63.0 0 
d. Text with table, diagram, or 
graphic provided. 
3.7 18.5 44.4 33.3 0 
e. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………... 
0 0 0 0 100 
 
In reference to students‟ view on kinds of input in reading and writing, 
Table 16 shows that all of the students claimed that they wanted texts with some 
pictures provided. According to the table, there were 74.1% of students strongly 
agreeing plus 25.9% of students agreeing on having such kind of texts. 
Nevertheless, there were also more than three-quarters of students who wanted 
texts with glossary provided. Based on the table, there were 88.9% of students in 
total who wanted such kind of texts. 
Meanwhile, based on the result of interview, the teacher claimed that the 
appropriate kinds of input for enrichment purposes were those which included 
pictures, illustration or graphics in order to attract students‟ interest. In addition, 
the way the input was presented should also be taken into consideration. The 
excerpt can be seen as follows. 
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Therefore, from the two perspectives, it is gained that the appropriate 
inputs for reading and writing enrichment are texts with some pictures and/or 
glossary provided.  
Table 17: Students’ View on Length of Input in Reading and Writing 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
10. Length of inputs for reading and writing enrichment that you want is 
 
 
a. 150 – 200 words 11.1 18.5 51.9 18.5 0 
b. 200 – 250 words 0 25.9 48.1 18.5 0 
c. 250 – 300 words 0 14.8 74.1 11.1 0 
d. 300 – 350 words 7.4 44.4 40.7 7.4 0 
e. More than 350 words 22.2 55.6 14.8 7.4 0 
In reference to the length of input, Table 17 shows that most of the 
students preferred to have texts that consisted of 250 – 300 words. According to 
the table, there were more than three quarters of the students preferred on it. 
Instead, there were also more than a half of the students preferring to have texts 
that consisted of 200 – 250 words. Meanwhile, there was a balance between 
students who preferred and who did not prefer to have texts that consisted of 350 
words. However, more than a half of the students claimed that they did not want 
to have text more than 350 words.  
In addition, based on result of the interview, the teacher claimed that for 
enrichment purposes, the length of input should be longer than those used in 
R : Okay Ma‟am, we will start from the input. What are your views on 
kinds of input appropriate for reading and writing enrichment? 
T : Is it about the texts? I think as long as it is not that difficult or easy, it 
would be alright. I mean the vocabulary. We should read it carefully 
first before give it to the students. Pictures, illustration, or videos are 
also important to make students interested to read or write the texts. 
You will make a book, right? I think there should be a consideration on 
the font size ya. My students usually will not be interested if the font is 
too small but they will also be bored if the font is too big. 
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regular classes. In fact, most of the texts on the textbook used in the class (Bahasa 
Inggris, Kemdikbud, 2014) consisted of 300 – 400 words. It means that the length 
for enrichment should be more than 400 words. The excerpt can be seen as 
follows. 
 
 
 
Thus, from the two perspectives, it is gained that there are two quite 
different views on the length of the texts: the students with texts that consist of 
250 – 300 words and the teacher with texts that consist of more than 400 words. 
Nevertheless, in this research, it had been decided to place the students‟ view 
above than the teacher‟s view. Therefore, the length of the texts is about 250 – 
300 words. 
Table 18: Students’ View on the Topics They Like for Reading and Writing 
Input 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
11. Topics in English learning, especially for reading and writing that you 
like for enrichment activities are 
 
 
a. Topics related to local culture, 
heritage and history. 
0 11.1 37.0 51.9 0 
b. Topics related to world culture, 
heritage, and history. 
0 14.8 55.6 29.6 0 
c.  Topics related to major in school 
(natural science or social 
science). 
14.8 48.1 29.6 7.4 0 
d. Topics related to daily life in 
family, school and society. 
0 14.8 37.0 48.1 0 
e. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………... 
0 0 0 0 100 
R : And how about the length of the texts Ma‟am? How long are the texts 
that are appropriate for reading and writing enrichment? 
T : Ah, if it is about the length, I‟m not sure because I rarely look on how 
long the text is. However, what I can suggest is if texts are for 
enrichment, I think it will be longer than usual texts used in classroom. 
We can look on the textbook later to see the texts in classroom. 
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In relation to the topic, Table 18 shows that there was a balance between 
students who preferred to have topic on related to local culture, heritage and 
history than those who preferred to have topic related to world culture, heritage, 
and history. However, based on the table, it can be seen that the tendency of local 
culture, heritage and history is bigger than world culture, heritage, and history. 
Besides, according to the table, it is also gained that most of the students preferred 
to have topic related to daily life in family, school and society than to have topic 
related to their major in school. 
Meanwhile, based on the result of interview, the teacher claimed that the 
topic for reading and writing that was appropriate for students should be popular, 
interesting, up-to-date, and close to their life. The excerpt can be seen as follows. 
 
Therefore, from the two perspectives, it is gained that the appropriate topic 
for reading and writing for enrichment purposes is the topic related to local 
culture, heritage and history and also related to daily life in family, school and 
society. In addition, it should be also popular, interesting, up-to-date, and close to 
the students‟ life.  
2) Procedures 
Procedures refer to what learners should do with the input provided 
(Nunan, 2004: 52). They can be in the form of activities or tasks that the students 
R : Okay then, now is about the topic. What topic do you think your 
students like for reading and writing for enrichment purposes? 
T : For the topic, So far I just follow the syllabus available. It is the same 
with the topic in regular classes. However, in my opinion, students like 
topic which is close to their life and popular. It should be interesting 
and up-to-date. 
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should do in the learning. In this research, the data of procedures were gained 
from two perspectives, students and the teacher. The following tables from 
questionnaire and excerpts from interview present those two perspectives on the 
activities related to reading and writing enrichment program. 
Table 19: Students’ View on Reading Enrichment Activities 
In reference to reading activities, Table 19 shows that almost all of the 
students claimed that they liked to read a text then make responds related to the 
text as well as read a text then imagine they were one of the characters. Based on 
the table, there were 66.7% of students who liked and 18.5% of students who 
strongly liked to read a text and then make responds related to the text. 
Meanwhile, there were 51.9% of students who liked and 33.3% of students 
strongly liked to read a text then imagine they were one of the characters. Besides, 
instead of those two activities, there also more than a half of the students claiming 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
12. Kinds of reading enrichment tasks or activities that you want are 
 
a. Reading a text then adding 
information that is not provided 
by the text. 
0 33.3 48.1 18.5 0 
b. Reading a title of a text then 
making a prediction about the 
content. 
22.2 29.6 40.7 7.4 0 
c. Reading a text then making 
responds related to the text (After 
reading, I feel scared/excited/sad/ 
…, because …) 
0 14.8 66.7 18.5 0 
d. Reading a text then imagining 
you‟re one of the characters (If I 
were ..., I would ...) 
0 14.8 51.9 33.3 0 
e. Reading a text then investigating 
the problem or case found in the 
text.  
0 33.3 37.0 29.6 0 
f. Others (please mention and rate): 
…………………………………… 
0 0 0 0 100 
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that they like to read a text and investigate the problem or case found in the text as 
well as read a text then add information that is not provided by the text.  
 
 
 
 
 
In addition, based on the excerpt of interview above, the teacher claimed 
that the appropriate activities for enrichment purposes are those which involve 
creativity in the process of completing them.  For example in reading, the students 
are asked to give opinion towards a text that they will independently expand their 
skills in understanding the text and also using vocabularies. 
Table 20: Students’ View on Writing Enrichment Activities 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
13. Kinds of writing enrichment tasks or activities that you want are 
 a. Arranging   jumbled    paragraphs 
into a good story. 
0 18.5 51.9 29.6 0 
b. Evolving pictures/ illustrations/ 
tables to a story in paragraphs. 
3.7 18.5 44.4 33.3 0 
c. Exchanging your works with your 
friend and editing those works 
(ideas, vocabulary, grammar etc). 
7.4 29.6 44.4 18.5 0 
d. Writing summary about a text. 7.4 25.9 44.4 22.2 0 
e. Write a story about persons, 
places, or events and supporting it 
with pictures. 
11.1 29.6 37.0 22.2 0 
f. Others (please mention and rate): 
…………………………………… 
0 0 0 0 100 
 
In reference to writing activities, Table 20 shows that more than three-
quarters of the students claimed that they like to arrange jumbled paragraphs into 
R : I see. Then, in your opinion, what activities are appropriate for 
reading and writing enrichment? 
T : For enrichment activities,  so far I use activities that involve their 
creativity. For example in reading, I ask the students to give opinion 
towards a text, so that they can independently expand their skills in 
understanding the text and also using vocabularies. Then, for writing, I 
usually ask students to write a text based on the topic and structure that 
they have learnt. 
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a good story and/or to evolve pictures/ illustrations/ tables to a story in 
paragraphs. Based on the table, there were 51.9% of students liked and 29.6% of 
students strongly liked to arrange jumbled paragraphs. Meanwhile, there were 
44.4% of students liked and 33.3% students strongly liked to evolve pictures/ 
illustrations/ tables to a story in paragraphs. Nevertheless, instead of those 
activities, it can also be seen that more than a half of the students claimed that 
they like the other three activities (making summary, writing a story, and 
exchanging work to be edited). 
 
 
  
In addition, based on the excerpt of interview with the teacher above, the 
teacher claimed that for writing enrichment, the example of the activity is to ask 
students to write a text based on the topic and structure that they have learnt.  
Table 21: Students’ View on Vocabulary Enrichment Activities 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
14. Kinds of vocabulary enrichment tasks or activities that you want are 
 
 
a. Scanning for new vocabularies on 
a text and finding out the meaning 
in dictionary. 
0 3.7 37.0 59.3 0 
b. Matching vocabularies with its 
meaning provided. 
0 7.4 44.4 48.1 0 
c. Completing sentences/paragraphs 
using vocabularies provided. 
0 7.4 37.0 55.6 0 
d. Completing sentences/paragraphs 
using your own knowledge. 
14.8 25.9 33.3 25.9 0 
e. Scanning for new vocabularies on 
a text and identifying the meaning 
based on the context provided. 
3.7 7.4 29.6 59.3 0 
f. Others (please mention and rate): 
…………………………………… 
0 0 0 0 100 
R : I see. How about writing Ma‟am? 
T : For writing, I usually ask students to write a text based on the topic 
and structure that they have learnt, because in the regular class, 
sometimes, there is no time to ask students to write full texts 
independently. 
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In relation to vocabulary enrichment activities, Table 21 shows that more 
than a half of the students (59.3%) had a great desire to scan for new vocabularies 
on a text and finding out the meaning in dictionary and to scan for new 
vocabularies on a text and identifying the meaning based on the context provided. 
Meanwhile, there were 55.6% of students who had a great desire to complete 
sentences/paragraphs using vocabularies provided. The lowest percentage was on 
completing sentences/paragraphs using students‟ own knowledge: there were only 
25.9% of students had a great desire to do it. 
Table 22: Students’ View on Grammar Enrichment Activities 
Based on Table 22, it shows that almost all of the students claimed that 
they preferred to make sentences based on the pattern taught. According to the 
table, there were 66.7% of students agreeing and 29.6% of students strongly 
agreeing that they like to make sentences based on the pattern taught. On the 
second place, there were also more than three-quarters of the students who 
preferred to identify wrong sentence structure and then correct it. The lowest 
percentage was on memorising grammar formula where there were only 70.3% of 
students in total preferring on it.  
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
15. Kinds of grammar enrichment tasks or activities that you want are 
 
 
a. Memorising grammar formula. 7.4 22.2 48.1 22.2 0 
b. Identifying wrong sentence 
structure and then correcting it. 
3.7 11.1 63.0 22.2 0 
c. Making sentences based on 
pattern taught. 
3.7 0 66.7 29.6 0 
d. Completing sentences/paragraphs 
based on the structure learned. 
14.8 11.1 55.6 18.5 0 
e. Others (please mention and rate): 
1) Finding a formula from sentences 0 0 0 3.7 96.3 
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3) Settings 
Settings refer to how the activities should be carried out (Nunan, 2004: 71-
72). In this research, there were two important points in analysing settings: kinds 
of grouping and time allocation. Besides, the data of setting were gained from two 
perspectives, students and the teacher. The following tables from questionnaire 
and excerpts from interview present those two perspectives on the setting. 
Table 23: Students’ View on Kinds of Grouping 
In relation to grouping, Table 23 presents that all of the students preferred 
to work in pairs. According to the table, there were 70.4% of students agreeing 
and 29.6% of students strongly agreeing to work in pairs. Nevertheless, there were 
also more than three quarters of the students preferring to work in groups, whether 
it was small groups or big groups. Indeed, the least preference was when the 
students are asked about working individually. 
 
 
 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
16. In reading and writing enrichment activities, you prefer to do the tasks  
 
 
a. Individually. 3.7 33.3 40.7 22.2 0 
b. In pairs. 0 0 70.4 29.6 0 
c. In small groups consisting of 3-4 
persons. 
0 18.5 44.4 37.0 0 
d. In big groups consisting of 5-6 
persons. 
11.1 22.2 44.4 22.2 0 
e. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………. 
0 0 0 0 100 
R : Okay then, how about the setting Ma‟am? Do you like to give tasks 
to your students individually, in pairs, or in groups? 
T : It depends ya. Sometimes, if the task is too big or difficult, I prefer to 
divide students into groups. However, if the task is easy and can be 
done in short time, I prefer to give it individually. 
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In addition, based on the excerpt of interview with the teacher above, the 
teacher claimed that for enrichment, the choice of grouping was depend on the 
level of difficulty of the task and how long it takes to complete.  
Table 24: Students’ View on Time Allocation 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
17. The allocation of time that you spend to learn autonomously outside the 
classroom is  
 
 
a. < 30 minutes per day. 29.6 29.6 29.6 11.1 0 
b. 30 minutes – 60 minutes per day. 3.7 29.6 37.0 29.6 0 
c. 60 minutes – 90 minutes per day. 3.7 25.9 51.9 18.5 0 
d. 90 minutes – 120 minutes per 
day. 
3.7 59.3 29.6 7.4 0 
e. > 120 minutes per day. 44.4 40.7 14.8 0 0 
In reference to time allocation, Table 24 shows that the highest 
percentages were on 30 minutes – 60 minutes per day and 60 minutes – 90 
minutes per day. According the table, there were more than a half of the students 
have a tendency on those two choices. Meanwhile, there were only some students 
who liked to learn 90 minutes – 120 minutes per day and less students liked to 
learn more than 120 minutes per day. Therefore, it can be concluded that the most 
of the students prefer to learn autonomously in 30 minutes – 90 minutes. 
4) Learner Role 
Learners‟ role refers to what the learners are expected to play in carrying 
out tasks. In this research, the data of learner role were gained by distributing 
questionnaire. The following table shows students‟ view on their roles they expect 
to play while carrying out tasks. 
Table 25: Students’ View on Roles They Expect to Play 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
18. In reading and writing enrichment activities, you prefer to  
(continued) 
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(continued) 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
 
 
a. Discuss and be actively involved 
in    an    investigation    to   solve 
problems and do the tasks  
0 14.8 51.9 33.3 0 
b. Individually investigate and do 
the tasks. 
7.4 18.5 48.1 25.9 0 
c. Use your creativity in doing the 
tasks. 
0 7.4 66.7 25.9 0 
d. Propose your questions and 
opinions. 
3.7 11.1 66.7 18.5 0 
e. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………. 
0 0 0 0 100 
In reference to the student‟s role, more than three quarters of the students 
claim that they prefer to discuss and be actively involved in an investigation to 
solve problems and do the tasks, and to use their creativity in doing the tasks. 
According to the table, there are 51.9% of students who agree plus 33.3% of 
students who strongly agree that they prefer to discuss and be actively involved in 
an investigation to solve problems and do the tasks. Meanwhile, there are 66.7% 
of students who agree plus 25.9% of students who strongly agree that they prefer 
to use their creativity in doing the tasks. Nevertheless, instead of those two roles, 
there are also more than a half of students who claim that they prefer to 
individually investigate and do the tasks and propose their questions and opinions 
5) Teacher Role 
Teacher‟s role refers to what the teacher expected to play in carrying out 
tasks (Nunan, 2004: 64-65).  It can be in the form of facilitating, monitoring, 
providing or assessing. In this research, the data of teacher‟s role were gained 
from the students and the teacher. The following table presents the students‟ view 
on roles that they expect the teacher to play during carrying out the tasks. 
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Table 26: Students’ View on Roles They Expect the Teacher to Play 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
19. In reading and writing enrichment activities, you prefer the teacher to 
 
 
a. Facilitate and help you in the 
process of doing/finishing the 
tasks. 
0 3.7 37.0 59.3 0 
b. Monitor every step of finishing 
the tasks. 
0 14.8 37.0 48.1 0 
c. Give advice, correction, and 
comments in the result of your 
work. 
0 3.7 48.1 48.1 0 
d. Give examples before you do the 
tasks. 
0 0 25.9 74.1 0 
e. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………. 
0 0 0 0 100 
In term of the teacher‟s role, Table 26 shows that all of students claim 
that they need their teacher to give them examples before they do the tasks. 
According to the table, there are 74.1% of students who strongly agree plus 25.9% 
of students who agree on it. Nevertheless, there are also more than three quarters 
of students who claim that they need to be facilitated and helped in the process of 
doing/finishing the tasks, to be monitored in every step of finishing the tasks, and 
to be given advice, correction, and comments in the result of their work. 
 
 
 
 
In addition, based on the excerpt of interview with the teacher above, the 
teacher claimed that for enrichment, she should facilitate students to enrich their 
R : Alright Ma‟am, one last question. What is your view on the teacher‟s 
role in enrichment program? It is like what the teacher should do in 
enrichment program. 
T : Facilitating. So far, the teacher often forgets to give their students 
enrichment after learning. However, the teacher should facilitate the 
students to enrich their knowledge.  
R : Can you give the example of facilitating Ma‟am? 
T : It can be in the form of giving students tasks to complete. They can 
do it after the class or at home and submit it to be given score. 
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knowledge and skill. It can be in the form of giving students tasks that should be 
completed after the class. 
2. Syllabus 
After the results of questionnaire were analysed, the syllabus was 
designed. It was designed by referring to the English curriculum in Curriculum 
2013 for Senior High School and the needs of students. It consists of the identity 
of the syllabus, the core and basic competencies, the number and title of the unit, 
the topic of the unit, indicators, language focus (grammar and vocabulary), 
learning activities, and the inputs to develop supplementary reading-writing 
materials for enrichment purposes for grade X students of Senior High School. 
a. Syllabus of Unit 1 
Unit 1 was developed based on the basic competencies 3.4; 4.4.1; and 
4.4.2 of Curriculum 2013 about descriptive texts. The topics of this unit are about 
tourist destinations and famous historical building in Indonesia and the title is 
„Historical Assets – My Homeland‟. In this unit, reading is focused on identifying 
main ideas and scanning for details. Meanwhile, the focus of writing is on 
brainstorming ideas. For grammar, Unit 1 covers present perfect tense and adverb 
of degree. The complete version of the syllabus for Unit 1 is on the Appendices. 
b. Syllabus of Unit 2 
Unit 2 was developed based on the basic competencies 3.7; 4.7.1; and 
4.7.2 about recount texts. The topic of this unit is about historic events and title is 
„Tracking History: Triumphs and Tragedies. In this unit, reading is focused on 
identifying main and supporting ideas, and scanning for details. Meanwhile, the 
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focus of writing is on expanding and evaluating ideas. For grammar, Unit 2 covers 
past continuous tense and preposition of time. The complete version of the 
syllabus for Unit 2 is on the Appendices. 
c. Syllabus of Unit 3 
Unit 3 was developed based on the basic competencies 3.8 and 4.8 about 
narrative texts. Nevertheless, in this unit, there is an extension on the 
competencies in order to give the students opportunity to integrate their 
knowledge. Based on Curriculum 2013, competencies 3.8 and 4.8 only cover 
skills for reading. Nevertheless, Unit 3 also includes writing activities on the same 
text to expand the student‟s knowledge and skills on that text. The focus of 
reading is on scanning for details and understanding inferences. Meanwhile, for 
writing, Unit 3 focuses on applying process writing procedure. The topic of this 
unit is about legends and title is „The Forgotten Legends. For grammar, Unit 3 
covers past perfect tense and adverb time connectors. The complete version of the 
syllabus for Unit 3 is on the Appendices. 
3. The First Draft of the Materials 
The first draft of the materials consists of three units. Unit 1 consists of 14 
tasks, Unit 2 consists of 16 tasks, and Unit 3 consists of 15 tasks. Each unit was 
developed using task-based instruction. In each unit, there are two task cycles, one 
for reading and the second focuses on writing. Meanwhile, for the pre-task phase, 
there are two focuses: in the topic and in the vocabularies. The design of each unit 
is shown on the diagram below. 
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Figure 5: The Design of Unit 
The developed units are described in the following tables. The description 
covers the title of each unit, steps, instructions, and brief description of each task. 
Table 27: First Draft of Unit 1 
UNIT 1: Historical Assets – My Homeland 
In this unit, students will learn how to describe tourist destinations and 
historical buildings in Indonesia. Instead, they will also learn about adverb of 
degree, present perfect tense, and how to read dictionary and brainstorm ideas. 
A. Orientation 
Task 1 Instruction: 
Match these captions with the pictures on page 1. You may use the 
Internet to help you find what the pictures are about. 
 
Description: 
This task is included in the pre-task phase. The students should match 
the captions with the pictures in the page before (unit cover). The aim 
is to introduce students to the topic and what they are going to learn. 
Task 2 Instruction: 
Match these short texts with the captions above. 
 
Description: 
Still in the pre-task phase, the students should match some  short texts  
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 which describe the pictures and captions in the previous task. The 
aim is to make students familiar with what they are going to learn and 
give them view what text will be in the unit. 
B. Word Builder 
Task 3 Instruction: 
Try to use a dictionary (preferably English- English dictionary) to 
find out the meanings of the words and write one of the meanings on 
the right box. Do it in pairs. 
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in the pre-task phase. Before the instruction, 
there has been provided an explanation on how to read a dictionary 
that the students are expected to study. Then, they are asked to 
practice it by finding meaning of some words in the box using 
dictionary. Indeed, the words are also those which will appear in the 
texts they are going to read.  
C. Reading 
Task 4 Instruction: 
Read the following text about Maimun Palace. Then, answer the 
questions with reference to the passage. 
 
Description: 
This task is included in the first task cycle (reading). The students 
should read a descriptive text entitled „The Beauty of Maimun 
Palace‟. Then, they should answer some questions related to the main 
ideas, detailed information, inferences, etc. The text is also completed 
with the pictures, vocabularies, and text structure which are also 
beneficial for them to understand about the text. 
Task 5 Instruction: 
In groups of three, discuss the following questions.  
 
Description: 
This is the second task in the first task cycle. At first, the students are 
expected to read a short text in the box about a problem appearing in 
the historical building that has been described in the previous task. 
Then, they should answer some questions related to the text. Indeed, 
these are problem solving questions to improve students‟ critical 
thinking. 
Task 6 Instruction: 
Read the following text about Lawang Sewu. Then, put a tick (√) on 
the information which you can find on the text. 
 
Description: 
The third task in the task cycle 1 is to introduce the students to 
another   example   of   descriptive    texts.   Then,    to   check    their  
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 understanding about the text, they are asked to list information which 
is on the text and is not in the text by putting a tick. 
Task 7 Instruction: 
Based on Task 6, propose simple sentences to represent information 
which is NOT in the text. You may use the Internet to help you to 
find what you need.  
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in task cycle 1. The students are asked to 
propose sentences that represent information which is not in the text. 
Actually, this task is a follow-up activity after the previous task, in 
which the students list the information. In addition, this task is also 
integrated with the Internet. 
D. A Grip on Grammar 
Task 8 Instruction: 
Now, put the suitable word from the box to complete the sentence. 
 
Description: 
This task is included in the language focus phase. Actually, before the 
instruction there is an explanation on what adverb of degree is and 
how to use it. Then, the task is that the students should the suitable 
word, which is adverb of degree, to complete the sentence. 
Task 9 Instruction: 
Now, make sentences with the following groups of words. The 
sentences must be written in the present perfect tense. 
 
Description: 
This is the second task in language focus phase. It is about present 
perfect tense. Before the instruction, there is an explanation about 
when to use this tense that the students are expected to read. Then, 
the students are asked to make sentences using groups of words 
provided and the pattern that has been learnt. 
E. Writing 
Task 10 Instruction: 
Work in groups of three. Brainstorm and identify features of these 
buildings that might attract tourists.  
 
Description: 
This task is included in the second task cycle (writing). After the 
students learn about descriptive texts in task cycle 1, now they are 
asked to learn how to write a descriptive text. In this task, the 
students learn about how to brainstorm by reading the guidelines. 
Then, they are asked to brainstorm ideas by following the guidelines. 
There are three buildings (Taman Sari, Buton Fortness, and Gedung 
Sate) that the students should brainstorm. 
(continued) 
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Task 11 Instruction: 
From the three buildings that you have been brainstormed, select one 
of them and write a simple description of its building. Refer to the 
examples of descriptions on pages 4 and 7. 
 
Description: 
After brainstorming, the students are asked to select one building to 
expand it into a descriptive text by referring to the format in the 
previous task cycle. 
Task 12 Instruction: 
Select a historical building with tourism potential in or near your 
locality. 
 Brainstorm and identify the features of the building that will be 
attractive to tourists. 
 Write a description of that building.  
 Provide photographs, pictures, or sketch maps where possible.  
 Organise your description in this manner. 
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in task cycle 2. The students are expected to 
write a descriptive text by following some steps like brainstorming 
and then expand it into a full text. There are provided also some 
guidelines on how they organise their writing. 
F. Review 
Task 13 Instruction: 
Read following text about Tampaksiring Palace. Then, answer the 
questions with reference to the passage. 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are expected to review their knowledge on 
descriptive texts. They are given a descriptive text and are asked to 
answers questions based on the text. 
Task 14 Instruction: 
Write a description of one historical building that you admire most 
in Indonesia.  
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are expected to review their knowledge on 
how to write a descriptive text, starting from brainstorming stage. 
They are asked to write a descriptive text of one building they like 
most in Indonesia. 
G. Reflection 
H. Summary 
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Table 28: First Draft of Unit 2 
UNIT 2: Tracking History: Triumphs and Tragedies 
In this unit, students will learn how to recount historical events in Indonesia. 
Instead, they will also learn about preposition of time, past continuous tense, 
and how to evaluate ideas when writing. 
A. Orientation 
Task 1 Instruction: 
Complete the table below based on the pictures on page 17 and the 
clues provided. 
 
Description: 
This task is included in pre-task phase. The students should complete 
a table based on the pictures and clues. It is about historical events 
and when they happened. The aim is to introduce students to the topic 
and what they are going to learn. 
Task 2 Instruction: 
Now, to really remind you of our country‟s historical events, match 
the events on the left box with its time on the right box. 
 
Description: 
Still in the pre-task phase, the students should match some other 
historical events with its time. The difference from the previous task 
is that the events are explained in sentences. The aim is to make 
students familiar with what they are going to learn and give them 
view what text will be in the unit. 
B. Word Builder 
Task 3 Instruction: 
In pairs, complete this crossword puzzle. 
 
Description:  
This task is the last task in the pre-task phase. The aim is to introduce 
the students to the vocabularies that might appear in the texts that will 
be learnt. The task is about crossword puzzle in which the students 
should complete it. The clues provided are the meaning of words that 
should be found. 
C. Reading 
Task 4 Instruction: 
Read the following story of Sumpah Pemuda. Then, answer the 
questions that follow. 
 
Description: 
Going to the first task cycle, the students are introduced with a 
recount text about a historical event in Indonesia, Sumpah Pemuda. 
The text is completed with difficult vocabulary and a brief 
explanation about  recount  texts. Then,  the  students  are expected to  
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 answer some questions to check their understanding about the texts. 
Task 5 Instruction: 
Work in groups and discuss why you think W.R. Supratman did not 
share the lyrics of Indonesia Raya. Below are some clues to help you. 
 
Description: 
This task is the second task in task cycle 1. Before the instruction 
there is an explanation about a fact found in Sumpah Pemuda event 
about the national anthem of Indonesia, Indonesia Raya, which was 
firstly published without its lyrics. Then, the students are asked to 
investigate the reason why W.R. Supratman did not share the lyrics. 
There are also some vocabularies provided as clues to help them 
investigate. 
Task 6 Instruction: 
Read the following story of Rengasdengklok Incident. Then, find 
words in the story which are the synonym of the words in the table. 
Do it in pairs. 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are given another example of recount texts. 
Then, they are expected to find words in the story which are are the 
synonym of the words in the table. There are ten words that should be 
found.  
Task 7 Instruction: 
Read again the text in Task 6. Then, read the statements on the table. 
Write T if the statement is true and write F if the statement is false. 
 
Description: 
Still in the first task cycle, the students now are expected to check 
their understanding about the recount text in the previous task. They 
are asked to write T if the statement is true and write F if the 
statement is false. There are ten statements about the text in total. 
Task 8 Instruction: 
After reading Rengasdengklok Incident on page 23, what do you 
think of Indonesian youth? Do you agree with their decision to 
kidnap? Write your comment a short paragraph. Begin in this way. 
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in task cycle 2. In this task, the students are 
expected to move away from the text by asking their opinion towards 
the text, the youth decision on kidnapping. To help them, there has 
been provided a sentence that the students can continue it to express 
their opinion. The aim is to train the students to respond to any text 
by giving opinion. 
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D. A Grip on Grammar 
Task 9 Instruction: 
Now, fill in the blanks using in, on, or at. 
 
Description: 
After task cycle 1, the students are expected to focus more on the 
language that appear on the text, in order to add their knowledge on 
the text and prepare them for task cycle 2. The first task is about 
preposition of time. Before the instruction there is an explanation on 
what preposition of time is and how to use it. Then, the task is to fill 
in the using preposition of time that has been learnt. 
Task 10 Instruction: 
Each of the following sentences should have been written in past 
continuous tense, either in active or passive voice. Underline the 
verbs. Then, decide which sentences are correct (C) and which are 
incorrect (I).  
 
Description: 
The second task in language focus is about past continuous tense. The 
students are expected to identify the verbs and mistakes in the 
sentences. They should underlie the verbs and write C if the 
sentences are correct and I if the sentences are incorrect. 
Task 11 Instruction: 
Rewrite all the false sentences in Task 10 to make them correct, using 
past continuous tense, either active or passive voice. 
 
Description: 
After identifying the mistakes of sentences on Task 10, now the 
students are expected to fix them by rewrite them into the correct 
ones. 
E. Writing 
Task 12 Instruction: 
Change the following table of Five Days Battle in Semarang story 
into paragraphs. Add the detailed information to make it more 
pleasant to read. 
 
Description:  
This task is included in task cycle 2. The students are asked to change 
information in table into paragraphs. They are also given chance to 
add information to make their writing more pleasant to read. The aim 
is to train students to expand ideas and apply knowledge that has 
been learnt in task cycle 1 and language focus. 
Task 13 Instruction: 
 Now, switch  your work  with  one  of your friends‟ work and ask  
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 them to give feedback to your writing. Use the questions below 
to guide to in fiving feedback. 
 As you get your writing back with the feedback, revise it to make 
it more pleasant to read. 
 
Description: 
As in the previous task the students are expected to have a piece of 
writing, now they are given chance to train their ability in evaluating 
ideas by exchanging their piece of writing with their friends. There 
has been provided some guidelines in evaluating ideas. Then, the 
students are asked to revise their writing. 
Task 14 Instruction: 
Choose one of Indonesian historical events that you admire most and 
write a story of it.  
 Start your writing with brainstorming your ideas. 
 Then, expand your ideas into a good and interesting writing 
product. 
 Do not forget to evaluate your ideas and proofread before submit 
it. You can ask your friends or you can do it by yourself. 
 Provide photographs, pictures, or sketch maps where possible. 
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in task cycle 2. The students are expected to 
write a recount text of a historical event in Indonesia that they like by 
following some step like brainstorming, expanding ideas, and 
evaluating ideas. 
F. Review 
Task 15 Instruction: 
Read the following story behind Indonesia‟s Heroes Day. Then, 
transfer the information you have obtained from your reading into the 
table. 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are expected to review their knowledge on 
recount texts. They are given a recount text and are asked to transfer 
the information into table. 
Task 16 Instruction: 
Write a story of an Indonesian historical event happened during the 
independence movement (May 1908 – August 1945). 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are expected to review their knowledge on 
how to write a recount text, especially their ability in expand and 
evaluate ideas. They are asked to write a recount text of one historical 
event happened during the independence movement. 
28 
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G. Reflection 
H. Summary 
 
Table 29: First Draft of Unit 3 
UNIT 3: The Forgotten Legends 
In this unit, students will learn how to retell narrative stories in Indonesia, 
particularly legends. Instead, they will also learn about adverb time connectors, 
past perfect tense, and how to summarise information and apply writing process 
procedure. 
A. Orientation 
Task 1 Instruction: 
Match the name of legends in page 33 with its origin below. You may 
use the Internet to help you if you are not sure about it. 
 
Description: 
This task is included in the pre-task phase. The students are expected 
to match the name of legends in the unit cover with the origin. The 
aim is to introduce students to the topic and what they are going to 
learn.  
Task 2 Instruction: 
Now, try to remember as many as legends that you knows and its 
origin. Put them in the table below. Remember, the four legends on 
the previous tasks are not to be counted. 
 
Description: 
The second task in pre-task phase is to list some other legends and its 
origin that the students might know. The aim is to make students 
familiar with what they are going to learn. 
B. Word Builder 
Task 3 Instruction: 
Work in pairs and briefly explain the meaning of the words in the 
underlines below. Number 1 has been done for you. 
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in the pre-task phase. The aim is to introduce 
the students to the vocabularies that might appear in the texts that will 
be learnt. The task is to explain the meaning of words in sentences. 
C. Reading 
Task 4 Instruction: 
Read the following legend from Siak, Riau, about Umbut Muda. 
Then, answer the questions based on the passage. 
 
Description: 
Going to the first task cycle, the students are introduced with a 
narrative text (legend) about Umbut Muda. The text is supported with  
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 difficult vocabulary and a brief explanation about narrative texts. 
Then, the students are expected to answer some questions to check 
their understanding about the texts. 
Task 5 Instruction: 
Read again the story of Umbut Muda on Task 4 and imagine if you 
are Umbut Muda.  
 If you have an ability to change history, what would you do in 
order to change the ending?  
 Write your imagination in a short paragraph. Begin in this way: 
 
Description: 
 After checking student‟s comprehension towards the text. Now 
they are expected to give their opinion about the ending of Umbut 
Muda story in the form of imagination if they are Umbut Muda 
and have an ability to change history. The aim is that to make 
students able to give respond towards a story. 
Task 6 Instruction: 
Read the following legend from Maluku. Then, in pairs, find words in 
the story which mean the opposite to the following words in the table. 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are given another example of narrative texts 
(legend). Then, they are expected to find words in the story which are 
the antonym of the words in the table. There are nine words that 
should be found. 
Task 7 Instruction: 
Read again the story of Batu Berdaun on Task 6. Then, identify the 
characters, setting, conflict, solution, and conclusion of the story. 
 
Description: 
After dealing with vocabulary, not the students are expected to 
identify the characters, setting, conflict, solution, and conclusion of 
the Batu Berdaun Story in the previous task. The aim is to their their 
understanding towards the text. 
Task 8 Instruction: 
Using your own words, summarise the story of Batu Berdaun in 55 
words.  
 
Description: 
The last task in task cycle 1 is integrated with writing in which the 
students are expected to summarise Batu Berdaun story. Before the 
instruction, there has been provided an explanation of what 
summarising is. Meanwhile, to help students to summarise, there are 
also summary guidelines in summarising that the students can follow. 
D. A Grip on Grammar 
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Task 9 Instruction: 
Now, put the suitable adverb time connectors from the box to 
complete the sentence. 
 
Description: 
After task cycle 1, the students are expected to focus more on the 
language that appear on the text, in order to add their knowledge on 
the  text  and  prepare  them  for  task  cycle  2. The first task is about 
adverb time connectors. Before the instruction there is an explanation 
on what adverb time connector is and how to use it. Then, the task is 
to complete sentences using adverb time connectors provided in the 
box. 
Task 10 Instruction: 
Now, using the words in the brackets, complete the sentences below 
using simple past, past perfect, or past future perfect tense. Look at 
the example. 
 
Description: 
The second task in language focus phase is about past perfect tense. 
Before the instruction, there is an explanation on how and when to 
use this tense. After that, the students are expected to complete 
sentences using simple past, past perfect, or past future perfect tense. 
Actually, all those three tenses appear when discussing when to use 
past perfect tense. 
E. Writing 
Task 11 Instruction: 
Arrange the jumbled paragraphs into a good legend entitled “The 
Holy Stone” from Papua. 
 
Description: 
Going to the second task cycle, the students are asked to arrange 
jumbled paragraphs into a good text. The first paragraph has been 
revealed. The aim is to make students aware of the sequent of events 
in a story that is very important when writing.  
Task 12 Instruction: 
Work in groups of three and select a legend near your locality.  
 Brainstorm what the story is about. It might consist of the 
characters, the setting, and the plot. 
 Organise your ideas into a rough draft. Look the elements of 
legends (narrative texts) on page 36 to guide you. 
 Reread and revise your draft. You may ask one of your classmates 
to help you to revise it. 
 Write your final draft. You may add some illustrations to make 
your story interesting. 
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 Description: 
The second task in task cycle 2 is about complete process of writing. 
In the two units before, the students have just learnt about 
brainstorming and evaluating ideas. Now they are given chance to 
expand their skill in the complete process of writing. The guidance 
has also been provided to help them to write. 
F. Review 
Task 13 Instruction:  
Read the following story of Princess Mandalika from Lombok. Then, 
identify the characters, setting, conflict, and solution of the story. 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are expected to review their knowledge on 
narrative texts. They are given a narrative text and are asked to 
identify characters, setting, conflict, and solution of the story. 
Task 14 Instruction: 
Using your own words, summarise the story of Princess Mandalika in 
55 words.  
 
Description: 
After checking their comprehension, the students are expected to 
review their knowledge on how to summarise information. They are 
asked to summarise the narrative text in the previous task using their 
own words. 
Task 15 Instruction: 
Write a legend that you admire most in Indonesia. It does not need to 
be a long story but it should contain the characters, setting, conflict, 
and solution of the story. 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are expected to review their knowledge on 
how to write a narrative text by following complete writing process. 
They are asked to write a legend in Indonesia that they like most. 
G. Reflection 
H. Summary 
 
D. The Expert Judgment 
After all units of the materials were developed, the next step was the 
evaluation by an expert. The aim is to validate the materials and get feedback 
from the expert towards the materials. The instrument used was a questionnaire. 
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There are two parts in this questionnaire; the first section is in the form of close-
ended questions and the second is in the form of open-ended questions. The items 
of the questionnaire were adapted from the Standard of Textbook Assessment for 
Senior High School by BSNP (2014). It consists of four aspects: content 
appropriateness, language appropriateness, presentation appropriateness, and 
layout appropriateness. 
The material expert of this research is a credible lecturer from the English 
Language Department of Yogyakarta State University. She is a master of applied 
linguistics from Griffith University, QLD, Australia.  
The results of the materials evaluation were presented in the form of 
descriptive statistics, in which the answers of the experts were characterised into 
numerically coded questions. Central tendency was employed to analyse the result 
and the mean (χ) was used as the measure of the tendency. The following 
explanations are the results of expert judgement and the list of revisions. 
1. The Results of Expert Judgment and Revisions of Unit 1 
a. The Results of Expert Judgment 
1) The Appropriateness of the Content 
The first aspect to evaluate in Unit 1 is the appropriateness of the content. 
The following table shows the results of the expert judgment analysis of content 
appropriateness of Unit 1 on the developed materials. 
Table 30: The Appropriateness of the Content of Unit 1 
 
No. Item Score 
1. The developed materials are in accordance with the Core 
Competences and the Basic Competences of Curriculum 
2013 for grade X of Senior High School. 
4 
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No. Item Score 
2. The developed materials are in accordance with the 
objective of study. 
4 
3. The materials are developed based on the syllabus. 4 
4. The developed materials contain knowledge and attitude 
about life skill. 
4 
5. The topics of the developed materials are relevant to 
students‟ daily life and their want. 
4 
6. The developed materials cover texts that are relevant to 
student‟s life. 
4 
7. The developed materials direct the students to understand 
structure of a text. 
4 
8. The developed materials direct the students to understand 
the social function of a text.  
4 
9. The developed materials direct the students to understand 
the language features of a text. 
4 
Mean (χ) 4 
Thus, from the table above, it can be seen that the mean value of the 
content appropriateness of Unit 1 is 4. It is categorised as “Very Good” because 
the value is in the range of 3.75 < X ≤ 4. The expert claimed that the content of 
Unit 1 had already met the criteria of good materials and there was no need to 
revise. The materials in Unit 1 are in accordance to the syllabus and have provided 
ample scaffolding in doing the tasks, whether in the forms of explanation, 
guidelines, or examples.  
2) The Appropriateness of the Language 
The second aspect to evaluate in Unit 1 is the appropriateness of the 
language. The table below shows the results of the Expert Judgment analysis of 
language appropriateness of this unit on the developed materials. 
Table 31: The Appropriateness of the Language of Unit 1 
No. Item Score 
10. The language used in the developed materials is relevant to 
the level of students‟ cognitive development. 
4 
11. The language  used  in  the developed materials is clear and  4 
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No. Item Score 
 understandable.  
12. The developed materials use the appropriate grammar of 
English. 
4 
13. The developed materials use relevant choice of words 4 
14. The developed materials use the appropriate spelling of 
English 
3 
15. The language used in the developed materials consistently 
use one style of English. 
4 
16. The unit/ activities/ paragraphs/ sentences in the developed 
materials are coherent and cohesive. 
4 
Mean (χ) 3.86 
Based on Table 31, it can be seen that the mean value of the language 
appropriateness of Unit 1 is 3.86. The value is in the range of 3.75 < X ≤ 4 that is 
categorised as “Very Good”. Nevertheless, the expert claimed that there were 
some grammar and spelling mistakes found in the unit. Therefore, those mistakes 
should be revised in order to improve the quality of the materials. Out of those 
mistakes, the language of Unit 1 was already good and needed no revision. 
3) The Appropriateness of the Presentation 
The third aspect to evaluate in Unit 1 is the appropriateness of the 
presentation. The table below shows the result of the Expert Judgment analysis of 
presentation appropriateness of the unit on the developed materials. 
Table 32: The Appropriateness of the Presentation of Unit 1 
No. Item Score 
17. The developed materials are in accordance with the steps 
Task-based Instruction (pre task, task cycle, and language 
focus).  
4 
18. The developed materials contain opening activities, main 
activities, evaluation, reflection, and summary that are 
consistent in every unit. 
4 
19. There is a balance on the total number of activities (task) in 
each unit of the developed materials. 
4 
20. Activities in the developed materials are presented from the 
guided activities to free-guided activities. 
4 
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No. Item Score 
21. Activities in the developed materials enrich student‟s 
knowledge and skills on reading and writing. 
4 
22. The learning materials encourage the learners to learn 
autonomously and to be responsible of their own learning 
process. 
4 
23. Activities in the developed materials cover both activities 
focusing on the linguistic features and communicative 
features. 
4 
24. Activities in the developed materials encourage the 
learners to communicate in English in written manner 
widely. 
4 
25. Activities (task) in the developed materials encourage the 
learners to think and act creatively. 
4 
26. The developed materials encourage the learners to 
recognize their success and their lack in learning English. 
4 
27. The developed materials are featured with fun parts which 
are relevant to the learning process. 
4 
28. Texts and pictures have relevant title, number, and/or 
sources. 
4 
Mean (χ) 4 
Thus, based on Table 32, it can be seen that the mean value of the 
presentation appropriateness is 4. It is categorised as “Very Good” because the 
value is in the range of 3.75 < X ≤ 4. The expert claimed that the presentation of 
Unit 1 were already excellent. The materials in Unit 1 have followed the steps of 
task-based instruction and been organised from guided to free-guided tasks. The 
activities (tasks) were also varied from less demanded to more demanded 
activities. Nevertheless, there were some instructions that should be revised 
because they were not clear enough. Instead, the expert suggested that every 
quotes, texts, or pictures that were taken from other sources should be given 
information of where they were taken. They can be placed inside the unit or in 
other parts (list of sources). 
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4) The Appropriateness of the Layout 
The last aspect to evaluate in Unit 1 is the appropriateness of the layout. 
The table below shows the result of the Expert Judgment analysis of layout 
appropriateness of Unit 1 on the developed materials. 
Table 33: The Appropriateness of the Layout of Unit 1 
No. Item Score 
29. The developed materials are printed using the ISO standard 
paper size. (A4, A5, B5) 
4 
30. The layout (title, subtitle, illustration, texts, and pages) in 
each unit is consistent. 
4 
31. The use of font variation and font type is interesting and 
readable. 
4 
32. The developed materials are not using too many types of 
fonts. 
4 
33. The line spacing is normal. 4 
34. The illustration and the graphic of the materials are 
aesthetic and functional. 
4 
35. The designs are totally interesting. 4 
Mean (χ) 4 
Thus, Table 33 shows that the mean value of layout appropriateness of 
Unit 1 is 4. The value is in the range of 3.75 < X ≤ 4 and is categorised as “Very 
Good”. The expert claimed that the layout of Unit1 did not need any revision as it 
had already been good and interesting. 
b. The Revisions of Unit 1 
Based on the result of the expert judgment and the suggestion proposed by 
the expert, there are some aspects to revise. The following table describes the 
aspects in Unit 1 that should be revised and the revisions. 
Table 34: The Revisions of Unit 1 
Parts of the 
Unit 
Points to Revise Revision 
Task 1 No revision No revision 
Task 2 The word „Guinness‟ is miss-
typed (Guiness). 
Correcting it into „Guinness‟ 
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Parts of the 
Unit 
Points to Revise Revision 
Task 3 No revision No revision 
Task 4 - There are two missing words 
in the vocabulary boxes 
because of the format. 
- Question number 5 is not 
grammatically correct (…it can 
be known by all over…). 
- Correcting the format of 
vocabulary boxes 
- Correcting the grammar (…it 
can be known all over…) 
Task 5 No revision No revision 
Task 6 Two sentences in the text are 
not grammatically correct. 
Correcting the grammar of the 
sentences 
Task 7 No revision No revision 
Task 8 No revision No revision 
Task 9 The instruction should be 
revised because it is not clear. 
Adding words „either active or 
passive voice‟ 
Task 10 There should be examples of 
what the students should write. 
- Adding an instruction „look 
at the examples.‟ 
- Providing examples 
Task 11 No revision No revision 
Task 12 No revision No revision 
Task 13 Question number 4 is not 
grammatically correct 
(…makes Tampaksiring Palace 
is different…). 
Correcting the grammar 
(…makes Tampaksiring Palace 
different…) 
Task 14 No revision No revision 
2. The Result of Expert Judgment and Revision of Unit 2 
a. The Result of Expert Judgment 
1) The Appropriateness of the Content 
The first aspect to evaluate in Unit 2 is the appropriateness of the content. 
The following table shows the result of the expert judgment analysis of content 
appropriateness of Unit 2 on the developed materials. 
Table 35: The Appropriateness of the Content of Unit 2 
No. Item Score 
1. The developed materials are in accordance with the Core 
Competences and the Basic Competences of Curriculum 
2013 for grade X of Senior High School. 
4 
2. The  developed   materials   are   in   accordance   with   the 4 
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No. Item Score 
 objective of study.  
3. The materials are developed based on the syllabus. 4 
4. The developed materials contain knowledge and attitude 
about life skill. 
4 
5. The topics of the developed materials are relevant to 
students‟ daily life and their want. 
4 
6. The developed materials cover texts that are relevant to 
student‟s life. 
4 
7. The developed materials direct the students to understand 
structure of a text. 
4 
8. The developed materials direct the students to understand 
the social function of a text.  
4 
9. The developed materials direct the students to understand 
the language features of a text. 
4 
Mean (χ) 4 
Thus, from Table 35, it can be seen that the mean value of the content 
appropriateness of Unit 2 is 4. The value is in the range of 3.75 < X ≤ 4 and is 
categorised as “Very Good”. The expert claimed that the content of Unit 2 had 
already been good and needed no revision. The materials in Unit 2 are in 
accordance to the curriculum, objectives, and syllabus. They have also provided 
ample scaffolding in doing the tasks, whether in the forms of explanation, 
guidelines, or examples.  
2) The Appropriateness of the Language 
The second aspect to evaluate in Unit 2 is the appropriateness of the 
language. The table below shows the result of the Expert Judgment analysis of 
language appropriateness of this unit on the developed materials. 
Table 36: The Appropriateness of the Language of Unit 2 
No. Item Score 
10. The language used in the developed materials is relevant to 
the level of students‟ cognitive development. 
4 
11. The language used in the developed materials is clear and 
understandable. 
4 
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No. Item Score 
12. The developed materials use the appropriate grammar of 
English. 
4 
13. The developed materials use relevant choice of words. 4 
14. The developed materials use the appropriate spelling of 
English. 
3 
15. The language used in the developed materials consistently 
use one style of English. 
4 
16. The unit/ activities/ paragraphs/ sentences in the developed 
materials are coherent and cohesive. 
4 
Mean (χ) 3.86 
Thus, from the table above, it can be seen that the mean value of the 
language appropriateness of Unit 2 is 3.86. The value is in the range of 3.75 < X ≤ 
4 which falls into the “Very Good” category. Although the results have already 
been good, the expert claimed that there were still some grammar and spelling 
mistakes found in Unit 2. Therefore, those mistakes should be revised in order to 
improve the quality of the materials.  
3) The Appropriateness of the Presentation 
The third aspect to evaluate in Unit 2 is the appropriateness of the 
presentation. The table below shows the result of the Expert Judgment analysis of 
presentation appropriateness of the unit on the developed materials. 
Table 37: The Appropriateness of the Presentation of Unit 2 
No. Item Score 
17. The developed materials are in accordance with the steps 
Task-based Instruction (pre task, task cycle, and language 
focus).  
4 
18. The developed materials contain opening activities, main 
activities, evaluation, reflection, and summary that are 
consistent in every unit. 
4 
19. There is a balance on the total number of activities (task) in 
each unit of the developed materials. 
4 
20. Activities in the developed materials are presented from the 
guided activities to free-guided activities. 
4 
21. Activities  in   the   developed   materials   enrich  student‟s  4 
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No. Item Score 
 knowledge and skills on reading and writing.  
22. The learning materials encourage the learners to learn 
autonomously and to be responsible of their own learning 
process. 
4 
23. Activities in the developed materials cover both activities 
focusing on the linguistic features and communicative 
features. 
4 
24. Activities in the developed materials encourage the 
learners to communicate in English in written manner 
widely. 
4 
25. Activities (task) in the developed materials encourage the 
learners to think and act creatively. 
4 
26. The developed materials encourage the learners to 
recognize their success and their lack in learning English. 
4 
27. The developed materials are featured with fun parts which 
are relevant to the learning process. 
4 
28. Texts and pictures have relevant title, number, and/or 
sources. 
4 
Mean (χ) 4 
 
Thus, from the table above, it can be seen that the mean value of the 
presentation appropriateness of Unit 2 is 4. The value is in the range of 3.75 < X ≤ 
4 and is categorised as “Very Good”. The expert claimed that the materials in Unit 
2 have been presented by following the steps of task-based instruction and been 
organised from guided to free-guided activities as well as from less demanded to 
more demanded activities. Nevertheless, there were some instructions that should 
be revised because they were not clear and ambiguous. Some fun parts were also 
not clear that they needed more explanation or examples. 
4) The Appropriateness of the Layout 
The last aspect to evaluate in Unit 2 is the appropriateness of the layout. 
The table below shows the result of the Expert Judgment analysis of layout 
appropriateness of Unit 2 on the developed materials. 
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Table 38: The Appropriateness of the Layout of Unit 2 
No. Item Score 
29. The developed materials are printed using the ISO standard 
paper size. (A4, A5, B5) 
4 
30. The layout (title, subtitle, illustration, texts, and pages) in 
each unit is consistent. 
4 
31. The use of font variation and font type is interesting and 
readable. 
4 
32. The developed materials are not using too many types of 
fonts. 
4 
33. The line spacing is normal. 4 
34. The illustration and the graphic of the materials are 
aesthetic and functional. 
4 
35. The designs are totally interesting. 4 
Mean (χ) 4 
Thus, Table 38 shows that the mean value of the layout appropriateness of 
Unit 2 is 4. The value is in the range of 3.75 < X ≤ 4 which falls into the “Very 
Good” category. The expert claimed that the layout of Unit 2 had already been 
good and interesting that there were no parts that needed revision. 
b. The Revisions of Unit 2 
Based on the result of the expert judgment and the suggestion proposed by 
the expert, there are some aspects to revise. The following table describes the 
aspects in Unit 2 that should be revised and the revisions. 
Table 39: The Revisions of Unit 2 
Parts of the 
Unit 
Points to Revise Revision 
Task 1 No revision No revision 
Task 2 No revision No revision 
Task 3 The placing of two clues in the 
crossword puzzle is incorrect 
Correcting where the clues 
should be placed. 
Task 4 - One sentences in the text is 
not grammatically correct 
(…held Indonesisch Huis…). 
- The question number 1 
should be placed after 
questions number 2 and 3. 
- Correcting the grammar 
(…holding Indonesisch 
Huis…) 
- Rearranging the order of the 
questions. 
Task 5 No revision No revision 
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Parts of the 
Unit 
Points to Revise Revision 
Task 6 - The word „Rengasdengklok‟ 
is miss-typed 
(Rengadengklok). 
- The word „synonym‟ in the 
instruction should be made 
plural. 
- Correcting it into 
„Rengasdengklok‟ 
- Changing it into „synonyms‟ 
Task 7 No revision No revision 
Task 8 No revision No revision 
Task 9 One blank space has no answer 
because the answer is „from‟ 
instead of „in‟, „on‟, or „at‟. 
Changing the sentence so that 
the blank space has an answer 
(„in‟, „on‟, or „at‟) 
Task 10 The instruction should be 
revised because it is not clear 
enough. 
Adding words „either active or 
passive voice‟ 
Task 11 No revision No revision 
Task 12 No revision No revision 
Task 13 The word „giving‟ is miss-
typed (fiving). 
Correcting it into „giving‟ 
Task 14 The instruction is not 
grammatically correct   (…and 
proofread before submit it…).  
Correcting the grammar (…and 
proofread    before   submitting 
it…) 
Task 15 No revision No revision 
Task 16 No revision No revision 
 
3. The Result of Expert Judgment and Revision of Unit 3 
a. The Result of Expert Judgment 
1) The Appropriateness of the Content 
The first aspect to evaluate in Unit 3 is the appropriateness of the content. 
The following table shows the result of the expert judgment analysis of content 
appropriateness of Unit 3 on the developed materials. 
Table 40: The Appropriateness of the Content of Unit 3 
No. Item Score 
1. The developed materials are in accordance with the Core 
Competences and the Basic Competences of Curriculum 
2013 for grade X of Senior High School. 
4 
2. The developed materials are in accordance with the 
objective of study. 
4 
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No. Item Score 
3. The materials are developed based on the syllabus. 4 
4. The developed materials contain knowledge and attitude 
about life skill. 
4 
5. The topics of the developed materials are relevant to 
students‟ daily life and their want. 
4 
6. The developed materials cover texts that are relevant to 
student‟s life. 
4 
7. The developed materials direct the students to understand 
structure of a text. 
4 
8. The developed materials direct the students to understand 
the social function of a text.  
4 
9. The developed materials direct the students to understand 
the language features of a text. 
4 
Mean (χ) 4 
 
Thus, from Table 40, it can be seen that the mean value of the content 
appropriateness of Unit 3 is 4. It is categorised as “Very Good” because the value 
is in the range of 3.75 < X ≤ 4. The expert claimed the materials in Unit 3 haven 
been in accordance to the curriculum, objectives, and syllabus. They have also 
provided ample scaffolding in doing the tasks, whether in the forms of 
explanation, guidelines, or examples. 
2) The Appropriateness of the Language 
The second aspect to evaluate in Unit 3 is the appropriateness of the 
language. The table below shows the result of the Expert Judgment analysis of 
language appropriateness of this unit on the developed materials. 
Table 41: The Appropriateness of the Language of Unit 3 
No. Item Score 
10. The language used in the developed materials is relevant to 
the level of students‟ cognitive development. 
4 
11. The language used in the developed materials is clear and 
understandable. 
4 
12. The developed materials use the appropriate grammar of 
English. 
4 
13. The developed materials use relevant choice of words. 4 
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No. Item Score 
14. The developed materials use the appropriate spelling of 
English. 
4 
15. The language used in the developed materials consistently 
use one style of English. 
4 
16. The unit/ activities/ paragraphs/ sentences in the developed 
materials are coherent and cohesive. 
4 
Mean (χ) 4 
Thus, from the table above, it shows that the mean value of the language 
appropriateness of Unit 3 is 4. The value is in the range of 3.75 < X ≤ 4 which 
falls into the “Very Good” category. The expert claimed that there were only 
minor grammar and spelling mistakes found in Unit 3.  
3) The Appropriateness of the Presentation 
The third aspect to evaluate in Unit 3 is the appropriateness of the 
presentation. The table below shows the result of the Expert Judgment analysis of 
presentation appropriateness of the unit on the developed materials. 
Table 42: The Appropriateness of the Presentation of Unit 3 
No. Item Score 
17. The developed materials are in accordance with the steps 
Task-based Instruction (pre task, task cycle, and language 
focus).  
4 
18. The  developed  materials  contain  opening activities, main 
activities, evaluation, reflection, and summary that are 
consistent in every unit 
4 
19. There is a balance on the total number of activities (task) in 
each unit of the developed materials. 
4 
20. Activities in the developed materials are presented from the 
guided activities to free-guided activities. 
4 
21. Activities in the developed materials enrich student‟s 
knowledge and skills on reading and writing. 
4 
22. The learning materials encourage the learners to learn 
autonomously and to be responsible of their own learning 
process. 
4 
23. Activities in the developed materials cover both activities 
focusing on the linguistic features and communicative 
features. 
4 
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No. Item Score 
24. Activities in the developed materials encourage the 
learners to communicate in English in written manner 
widely. 
4 
25. Activities (task) in the developed materials encourage the 
learners to think and act creatively. 
4 
26. The developed materials encourage the learners to 
recognize their success and their lack in learning English. 
4 
27. The developed materials are featured with fun parts which 
are relevant to the learning process. 
4 
28. Texts and pictures have relevant title, number, and/or 
sources. 
4 
Mean (χ) 4 
 
Thus, Table 42 shows that the mean value of presentation appropriateness 
of Unit 3 is 4. The value is in the range of 3.75 < X ≤ 4 and categorised as “Very 
Good”. The expert claimed that most of the tasks in Unit 3 have been presented by 
following the steps of task-based instruction and been organised from guided to 
free-guided activities as well as from less demanded to more demanded activities. 
There was only one task that should be reorganised because there were two 
questions in the task that were not put in order. 
4) The Appropriateness of the Layout 
The last aspect to evaluate in Unit 3 is the appropriateness of the layout. 
The table below shows the result of the Expert Judgment analysis of layout 
appropriateness of Unit 3 on the developed materials. 
Table 43: The Appropriateness of the Layout of Unit 3 
No. Item Score 
29. The developed materials are printed using the ISO standard 
paper size. (A4, A5, B5) 
4 
30. The layout (title, subtitle, illustration, texts, and pages) in 
each unit is consistent. 
4 
31. The use of font variation and font type is interesting and 
readable. 
4 
32. The  developed  materials  are  not using too many types of  4 
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 fonts.  
33. The line spacing is normal. 4 
34. The illustration and the graphic of the materials are 
aesthetic and functional. 
4 
35. The designs are totally interesting. 4 
Mean (χ) 4 
Thus, Table 43 shows that the mean value of the layout appropriateness of 
Unit 3 is 4. The value is in the range of 3.75 < X ≤ 4 and is categorised as “Very 
Good”. The expert claimed that the layout of Unit 3 had already been good and 
interesting that there were no parts that needed revision. 
b. The Revisions of Unit 3 
Based on the result of the expert judgment and the suggestion proposed by 
the expert, there are some aspects to revise. The following table describes the 
aspects in Unit 3 that should be revised and the revisions. 
Table 44: The Revisions Unit 3 
Parts of the 
Unit 
Points to Revise Revision 
Task 1 The preposition „on‟ in the 
instruction is not appropriate. 
Changing the word „on‟ into 
„in‟. 
Task 2 The       instruction      is      not  Correcting       the       grammar  
 grammatically correct 
(...legend that you knows…) 
(…legend that you know…). 
Task 3 No revision No revision 
Task 4 - The preposition „on‟ in 
question number 8 is not 
appropriate. 
- Question number 9 is not 
grammatically correct (what 
lessons you can get…?). 
- The questions number 1, 2 
and 3 should be placed after 
questions number 4 and 5. 
- Changing the word „on‟ into 
„in‟. 
- Correcting the grammar 
(What lessons can you 
get…?) 
- Rearranging the order of the 
questions. 
Task 5 The instruction is not 
grammatically correct 
(…imagine if you are…). 
Correcting the grammar 
(…imagine as if you were…). 
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Parts of the 
Unit 
Points to Revise Revision 
Task 6 No revision No revision 
Task 7 No revision No revision 
Task 8 No revision No revision 
Task 9 No revision No revision 
Task 10 No revision No revision 
Task 11 No revision No revision 
Task 12 No revision No revision 
Task 13 No revision No revision 
Task 14 No revision No revision 
Task 15 The instruction is not 
grammatically correct (…as it 
explained Task 12). 
Correcting the grammar (…as 
it is explained in Task 12). 
B. Discussion 
The main significance of this research was to develop supplementary 
reading-writing materials for enrichment purposes and was addressed to grade X 
students of Senior High School. Through these materials, it was expected that the 
students can enrich their knowledge and skills in English, especially in reading 
and writing, outside the classroom and be autonomous learners. The research was 
started by conducting the needs analysis on 14
th
 April 2016.  
In the needs analysis process, there were 27 students and a teacher from 
SMA N 2 Yogyakarta involved. The students were given a needs analysis 
questionnaire related to the target needs and learning needs: 8 questions related to 
the target needs and 11 questions related to the learning needs. Meanwhile, an 
interview was conducted with the teacher to know her view towards the students‟ 
learning needs. The data from needs analysis questionnaire were analysed by 
looking up the percentage of each statement using the formula proposed by 
Sugiyono (2009). Meanwhile, the data from interview were transcribed and 
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interpreted using several steps proposed by Miles, Huberman, and Saldana (2014). 
Then, the results of the needs analysis were used as the basis to develop the 
syllabus. 
For the questionnaire, the questions were developed in accordance with the 
principle of target analysis proposed by Hutchinson and Waters (1987) and the 
components of task proposed by Nunan (2004). According to Hutchinson and 
Waters (1987: 55-56), there are three important aspects in target needs: 
necessities, lacks, and wants. The results of the target needs are considered as the 
basis for developing the content of supplementary reading-writing materials for 
enrichment purposes. Meanwhile, according to Nunan (2004: 40-73), the learning 
needs cover input, procedure, setting, learner role teacher role.  
Inputs refer to any data that learners work within a process of completing a 
task. The data might be spoken, written or visually presented (Nunan, 2004: 47). 
In relation to the inputs, the analysis shows that the expected inputs for reading 
and writing enrichment from the students are texts of 250 – 300 words with some 
pictures and/or glossary provided. Meanwhile, the topics are those which related 
to local culture, heritage and history and also related to daily life in family, school 
and society. In addition, the teacher also claimed that topics should be also 
popular, interesting, up-to-date, and close to the students‟ life. Therefore, in the 
developed materials, most of inputs are presented with some pictures and glossary 
provided. Besides, the topics of the developed materials combine the topics 
suggested by the curriculum and the topics that the students want. They are about 
local historical buildings, historical events, and legends. 
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In reference to the activities (Nunan, 2004: 52), the analysis shows that the 
expected activities for reading enrichment from the students are reading and 
responding, reading and imagining, reading and investigating and/or reading and 
adding information. Meanwhile, for writing, the students preferred to arrange 
jumbled paragraphs, make summary, write a story, and exchange work to be 
edited. For vocabulary, the expected activities are scanning for new vocabularies 
and finding the meaning in dictionary and/or identifying the meaning based on the 
context provided. Finally, for grammar, students wanted to make sentences based 
on a specific pattern. Thus, based on these results, it is gained what activities or 
tasks should be included in the developed materials. 
The third aspect of task components is setting. According to Nunan 
(2004:71-72), setting refers to how the activities should be carried out. The 
analysis shows that all of the students preferred to work in pairs. In addition, most 
of the students learned autonomously for about 30 minutes – 90 minutes a day. 
Therefore, in the developed materials, many tasks or activities are made in pairs. 
Besides, because the students usually learn for about 30 – 90 minutes a day, each 
unit of the developed materials are made to be complete in no more than one week 
that the students still can catch up the materials in the regular classes. 
For the learner and teacher roles (Nunan, 2004: 64), the analysis shows 
that most of the students preferred to discuss, to be actively involved in an 
investigation, and to use their creativity in doing the tasks. Nevertheless, they also 
liked to individually investigate and propose their questions and opinions. 
Besides, all of students needed their teacher to give them examples before doing 
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the tasks. Thus, the roles are then reflected on the developed materials. Most of 
the tasks in the developed materials require the students to discuss, actively 
involved in an investigation and use their creativity. Examples are also provided 
in some tasks to help the students to do the tasks. 
Instead on the questionnaire, an interview to the teacher was also 
conducted to support the data from questionnaire, especially the data of learning 
needs. The guidelines were also developed in accordance with the components of 
tasks proposed by Nunan (2004). Two important points that is got from the 
interview is in deciding the setting, there should be also consideration on the level 
of difficulty of the task and how long it takes to complete. Therefore, in the 
developed materials, although the students preferred to work in pairs, there are 
also tasks that require them to work individually or in groups. Meanwhile, the 
teacher admitted that she should facilitate students in enriching their knowledge 
and skills; before, during, or after the process of enrichment. 
The next step after conducting need analysis is developing a syllabus. It is 
in accordance with stages of materials design proposed by Masuhara (in 
Tomlinson, 1998: 247)). The syllabus was developed based on the data results of 
the questionnaire and interview in needs analysis. Instead of those results, there 
was also consideration from recent curriculum, Curriculum 2013, in the form of 
core competences and basic competences underlying English for grade X students 
of Senior High School. The syllabus consists of the identity, the core and basic 
competencies, the number and title, the topic, indicators, language focus 
(grammar and vocabulary), learning activities, and the inputs to develop 
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supplementary reading-writing materials for enrichment purposes for grade X 
students of Senior High School.  
The developed materials consist of three units and each unit consists of 14-
16 tasks (Unit 1 with 14 tasks, Unit 2 with 16 tasks, and Unit 3 with 15 tasks). 
Despite the fact that each unit consists of different number of tasks, they have 
similar pattern. They were developed based on the steps of Task-based Instruction 
(Willis, 1996; Nunan, 2004; and Willis & Willis, 2007). In each unit, there are 
two task cycles, one for reading and the second focuses on writing. Meanwhile, 
for the pre-task phase, there are two focuses: in the topic and in the vocabularies. 
Each unit contains a text type to explore. Unit 1 covers descriptive texts, Unit 2 
covers recount texts, and Unit 3 covers narrative texts. 
After the materials had been developed, then the materials were validated 
by conducting an expert judgment. The instrument used in the expert judgment 
was a Likert Scale questionnaire. The results of the expert judgment were 
analysed through descriptive statistics (Suharto, 2006: 52 - 53) and used to revise 
the first draft of the materials. Based on the results of the expert judgment, it 
shows that the developed materials were considered appropriate for grade X 
students of Senior High School in enriching knowledge and skills of reading and 
writing. The table below presents the results of the expert judgment on all units. 
Table 45: Validation of All Units in the Developed Materials 
No. Components Mean Description 
1. Appropriateness of the content 
a. Unit 1 4 Very Good 
b. Unit 2 4 Very Good 
c. Unit 3 4 Very Good 
2. 
 
Appropriateness of the language 
a. Unit 1 3.86 Very Good 
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Thus, based on Table 45, it can be seen that the mean score of all aspects 
of the developed materials was 3.98 and considered “Very Good”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No. Components Mean Description 
 b. Unit 2 3.86 Very Good 
c. Unit 3 4 Very Good 
3. Appropriateness of the Presentation 
a. Unit 1 4 Very Good 
b. Unit 2 4 Very Good 
c. Unit 3 4 Very Good 
4. Appropriateness of the layout 
a. Unit 1 4 Very Good 
b. Unit 2 4 Very Good 
c. Unit 3 4 Very Good 
Mean (χ) 3.98 Very Good 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
This research is aimed to find out the target needs, the learning needs and 
the appropriate supplementary reading-writing learning materials for enrichment 
purposes for grade X students of Senior High School. This chapter presents the 
conclusions and the suggestions derived from the findings of this research. 
A. Conclusions 
1. Target Needs 
Based on the results of the needs analysis, it can be concluded that the 
target needs can be listed as follows: 
a. The main goal of the students to learn English is to support the higher 
education or job after graduating from school. 
b. Most of the students’ current level of English proficiency, especially in reading 
and writing, is intermediate. It is in line with the theory proposed by Brown 
(2001) that mostly senior high school students are in the intermediate level of 
proficiency. They are able to understand main and supporting ideas of longer 
texts, and able to write new texts on the same theme or topic. However, they 
claimed that they need to be in advance level in order to support their higher 
education and job after graduating from school. 
c. In reading, most of students claimed that they faced difficulties in developing 
strategies in reading and understanding implied meaning on texts. However, in 
order to learn, all of the students claimed that they wanted to learn more about 
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understanding vocabulary and grammar according to the context in the texts 
and develop strategies in reading.  
d. In writing, all of the students claimed that they faced difficulties in choosing 
the right and appropriate grammar to be used when writing, developing 
strategies in writing, and organising the ideas into a good writing piece. 
However, in order to learn, they claimed that they wanted to learn more about 
developing strategies in writing and choosing and developing ideas. 
e. For reading and writing enrichment purposes, all of the students claimed that 
they wanted to increase the number of vocabularies  to  be  understood, deepen 
the understanding on right and appropriate grammar to be used in certain texts, 
and deepen the knowledge on topics related to reading and writing. 
2. Learning Needs 
In relation to learning needs, the students’ view about what they need to do 
in order to learn is classified into some components.  
a. Input 
The expected inputs for reading and writing enrichment from the students 
are texts of 250 – 300 words with some pictures and/or glossary provided. 
Meanwhile, the topics are those which related to local culture, heritage and history 
and also related to daily life in family, school and society. In addition, the teacher 
claimed that the topics should be also popular, interesting, up-to-date, and close to 
the students’ life. Later, the results on the topic will be combined with the demand 
of Curriculum 2013 on the topics that the students should have in order to learn 
English. 
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b. Procedure 
The expected activities for reading enrichment from the students are 
reading and responding, reading and imagining, reading and investigating and/or 
reading and adding information. Meanwhile, for writing, the expected activities 
are arranging jumbled paragraphs, making summary, writing a story, and 
exchanging work to be edited. For vocabulary, the expected activities are scanning 
for new vocabularies and finding the meaning in dictionary and/or identifying the 
meaning based on the context provided. Finally, for grammar, the expected 
activities from the students are making sentences based on a specific pattern. 
c. Setting 
All of the students prefer to work in pairs. However, in deciding the 
setting, there should be also consideration on the level of difficulty of the task and 
how long it takes to complete. In addition, most of the students learn 
autonomously for about 30 minutes – 90 minutes a day. 
d. Learner Role 
Most of the students prefer to discuss, to be actively involved in an 
investigation, and to use their creativity in doing the tasks. Nevertheless, they also 
like to individually investigate and propose their questions and opinions 
e. Teacher Role 
All of students need their teacher to give them examples before doing the 
tasks. Meanwhile, the teacher admits that she should facilitate students in 
enriching their knowledge and skills; before, during, or after the process of 
enrichment. 
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3. Appropriate Supplementary Reading – Writing Materials for Enrichment 
Purposes for Grade X Students of Senior High School 
The final draft of the materials consists of three units which contain tasks 
in the range of 14-16 in each unit. Unit 1 consists of 14 tasks, Unit 2 consists of 
16 tasks, and Unit 3 consists of 15 tasks. Each unit was developed using task-
based instruction. In each unit, there are two task cycles, one for reading and the 
second focuses on writing. Meanwhile, for the pre-task phase, there were two 
focuses: in the topic and in the vocabularies.  
Each unit of the materials contains a text type to explore. Unit 1 covers 
descriptive texts, Unit 2 covers recount texts, and Unit 3 covers narrative 
texts.The topics are formulated based on the topics available in the curriculum and 
the students’ wants. In the curriculum, the expected  topic for descriptive texts is 
about historical buildings and tourist destination. Besides, the topic for recount 
texts are about historical events and for narrative texts are about legends. 
Meanwhile, based on the results of the needs analysis, it was gained that the 
expected topics from students are those which related to local culture, heritage and 
history and also related to daily life in family, school and society . Therefore, the 
final topics used in the materials are about Indonesian historical buildings, 
historical events, and legends.  
The first part of the unit is the title and indicators of the unit. The title is 
written in phrases and reflects the topic of the unit. In addition, it is also supported 
with pictures and a brief explanation about the topic. The indicators of the unit 
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give information about what the students are going to do in the unit. In each unit, 
there are 5 to 6 indicators, covering reading and writing. 
After the title and indicators is the pre-task phase. The students are 
introduced with tasks that are intended to build their knowledge about what they 
are going to do in the unit. Those tasks are in orientation section. Instead, there is 
also word builder section to prepare the students about the vocabulary that they 
will find in the task cycle. 
The first task cycle covers skills in reading. The activities are varied from 
comprehending the text to giving opinion towards the text. In the first input (text), 
there are boxes containing important information related to the text: difficult 
vocabulary and features of the text. After task cycle 1, the students are asked to 
focus more on the language of the texts. They are given explanations about the 
language and then asked to practice what they have learnt by answering questions 
or, identifying mistakes, and/or writing sentences using the language. The second 
tasks cycle covers skills in writing, in which the inputs have already presented in 
tasks cycle 1. In this cycle, the students are introduced with steps of writing 
procedure, from brainstorming to making the final draft of writing. 
After accomplishing all the task cycle, the students are given chance to 
review of what they have learnt by doing some tasks related to reading and 
writing. In each unit contains 2 to 3 review tasks that the students should do. 
Finally, the last parts of the unit are reflection and summary. The reflection is in 
the forms of statements in which the students, by themselves, measure how much 
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they have learnt in the unit. The summary is written in points, covering all the 
students have learnt during the unit. 
Thus, the appropriate supplementary reading-writing materials for 
enrichment purposes contain a number of characteristics like providing large 
experience of language use in texts, discovering more about how the language is 
used, and providing many opportunities to produce language. It is in line with the 
theory proposed by Tomlinson (2010) on the principles of good supplementary 
materials for autonomous learning. Instead, the activities included in the materials 
are highly encouraged the students to do discussion, be involved in investigation, 
and use their creativity. These activities are in harmony with the theory on 
enrichment programme proposed by Teare (in Saenz, 2015) that enrichment 
programme can be in the forms of higher qualities of work than the norm for the 
age group or grade level and/or promoting of higher levels of thinking. In 
addition, Saenz (2015) also stated that enrichment can be done via activities that 
contain information processing, analysing, and/or speculating. 
B. Suggestions 
Based on the conclusions from this research, the following suggestions are 
proposed. 
1. Grade X students of Senior High School and the teacher 
In order to be able to enrich knowledge and skills related to reading and 
writing, students are suggested to use these supplementary materials. In further, 
students should follow the order of the tasks, so that they can get the complete and 
clear understanding as the materials have been carefully organised based on the 
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approach in language teaching (task-based instruction), from guided to freer 
activities as well as from less demanded to more demanded activities. Meanwhile, 
for the teachers, they should role as the students expected in this research so that 
the learning can run smoothly and the students can attain the maximum level of 
mastery. 
2. For other researchers 
Since this research only focused on the development of supplementary 
reading-writing materials for enrichment purposes for grade X students of Senior 
High School, it is expected that there will be any further researches that focus on 
the development of supplementary listening and speaking materials for 
enrichment purposes for grade X students of Senior High School. However, there 
should always be noted that in developing materials for enrichment purposes, the 
student’s views are very important because the materials are expected to be used 
by the students independently. There will be no teacher that guides the students 
during the learning like in regular classes. The materials for enrichment purposes 
should be in accordance to the student’s wants and are innovative in attracting 
students’ interest to learn. 
In addition, further researches are also needed to develop supplementary 
materials for enrichment purposes for grade XI and XII students of Senior High 
School, either for listening and speaking skills or reading and writing skills. 
Besides, it is also expected that there will be other researches that focus on the 
development of supplementary materials for remedial purposes, since materials 
for remedial purposes are also not available yet. 
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Alamat: Kampus Karangmalang, Telp. (0274) 586168 psw. 381 Yogyakarta 
 
 
 
 
 
Kepada  
Adik-adik kelas X  
SMA N 2 Yogyakarta 
 
Dalam rangka mengembangkan materi pembelajaran Reading dan Writing secara 
mandiri untuk tujuan pengayaan bagi siswa kelas X, pada kesempatan ini saya meminta 
kesedian Adik untuk mengisi kuesioner terkait dengan kebutuhan Adik akan materi tersebut. 
Jawaban yang Adik berikan pada lembar angket ini tidak akan mempengaruhi nilai Adik di 
dalam rapor. Diharapkan Adik menjawab seluruh pertanyaan ini sesuai dengan keadaan Adik 
yang sebenarnya tanpa dipengaruhi oleh siapapun. Jawaban dan identitas Adik dijamin 
kerahasiannya sesuai dengan kode etik penelitian. Semua jawaban yang Adik berikan sangat 
berarti dan membantu penelitian yang saya lakukan. 
Terima kasih. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yogyakarta, 14 April 2016 
Peneliti 
 
 
 
 
Ester Ria Mei Utami 
NIM. 12202241048 
  
 
ANGKET ANALISIS KEBUTUHAN SISWA KELAS X DALAM PEMBELAJARAN 
READING DAN WRITING SECARA MANDIRI UNTUK TUJUAN PENGAYAAN  
 
 
I. Data Pribadi Siswa  
Nama  :………………………….. 
Usia  : ………………….…tahun 
Jenis kelamin : (Perempuan/Laki-laki)* Coret yang tidak sesuai 
 
II. Analisis Kebutuhan Siswa dalam Pembelajaran Reading dan Writing Secara 
Mandiri untuk Tujuan Pengayaan 
Pilihlah jawaban dengan memberi tanda centang (√) pada angka 1, 2, 3, dan 4 pada 
jawaban yang Adik pilih sesuai dengan gambaran dan keadaan Adik yang sebenarnya. 
Pilihlah angka sesuai keterangan berikut: 
- Satu (1) untuk Tidak Setuju, 
- Dua (2) untuk Kurang Setuju, 
- Tiga (3) untuk Setuju, dan 
- Empat (4) untuk Sangat Setuju. 
 
No. Pertanyaan 
Skala 
1 2 3 4 
1. Tujuan mempelajari bahasa Inggris di sekolah adalah 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a. Mendapat nilai rapor yang baik dan lulus UN.     
b. Mudah memahami berbagai macam informasi dalam bahasa 
Inggris. 
    
c. Mudah berkomunikasi dengan orang asing.     
d. Menunjang pendidikan di jenjang yang lebih tinggi atau pekerjaan 
setelah lulus sekolah. 
    
e. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
………………………………………………………………………. 
    
2. 
 
 
Level kemampuan bahasa Inggris untuk membaca dan menulis (reading dan 
writing) yang seharusnya Adik miliki agar dapat menunjang pendidikan di 
jenjang yang lebih tinggi atau menunjang pekerjaan adalah 
 
 
a. Pemula (beginner): Mampu memahami inti teks pendek sederhana 
dengan topik yang dekat dengan kehidupan sehari-hari, menulis 
    
  
 
No. Pertanyaan 
Skala 
1 2 3 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
kalimat-kalimat sederhana berkaitan dengan teks. 
b. Menengah (intermediate): Mampu memahami inti teks yang 
panjang, memahami informasi-informasi spesifik dalam teks, serta 
menulis teks baru dengan topik yang sama.  
    
c. Mahir (advanced): Mampu memahami berbagai macam teks, 
memahami makna tersirat yang terdapat dalam sebuah teks, serta 
menulis teks baru yang kompleks, baik dari segi bahasa maupun isi. 
    
d. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
………………………………………………………………………. 
    
3. Level kemampuan bahasa Inggris untuk membaca dan menulis (reading dan 
writing) Adik saat ini adalah 
 a. Pemula (beginner): Mampu memahami inti teks pendek sederhana 
dengan topik yang dekat dengan kehidupan sehari-hari, menulis 
kalimat-kalimat sederhana berkaitan dengan teks. 
    
b. Menengah (intermediate): Mampu memahami inti teks yang 
panjang, memahami informasi-informasi spesifik dalam teks, serta 
menulis teks baru dengan topik yang sama.  
    
c. Mahir (advanced): Mampu memahami berbagai macam teks, 
memahami makna tersirat yang terdapat dalam sebuah teks, serta 
menulis teks baru yang kompleks, baik dari segi bahasa maupun isi. 
    
d. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
………………………………………………………………………. 
    
4. Kesulitan yang ditemui Adik dalam membaca bahasa Inggris (reading) adalah 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a. Memahami inti teks yang sedang dibaca secara keseluruhan.     
b. Memahami ide-ide pendukung (detail) dalam teks.     
c. Memahami tujuan penulis dalam membuat teks.     
d. Memahami makna tersirat yang terdapat dalam teks.     
e. Mengasah strategi-strategi dalam membaca (reading) seperti 
scanning, skimming, dan guessing. 
    
f. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
………………………………………………………………………. 
    
5. Kesulitan yang ditemui Adik dalam menulis bahasa Inggris (writing) adalah 
 
 
 
a. Memilih dan menggali ide untuk dituangkan dalam bentuk tulisan.     
b. Mengorganisasikan ide menjadi tulisan yang runtut dan menarik.     
c. Memilih kosa kata (vocabulary) yang sesuai untuk digunakan     
  
 
No. Pertanyaan 
Skala 
1 2 3 4 
 
 
 
 
waktu menulis. 
d. Memilih tata bahasa (grammar) yang sesuai untuk digunakan waktu 
menulis. 
    
e. Mengasah strategi-strategi dalam menulis (writing) seperti 
brainstorming, clustering, paraphrasing dan soliciting feedback. 
    
f. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
…………………………………………………………………………. 
    
6. Pelajaran bahasa Inggris untuk ketrampilan membaca (reading) yang Adik 
inginkan seharusya dapat membuat Adik mampu 
 a. Memahami inti dan tujuan dari berbagai macam teks bahasa 
Inggris. 
    
b. Memahami teks bahasa Inggris secara detail, baik makna tersurat 
maupun makna tersiratnya. 
    
c. Memahami kata-kata (vocabulary) dan tata bahasa (grammar) 
dalam bahasa Inggris sesuai konteks penggunaanya dalam suatu 
teks. 
    
d. Mengasah strategi-strategi dalam membaca (reading) seperti 
scanning, skimming, dan guessing. 
    
e. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
…………………………………………………………………………. 
    
7. Pelajaran bahasa Inggris untuk ketrampilan menulis (writing) yang Adik 
inginkan seharusya dapat membuat Adik mampu 
 
 
 
a. Memilih dan menggali ide untuk dituangkan dalam bentuk tulisan.     
b. Mengorganisasikan ide menjadi tulisan yang runtut dan menarik.     
c. Memilih kosa kata (vocabulary) dan tata bahasa (grammar) yang 
sesuai untuk digunakan waktu menulis. 
    
d. Mengasah strategi-strategi dalam menulis (writing) seperti 
brainstorming, clustering, paraphrasing dan soliciting feedback. 
    
e. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
…………………………………………………………………………. 
    
8. Untuk tujuan pengayaan, pelajaran bahasa Inggris untuk reading dan writing 
seharusya dapat membuat Adik 
 a. Memperluas pengetahuan mengenai topik-topik dalam reading dan 
writing 
    
b. Memperdalam pengetahuan mengenai topik-topik dalam reading 
dan writing 
    
  
 
No. Pertanyaan 
Skala 
1 2 3 4 
c. Melatih ketrampilan-kertampilan serta menggunakan strategi-
strategi terkait reading dan writing 
    
d. Meningkatkan jumlah kosakata yang dipahami, baik arti maupun 
penggunaannya. 
    
e. Memperdalam pemahaman mengenai penggunaan tata bahasa yang 
tepat dan sesuai dalam suatu teks. 
    
f. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
…………………………………………………………………………. 
    
9. Input untuk pengayaan membaca dan menulis (reading dan writing) secara 
mandiri yang  Adik inginkan adalah 
 a. Materi otentik yang dengan mudah dapat di jumpai dalam 
keseharian (contohnya: majalah, surat kabar, resep, pengunguman, 
dll). 
    
b. Model teks yang disertai gambar-gambar.     
c. Model teks yang disertai dengan glossary (daftar kata-kata sulit 
dalam teks). 
    
d. Model teks yang disertai dengan tabel, diagram, bagan, atau grafik.     
e. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
…………………………………………………………………………. 
    
10. Panjang input teks untuk pengayaan membaca dan menulis (reading dan 
writing) secara mandiri yang Adik inginkan adalah 
 a. 150 – 200 kata     
b. 200 – 250 kata     
c. 250 – 300 kata     
d. 300 – 350 kata     
e. Lebih dari 350 kata     
11. Topik-topik dalam pelajaran bahasa Inggris, khususnya untuk reading dan 
writing yang Adik sukai untuk kegiatan pengayaan secara mandiri adalah 
 
 
 
a. Topik terkait budaya, warisan, dan sejarah lokal     
b. Topik terkait budaya, warisan, dan sejarah dunia     
c. Topik terkait dengan bidang studi di sekolah (IPA dan IPS)     
d. Topok terkait dengan kehidupan sehari-hari di keluarga, sekolah, 
dan masyarakat. 
    
e. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
…………………………………………………………………………. 
    
12. Jenis tugas atau kegiatan pengayaan membaca (reading) secara mandiri yang 
  
 
No. Pertanyaan 
Skala 
1 2 3 4 
Adik inginkan adalah 
 a. Membaca teks kemudian membuat informasi tambahan yang belum 
ada dalam teks (misal dalam teks belum ada deskripsi tentang 
warna, ukuran dan/atau lokasi). 
    
b. Membaca judul teks kemudian membuat prediksi apa yang akan 
dibahas dalam teks tersebut. 
    
c. Membaca teks kemudian membuat respon terkait teks (After 
reading, I feel scared/excited/sad/ …, because …) 
    
d. Membaca teks kemudian berimajinasi menjadi salah satu tokoh 
dalam teks tersebut (If I were ..., I would...) 
    
e. Membaca teks kemudian menginvestigasi masalah atau kasus 
dalam teks. 
    
f. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
…………………………………………………………………………. 
    
13. Jenis tugas atau kegiatan pengayaan menulis (writing) secara mandiri yang Adik 
inginkan adalah 
 a. Menyusun paragraf acak menjadi sebuah cerita yang menarik.     
b. Mengembangkan gambar/tabel/ilustrasi kedalam bentuk paragraf.     
c. Menukar hasi tulisanmu dengan teman kemudian saling mengedit 
(ide, kosakata, grammar, dll). 
    
d. Menulis rangkuman suatu teks.     
e. Menulis cerita mengenai orang, tempat, atau kejadian dan 
melengkapinya dengan gambar-gambar. 
    
a. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
………………………………………………………………………. 
    
14. Jenis tugas atau kegiatan pengayaan kosa kata (vocabulary) secara mandiri yang 
Adik inginkan adalah 
 
 
 
 
a. Menemukan kosa kata baru di dalam sebuah teks dan mencari arti 
atau terjemahannya di dalam kamus. 
    
b. Mencocokkan kata-kata dalam bahasa Inggris dengan makna yang 
telah disediakan. 
    
c. Melengkapi kalimat atau paragraf rumpang dengan kata-kata yang 
sudah disediakan. 
    
d. Melengkapi kalimat atau paragraf rumpang dengan kata-kata 
sendiri. 
    
e. Menemukan kosa kata baru di dalam sebuah teks dan     
  
 
No. Pertanyaan 
Skala 
1 2 3 4 
mengidentifikasi arti atau terjemahannya berdasarkan konteks di 
dalam teks bacaan. 
f. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
…………………………………………………………………………. 
    
15. Jenis tugas atau kegiatan pengayaan tata bahasa (grammar) secara mandiri yang 
Adik inginkan adalah 
 a. Menghafalkan rumus/formula struktur tata bahasa.     
b. Mengidentifikasi dan membenarkan kesalahan struktur kalimat.     
c. Menulis kalimat berdasarkan pola yang telah dipelajari.     
d. Melengkapi kalimat dengan kata sesuai dengan struktur bahasa 
yang dipakai. 
    
e. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
…………………………………………………………………………. 
    
16. Dalam kegiatan pengayaan membaca dan menulis (reading dan writing) secara 
mandiri, cara dalam pengerjaan tugas yang Adik disukai adalah 
 a. Secara individu.     
b. Berpasangan.     
c. Dalam kelompok kecil terdiri dari 3-4 orang.     
d. Dalam kelompok besar 5-6 orang.     
e. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
………………………………………………………………………. 
    
17. Alokasi waktu Adik untuk belajar mandiri di luar kelas adalah 
 a. < 30 menit perhari     
b. 30 menit – 60 menit perhari     
c. 60 menit – 90 menit perhari     
d. 90 menit – 120 menit perhari     
e. > 120 menit perhari     
18. Dalam kegiatan pengayaan membaca dan menulis (reading dan writing) secara 
mandiri, Adik lebih suka jika  
 a. Berdiskusi dan aktif dalam penyelidikan untuk memecahkan 
masalah dan mengerjakan tugas. 
    
b. Secara individu mengidentifikasi masalah dan mengerjakan tugas.     
c. Menggunakan kreativitas Adik dalam mengerjakan tugas.     
d. Mengajukan pertanyaan dan pendapat Adik.     
e. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
………………………………………………………………………. 
    
  
 
No. Pertanyaan 
Skala 
1 2 3 4 
19. Dalam kegiatan pengayaan membaca dan menulis (reading dan writing) secara 
mandiri, Adik lebih suka jika guru 
 a. Menjadi fasilitator atau membantu Adik dalam proses 
menyelesaikan masalah/tugas. 
    
b. Memonitor setiap perkembangan dalam proses menyelesaikan 
masalah/tugas. 
    
c. Memberi saran, koreksi, dan komentar terhadap setiap hasil kerja.     
d. Memberi contoh sebelum memberikan tugas.     
e. Lainnya (sebutkan dan berikan skala): 
………………………………………………………………………. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Interview Guideline for the Teacher 
 
1. Input-input seperti apakah menurut Bapak/Ibu yang cocok untuk pengayaan reading dan 
writing secara mandiri?  
2. Menurut Bapak/Ibu, berapa panjang input yang cocok untuk pengayaan reading dan 
writing secara mandiri? 
3. Topik-topik apa saja yang biasanya disukai oleh murid Bapak/Ibu? 
4. Menurut Bapak/Ibu, aktivitas seperti apa yang cocok untuk pengayaan reading dan 
writing secara mandiri? 
5. Bagaimana Bapak/Ibu biasanya memberikan tugas pada siswa untuk program 
pengayaan? Secara individu, kelompok, di dalam kelas, atau di luar kelas? 
6. Menurut Bapak/Ibu, apa peran yang yang seharusnya dilakukan oleh guru dalam 
mendukung pengayaan reading dan writing secara mandiri?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
APPENDIX B 
THE NEEDS ANALYSIS 
DATA 
 
 
 
  
 
THE RESULTS OF NEEDS ANALYSIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 
1 2 3 4 NA 
Disagree Moderately Agree Agree Strongly Agree No Answer 
 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
GOALS 
1. Goals in learning English at school are 
 f. To get a good mark in school report and 
pass the national examination. 
0 7.4 33.3 59.3 0 
g. To understand kinds of information in 
English easily. 
0 0 29.6 70.4 0 
h. To communicate with foreigners easily. 0 3.7 29.6 66.7 0 
i. To support the higher education or job 
after graduating from school. 
0 0 25.9 74.1 0 
j. Others (please mention and rate): 
To get TOEFL more than 500 
 
0 0 0 7.4 92.6 
NECESSITIES 
2. Level of English ability for reading and writing that you should have in order to 
support the higher education or job after graduating from school is 
 g. Beginner: Able to understand main 
ideas of simple and short texts about 
daily life, and able to write simple 
sentences related to the texts. 
0 29.6 44.4 25.9 0 
h. Intermediate: Able to understand main 
and supporting ideas of longer texts, 
and able to write new texts on the same 
theme or topic. 
0 11.1 51.9 37.0 0 
i. Advanced: Able to understand various 
kinds of texts, literal and implied 
meaning on the texts, and able to write 
new and complex texts in the form of 
language and content. 
0 3.7 48.1 48.1 0 
 j. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………….…… 
0 0 0 0 0 
LACKS 
3. Level of English ability for reading and writing that you are in now is 
 a. Beginner: Able to understand main 
ideas of simple and short texts about 
3.7 51.9 44.4 0 0 
  
 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
daily life, and able to write simple 
sentences related to the texts. 
 b. Intermediate: Able to understand main 
and supporting ideas of longer texts, 
and able to write new texts on the same 
theme or topic. 
0 7.4 48.1 44.4 0 
 c. Advanced: Able to understand various 
kinds of texts, literal and implied 
meaning on the texts, and able to write 
new and complex texts in the form of 
language and content. 
14.8 51.9 33.3 0 0 
 d. Others (please mention and rate): 
………………………………….………… 
0 0 0 0 0 
4. Difficulties in learning reading are when 
 g. Understanding main ideas of texts. 7.4 29.6 48.1 14.8 0 
 h. Understanding supporting ideas of 
texts. 
3.7 40.7 48.1 7.4 0 
 i. Understanding communicative purpose 
of texts. 
7.4 48.1 44.4 0 0 
 j. Understanding implied meaning on 
texts. 
0 29.6 48.1 22.2 0 
 k. Developing strategies in reading like 
scanning, skimming, and guessing. 
0 14.8 59.3 25.9 0 
 l. Others (please mention and rate): 
………………………………….………… 
0 0 0 0 0 
5. Difficulties in writing are 
 g. Choosing and developing ideas 0 22.2 63.0 14.8 0 
 h. Organising the ideas into a good 
writing piece. 
0 3.7 81.5 14.8 0 
 i. Choosing the right and appropriate 
vocabulary to be used when writing. 
0 11.1 74.1 14.8 0 
 j. Choosing the right and appropriate 
grammar to be used when writing. 
0 7.4 44.4 48.1 0 
 k. Developing strategies in writing like 
brainstorming, clustering, paraphrasing 
and soliciting feedback. 
0 0 66.7 33.3 0 
 k. Others (please mention and rate): 
…………………………………………… 
0 0 0 0 0 
WANTS 
6. English learning (reading) that you want should have make you able to 
 e. Understand main idea and 0 7.4 51.9 40.7 0 
  
 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
communicative purpose of texts. 
 f. Understand texts in detail, both the 
literal and implied meaning.  
0 11.1 48.1 40.7 0 
 g. Understand vocabulary and grammar 
according to the context in the texts. 
0 0 48.1 51.9 0 
 h. Developing strategies in reading like 
scanning, skimming, and guessing. 
0 0 55.6 44.4 0 
 i. Others (please mention and rate): 
…………………………………………… 
0 0 0 0 0 
7. English learning (writing) that you want should make you able to 
 a. Choosing and developing ideas 0 0 70.4 29.6 0 
 b. Organising the ideas into a good 
writing piece. 
0 3.7 59.3 37.0 0 
 c. Choosing the right and appropriate 
vocabulary and grammar to be used 
when writing. 
0 3.7 48.1 48.1 0 
 d. Developing strategies in writing like 
brainstorming, clustering, paraphrasing 
and soliciting feedback. 
0 0 66.7 33.3 0 
 e. Others (please mention and rate): 
………………………………………….… 
0 0 0 0 0 
8. For enrichment purposes, English learning (reading and writing) should make 
you able to 
 f. Expand knowledge on topics related to 
reading and writing. 
0 3.7 51.9 44.4 0 
 g. Deepen the knowledge on topics related 
to reading and writing. 
0 0 51.9 48.1 0 
 h. Develop micro- and macro-skills, and 
strategies related to reading and 
writing. 
0 3.7 48.1 48.1 0 
 i. Increase the number of vocabularies to 
be understood, both the meaning and 
usage. 
0 0 33.3 66.7 0 
 j. Deepen the understanding on right and 
appropriate grammar to be used in 
certain texts. 
0 0 37.0 63.0 0 
 k. Others (please mention and rate): 
…………………………………………… 
0 0 0 0 0 
INPUT 
9. Kinds of inputs for reading and writing enrichment that you want are 
 a. Authentic materials that are can be 3.7 11.1 55.6 29.6 0 
  
 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
easily found in the daily life (for 
examples: magazines, newspapers, 
recipe, announcement, etc.) 
 b. Texts with some pictures provided. 0 0 25.9 74.1 0 
 c. Texts with glossary provided (difficult 
vocabularies on the texts). 
3.7 7.4 25.9 63.0 0 
 d. Text with table, diagram, or graphic 
provided. 
3.7 18.5 44.4 33.3 0 
 f. Others (please mention and rate): 
…………………………………………… 
0 0 0 0 0 
10. Length of inputs for reading and writing enrichment that you want is 
 f. 150 – 200 words 11.1 18.5 51.9 18.5 0 
 g. 200 – 250 words 0 25.9 48.1 18.5 0 
 h. 250 – 300 words 0 14.8 74.1 11.1 0 
 i. 300 – 350 words 7.4 44.4 40.7 7.4 0 
 j. More than 350 words 22.2 55.6 14.8 7.4 0 
11. Topics for English learning, especially for reading and writing that you like for 
enrichment activities are 
 a. Topics related to local culture and 
heritage. 
0 11.1 37.0 51.9 0 
 b. Topics related to international culture 
and heritage. 
0 14.8 55.6 29.6 0 
 c.  Topics related to science, economy, 
and/or politic life. 
14.8 48.1 29.6 7.4 0 
 d. Topics related to daily life in family, 
school, and society. 
0 14.8 37.0 48.1 0 
PROCEDURE 
12. Kinds of reading enrichment tasks or activities that you want are 
 a. Reading a text then adding information 
that is not provided by the text. 
3.7 33.3 48.1 14.8 0 
 b. Reading a title of a text then making a 
prediction about the content. 
0 33.3 55.6 11.1 0 
 c. Reading a text then making responds 
related to the text (After reading, I feel 
scared/excited/sad/ …, because …) 
0 14.8 66.7 18.5 0 
 d. Reading a text then imagining you‟re one 
of the characters (If I were ..., I would ...) 
0 14.8 51.9 33.3 0 
 e. Reading a text then investigating the 
problem or case found in the text.  
0 33.3 37.0 29.6 0 
 f. Others (please mention and rate): 
…………………………………………… 
0 0 0 0 0 
  
 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
13. Kinds of writing enrichment tasks or activities that you want are 
 f. Arranging jumbled paragraphs into a 
good story. 
0 18.5 51.9 29.6 0 
 g. Evolving pictures/ illustrations/ tables to 
a story in paragraphs. 
3.7 18.5 44.4 33.3 0 
 h. Exchanging your works with your friend 
and editing those works (ideas, 
vocabulary, grammar etc). 
7.4 29.6 44.4 18.5 0 
 i. Writing summary about a text. 7.4 25.9 44.4 22.2 0 
 j. Write a story about persons, places, or 
events and supporting it with pictures 
11.1 29.6 37.0 22.2 0 
 a. Others (please mention and rate): 
…………………………………………… 
0 0 0 0 0 
14. Kinds of vocabulary enrichment tasks or activities that you want are 
 g. Scanning for new vocabularies on a text 
and finding out the meaning in 
dictionary. 
0 3.7 37.0 59.3 0 
 h. Matching vocabularies with its meaning 
provided. 
0 7.4 44.4 48.1 0 
 i. Completing sentences/paragraphs using 
vocabularies provided. 
0 7.4 37.0 55.6 0 
 j. Completing sentences/paragraphs using 
your own knowledge. 
14.8 25.9 33.3 25.9 0 
 k. Scanning for new vocabularies on a text 
and identifying the meaning based on 
the context provided. 
3.7 7.4 29.6 59.3 0 
 l. Others (please mention and rate): 
………………………………………….… 
0 0 0 0 0 
15. Kinds of grammar enrichment tasks or activities that you want are 
 a. Memorising grammar formula. 7.4 22.2 48.1 22.2 0 
 b. Identifying wrong sentence structure 
and then correct it. 
3.7 11.1 63.0 22.2 0 
 c. Making sentences based on pattern 
taught. 
3.7 0 66.7 29.6 0 
 d. Completing sentences/paragraphs based 
on the structure learned. 
14.8 11.1 55.6 18.5 0 
 e. Others (please mention and rate): 
1) Finding a formula from sentences 
 
0 
 
0 
 
0 
 
3.7 
 
96.3 
SETTING 
16. In reading and writing enrichment activities, you prefer to do the tasks  
 f. Individually. 3.7 33.3 40.7 22.2 0 
  
 
No. Questions 
Scales (%) 
1 2 3 4 NA 
 g. In pairs. 0 0 70.4 29.6 0 
 h. In a small group consisting of 3-4 
persons. 
0 18.5 44.4 37.0 0 
 i. In a big group consisting of 5-6 
persons. 
11.1 22.2 44.4 22.2 0 
 j. Others (please mention and rate): 
…………………………………….……… 
0 0 0 0 0 
17. The allocation of time that you spend to learn autonomously outside the 
classroom is  
 f. < 30 minutes per day. 29.6 29.6 29.6 11.1 0 
 g. 30 minutes – 60 minutes per day. 3.7 29.6 37.0 29.6 0 
 h. 60 minutes – 90 minutes per day. 3.7 25.9 51.9 18.5 0 
 i. 90 minutes – 120 minutes per day. 3.7 59.3 29.6 7.4 0 
 j. > 120 minutes per day. 44.4 40.7 14.8 0 0 
LEARNER ROLE 
18. In reading and writing enrichment activities, you prefer to  
 a. Discuss and actively involved in an 
investigation to solve problem and do 
the tasks. 
0 14.8 51.9 33.3 0 
 b. Individually investigate and do the 
tasks. 
7.4 18.5 48.1 25.9 0 
 c. Use your creativity in doing the tasks. 0 7.4 66.7 25.9 0 
 d. Propose your questions and opinions. 3.7 11.1 66.7 18.5 0 
 e. Others (please mention and rate): 
……………………………………………. 
0 0 0 0 0 
TEACHER ROLE 
19. In reading and writing enrichment activities, you prefer the teacher to 
 f. Facilitate and help you in the process of 
doing/finishing the tasks. 
0 3.7 37.0 59.3 0 
 g. Monitor every step of finishing the 
tasks. 
0 14.8 37.0 48.1 0 
 h. Give advice, correction, and comments 
in the result of your work. 
0 3.7 48.1 48.1 0 
 i. Give examples before you do the tasks. 0 0 25.9 74.1 0 
 j. Others (please mention and rate): 
…………………………………………… 
0 0 0 0 0 
 
 
  
 
Interview Transcript 
 
Day/Date : Thursday, 14
th
 April 2016 
Place  : Classroom (X PMIIA 8) 
Interviewer : Ester (Researcher/R) 
Interviewee : Mrs. Sri Pudjiastuti (Teacher/T) 
R : Okay Bu, seperti yang telah kita rencanakan, sembari menunggu siswa 
mengisi kuisioner saya ingin meminta beberapa pendapat Ibu mengenai 
buku yang akan saya buat. Boleh kita mulai sekarang Bu? (Okay Ma‟am, 
as we have planned, while the students answer the questionnaire I would 
like to ask your opinion related to my materials. Can we start now? 
T : Oh boleh mba, mari kita bisa duduk di bangku sana supaya tidak 
terganggu dengan kegiatan siswa. (Sure, let us sit on the bench there so 
that we will not be distrubed by the student‟s activities.) 
R : Baik Bu, jadi seperti yang telah saya jelaskan sebelumnya, saya akan 
membuat buku supplemen untuk tujuan pengayaan untuk kelas 10. Nah, 
maka dari itu saya sedang menganalisis kebutuhan-kebutuhan siswa untuk 
buku itu sendiri seperti apa. Juga, saya ingin mengetahui dari pandangan 
Ibu sendiri sebagai guru yang pastinya sudah lebih berpengalaman dalam 
hal program pengayaan ini. (Alright, as I have explained before, I would 
like to develop supplementary materials for enrichment purposes for grade 
X students. Therefore, I need to know the student‟s needs towards the 
materials. Instead, I would like to ask your view as a teacher related to the 
appropriate materials for enrichment purposes.) 
T : Jadi hanya untuk pengayaan ya mba? Memang belum ada itu bukunya. 
Biasanya untuk pengayaan saya hanya mencari materi di internet atau 
membebaskan siswa untuk belajar mandiri saja. Bagus sekali itu mba. (So, 
the materials are only for enrichment purposes? That would be great I 
think because so far there is no materials available for enrichment purpose. 
I usually take materials on the Internet or just let the students learn what 
they want to learn by themselves.) 
R : Oh begitu. Okay Bu, kita akan mulai dari inputnya. Menurut pendapat 
Ibu, input yang sesuai untuk materi pengayaan reading dan writing itu 
yang seperti apa ya? (Okay Ma‟am, we will start from the input. What 
are your views on kinds of input appropriate for reading and writing 
enrichment?) 
T : Berarti teksnya seperti apa begitu? Kalau menurut saya, asal nggak 
terlalu susah atau mudah nggak papa mba. Maksudnya kosa kata yang 
dipakai begitu. Perlu di baca dulu teksnya supaya kita tahu tingkat 
kesulitannya. Gambar, ilustrasi atau video juga sebaiknya ditambahkan 
mba. Soalnya kan biasanya siswa sudah takut atau bosan duluan kalau 
  
 
teksnya itu murni semua teks begitu. Nah, mba kan akan membuat buku 
to? Harus diperhatikan juga ukuran hurufnya ya mba. Biasanya kalau 
siswa saya itu nggak tertarik kalau tulisannya sudah kecill-kecil begitu. 
Tapi kalau tulisannya terlalu besar malah jadi bosan mba siswanya. (Is it 
about the texts? I think as long as it is not that difficult or easy, it would 
be alright. I mean the vocabulary. We should read it carefully first before 
give it to the students. Pictures, illustration, or videos are also important 
to make students interested to read or write the texts. You will make a 
book, right? I think there should be a consideration on the font size ya. 
My students usually will not be interested if the font is too small but they 
will also be bored if the font is too big.) 
R : Lalu bagaimana dengan panjang teksnya Bu? Berapa panjang teks yang 
sesuai untuk pengayaan reading dan writing? (And how about the length 
of the texts Ma‟am? How long are the texts that are appropriate for 
reading and writing enrichment?) 
T : Ah, kalau panjangnya saya nggak tahu persisnya ya. Tapi yang jelas 
kalau untuk pengayaan berarti lebih panjang dari teks yang digunakan 
untuk kegiatan pembelajaran biasa. Nanti bisa kita lihat berapa kira-kira 
panjangnya setelah melihat panjang teks di buku yang untuk 
pembelajaran biasa ya. (Ah, if it is about the length, I‟m not sure because 
I rarely look on how long the text is. However, what I can suggest is if 
texts are for enrichment, I think it will be longer than usual texts used in 
classroom. We can look on the textbook later to see the texts in 
classroom.) 
R : Baik, untuk selanjutnya mengenai topik. Menurut Ibu, topik-topik seperti 
apa yang siswa Ibu sukai untuk pengayaan reading dan writing? (Okay 
then, now is about the topic. What topic do you think your students like 
for reading and writing for enrichment purposes?) 
T : Untuk topik, sejauh ini saya hanya mengikuti apa yang ada di silabus 
mba. Tapi kalau saya lihat, biasanya siswa suka topik yang dekat dengan 
lingkungan mereka dan juga sedang populer. Harus bisa menarik 
perhatian mereka dan up-to-date. (For the topic, So far I just follow the 
syllabus available. It is the same with the topic in regular classes. 
However, in my opinion, students like topic which is close to their life 
and popular. It should be interesting and up-to-date.) 
R : Oh begitu. Kemudian, menurut Ibu, aktivitas-aktivitas seperti apa ya 
yang cocok untuk pengayaan reading dan writing? (I see. Then, in your 
opinion, what activities are appropriate for reading and writing 
enrichment?) 
T : Untuk pengayaan, selama ini saya biasanya mencari aktivitas yang 
melibatkan kreativitas siswa. Misal di reading, saya meminta siswa untuk 
memberikan opini mereka terkait teks yang mereka baca, jadi kita bisa 
melihat sejauh apa siswa paham akan teksnya sekaligus mereka 
memperkaya kosa kata yang mereka ketahui. Nah kalau writing, biasanya 
  
 
saya minta siswa untuk menulis sebuah teks tentang topik tertentu 
berdasarkan struktur teks yang telah mereka pelajari. (For enrichment 
activities,  so far I use activities that involve their creativity. For example 
in reading, I ask the students to give opinion towards a text, so that they 
can independently expand their skills in understanding the text and also 
using vocabularies. Then, for writing, I usually ask students to write a text 
based on the topic and structure that they have learnt.) 
R : Oh begitu. Bagaimana dengan writing tadi Bu? (I see. How about 
writing Ma‟am?) 
T : Untuk writing, saya biasanya meminta siswa untuk menulis sebuah teks 
berdasarkan topik tertentu dan struktur yang telah mereka pelajari, 
karena di kelas biasa, terkadang mereka belum sempat membuat satu teks 
penuh karena kurangnya waktu. (For writing, I usually ask students to 
write a text based on the topic and structure that they have learnt, because 
in the regular class, sometimes, there is no time to ask students to write 
full texts independently.) 
R : Baik kalau begitu, bagaimana dengan settingnya Bu? Ibu lebih setuju 
untuk memberikan tugas pada siswa secara individual, berpasangan, 
atau dalam grup? (Okay then, how about the setting Ma‟am? Do you like 
to give tasks to your students individually, in pairs, or in groups?) 
T : Wah itu tergantung ya. Kadang jika tugasnya terlalu besar atau sulit, 
saya berikan dalam grup. Tapi jika tugasnya dapat diselesaikan dengan 
cepat ya diberikan secara individual saja mba. (It depends ya. 
Sometimes, if the task is too big or difficult, I prefer to divide students 
into groups. However, if the task is easy and can be done in short time, I 
prefer to give it individually.) 
R : Baik Bu, satu pertanyaan terakhir. Menurut Ibu, apa peran yang 
seharusnya seorang guru lakukan dalam program pengayaan? (Alright 
Ma‟am, one last question. What is your view on the teacher‟s role in 
enrichment program? It is like what the teacher should do in enrichment 
program.) 
T : Memfasilitasi ya. Sejauh ini saya lihat guru-guru banyak melupakan 
program pengayaan untuk siswa. Padahal seharusnya seorang guru 
harus memfasilitasi siswanya untuk selalu memperkaya pengetahuannya. 
(Facilitating. So far, the teacher often forgets to give their students 
enrichment after learning. However, the teacher should facilitate the 
students to enrich their knowledge.) 
R : Bisa berikan contoh dari memfasilitasi itu Bu? (Can you give the 
example of facilitating Ma‟am?) 
T : Bisa dalam bentuk member tugas, karena kita tahu ya, waktu di kelas 
tidak mencukupi. Jadi siswa bisa mengerjakan setelah pembelajaran 
selesai atau di rumah untuk kemudian diberikan nilai tambah untuk 
mereka. (It can be in the form of giving students tasks to complete. They 
can do it after the class or at home and submit it to be given score.) 
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COURSE GRID 
Name of the School : SMA N 2 Yogyakarta 
Subject  : English  
Class   : X 
Core Competence Basic Competence 
3. Understanding, applying, analysing factual, conceptual, 
and procedural knowledge based on the interest in science, 
technology, arts, culture, and humanities with insights, 
nationality, and civilised insights in relation to the causes 
of phenomena and events, applying procedural knowledge 
in desired specific field of studies in solving problems. 
3.4 Differentiate social function, texts structure, and language features of some 
spoken and written descriptive texts by giving and asking information 
related to tourism destinations and famous historical buildings, simple and 
short, according to the contexts. 
 
4. Processing, thinking, and presenting development of the 
concrete and abstract domains of the learnt materials, 
being able to apply various methods according to scientific 
principles. 
4.4 Descriptive Texts 
4.4.1 Contextually understand about social function, texts structure, and 
language features of spoken and written descriptive texts, simple and 
short, related to tourism destinations and famous historical buildings. 
4.4.2 Create spoken and written descriptive texts, simple and short, about 
tourism destinations and famous historical buildings by paying attention 
to the social function, text structure, and appropriate and contextual 
language features. 
 
 
  
 
UNIT Unit Title Topic Indicators 
Language Focus 
Learning Activities Inputs 
Grammar Vocabulary 
1 Historical 
Assets – 
My 
Homeland 
 
  
Indonesian 
Tourist 
Destination
s and 
Famous 
Historical 
Buildings 
Learners are able 
to: 
 Discover 
features of 
descriptive texts 
- Social 
function 
- Text structure 
- Language 
features 
 Identify main 
ideas 
 Scan for details 
 Brainstorm 
ideas 
 Write a 
descriptive text 
 Present 
Perfect Tense 
 Adverb of 
Degree 
Words and 
terms related to 
tourist 
destinations and 
famous 
historical 
buildings 
Pre Task  
 Introducing the topic 
using pictures 
 Matching phrases with 
pictures  
 Matching short texts with 
phrases and pictures 
 Word Builder: Studying 
how to use dictionary and 
finding meanings using 
dictionary 
Task cycle 1 (Reading) 
 Reading a descriptive text 
and answering questions 
- Reading for details 
- Reading for main 
ideas 
- Making inferences 
- Moving away from 
 Adapted and 
simplified 
written 
descriptive 
texts 
 Features of 
descriptive 
texts 
 Lists of 
relevant 
vocabulary 
 Explanation of 
how to read 
dictionary 
 Explanation of 
adverb of 
degree 
 Explanation of 
present perfect 
  
 
the text 
 Extended Task: 
Answering questions 
based on a descriptive 
text (problem solving 
questions) 
 Reading a descriptive text 
and listing information 
which is in the text and is 
not in the text 
 Proposing simple 
sentences to represent 
information which is not 
in the text in the previous 
task 
Language focus 
 Studying adverb of 
degree and filling in the 
blank spaces using adverb 
of degree 
 Studying present perfect 
tense 
 Brainstorming 
guidelines 
 
 
  
 
tense and when to use it 
and making sentences 
using a group of words 
provided and the tense 
that has been learnt 
Task cycle 2 (Writing) 
 Brainstorming  
- Studying how to 
brainstorm 
- Brainstorming some 
topics given 
 Expanding the result of 
brainstorming into a piece 
of writing 
 Writing a descriptive text 
Review 
 Reading a descriptive text 
and answering questions 
based on the text 
 Writing a descriptive text 
Reflection 
  
 
Having a self-reflection on 
how much the students 
understand what they learn 
by putting a tick on the 
indicators 
Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Core Competence Basic Competence 
3. Understanding, applying, analysing factual, conceptual, 
and procedural knowledge based on the interest in science, 
technology, arts, culture, and humanities with insights, 
nationality, and civilised insights in relation to the causes 
of phenomena and events, applying procedural knowledge 
in desired specific field of studies in solving problems. 
3.7 Differentiate social function, texts structure, and language features of some 
spoken and written recount texts by giving and asking information related 
to historical events, simple and short, according to the contexts. 
 
4. Processing, thinking, and presenting development of the 
concrete and abstract domains of the learnt materials, 
being able to apply various methods according to scientific 
principles. 
4.7 Recount Texts – Historical Events 
4.7.1 Contextually understand about social function, texts structure, and 
language features of spoken and written recount texts, simple and short, 
related to historical events. 
4.7.2 Create spoken and written recount texts, simple and short, about 
historical events by paying attention to the social function, text 
structure, and appropriate and contextual language features.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
UNIT Unit Title Topic Indicators 
Language Focus 
Learning Activities Inputs 
Grammar Vocabulary 
2 Tracking 
History: 
Triumphs 
and 
Tragedies 
Historical 
Events in 
Indonesia 
Learners are able 
to: 
 Discover 
features of 
recount texts 
- Social 
function 
- Text structure 
- Language 
features 
 Identify main 
ideas and 
supporting ideas 
 Scan for details 
 Expand and 
evaluate ideas 
 Write a recount 
text 
 
 Past 
Continuous 
Tense 
 Preposition of 
Time 
Words and 
terms related to 
historical 
events 
 
Pre Task 
 Introducing the topic 
using pictures 
 Completing table based 
on the pictures and clues 
provided 
 Matching historical 
events with its time 
 Word Builder: 
completing a crossword 
puzzle 
Task Cycle 1 (Reading) 
 Reading a recount text 
and answering questions 
- Reading for details 
- Reading for main 
ideas 
- Making inferences 
- Moving away from 
 Adapted and 
simplified 
written recount 
texts 
 Features of 
recount texts 
 Lists of 
relevant 
vocabulary 
 Explanation of 
Preposition of 
time 
 Explanation of 
past 
continuous 
tense 
 
 
 
  
 
the text 
 Extended Task: 
answering questions 
based on a recount text 
(investigating) 
 Reading a recount text 
and finding words in the 
text which are the 
synonym of the words in 
the table   
 Based on a recount text, 
stating whether a 
statement is true or false 
 Responding to a recount 
text (giving opinion)  
Language Focus 
 Studying preposition of 
time and filling in the 
blank spaces using words 
provided 
 Studying past continuous 
  
 
tense, and then 
underlying and 
identifying mistakes in 
sentences  
 Correcting mistakes in 
sentences 
Task Cycle 2 (Writing) 
 Changing information in 
a table into paragraphs 
 Evaluating ideas and 
revising a recount text 
 Writing a recount text 
Review 
 Reading a recount text 
and transferring 
information in the text 
into table 
 Writing a recount text 
Reflection 
Having a self-reflection on 
how much the students 
  
 
understand what they learn 
by putting a tick on the 
indicators 
Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Core Competence Basic Competence 
3. Understanding, applying, analysing factual, conceptual, 
and procedural knowledge based on the interest in science, 
technology, arts, culture, and humanities with insights, 
nationality, and civilised insights in relation to the causes 
of phenomena and events, applying procedural knowledge 
in desired specific field of studies in solving problems. 
3.8 Differentiate social function, texts structure, and language features of some 
spoken and written narrative texts by giving and asking information 
related to legends, simple, according to the contexts. 
 
4. Processing, thinking, and presenting development of the 
concrete and abstract domains of the learnt materials, 
being able to apply various methods according to 
scientific principles. 
4.8 Contextually understand about social function, texts structure, and 
language features of spoken and written narrative texts, simple, related 
to legends. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
UNIT Unit Title Topic Indicators 
Language Focus 
Learning Activities Inputs 
Grammar Vocabulary 
3 The 
Forgotten 
Legends 
 
Indonesian 
Legends 
Learners are able 
to: 
 Discover 
features of 
narrative texts 
- Social 
function 
- Text structure 
- Language 
features 
 Scan for details 
 Understand 
inferences 
 Summarise 
information 
 Apply complete 
process writing 
procedure 
 Write a 
 Past Perfect 
Tense 
 Adverb Time 
Connectors 
Words and 
Terms related 
to legends 
Pre Task 
 Introducing the topic 
using pictures 
 Matching name of 
legends with its origin 
 Listing legends in 
Indonesia 
 Word builder: finding 
meaning of words in 
sentences 
Task Cycle 1 (Reading) 
 Reading a narrative text 
(legend) and answering 
questions 
- Reading for details 
- Reading for main 
ideas 
- Reading for meaning 
in context 
 Adapted and 
simplified 
written 
narrative texts 
(legends) 
 Features of 
narrative texts 
 Lists of 
relevant 
vocabulary 
 Summary 
guidelines 
 Explanation of 
adverb time 
connectors 
 Explanation of 
past perfect 
tense 
 Explanation of 
  
 
narrative text - Making inferences 
- Moving away from 
the text 
 Making respond to a 
narrative text (If I have an 
ability to change history) 
 Reading a narrative text 
(legend) and finding 
words in the story which 
mean the opposite to the 
words in the table 
 Identifying characters, 
setting, conflict, solution, 
and conclusion of a 
narrative text (legend) 
 Making summary of a 
story 
Language Focus 
 Studying adverb time 
connectors and filling in 
the blank spaces using 
process writing 
procedure 
 
 
 
  
 
words provided 
 Studying past perfect 
tense and making 
sentences using groups of 
words and patterns that 
has been learnt 
Task Cycle 2 (Writing) 
 Arranging jumbled 
paragraphs into a good 
story 
 Studying how to follow 
process writing procedure 
 Writing a narrative text 
(legend) 
Review 
 Reading a narrative text 
(legend) and identifying 
characters, setting, 
conflict, and solution of 
the story 
 Making summary of a 
  
 
story 
 Writing a narrative text 
(legend) 
Reflection 
Having a self-reflection on 
how much the students 
understand what they learn 
by putting a tick on the 
indicators 
Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
APPENDIX D 
THE DESCRIPTIONS 
OF TASKS 
 
 
 
 
  
 
TASKS DESCRIPTION OF UNIT 1 
 
UNIT 1: Historical Assets – My Homeland 
In this unit, students will learn how to describe tourist destinations and historical 
buildings in Indonesia. Instead, they will also learn about adverb of degree, 
present perfect tense, and how to read dictionary and brainstorm ideas. 
A. Orientation 
Task 1 Instruction: 
Match these captions with the pictures on page 1. You may use the 
Internet to help you find what the pictures are about. 
 
Description: 
This task is included in the pre-task phase. The students should 
match the captions with the pictures in the page before (unit cover). 
The aim is to introduce students to the topic and what they are going 
to learn. 
Task 2 Instruction: 
Match these short texts with the captions above. 
 
Description: 
Still in the pre-task phase, the students should match some short 
texts which describe the pictures and captions in the previous task. 
The aim is to make students familiar with what they are going to 
learn and give them view what text will be in the unit. 
B. Word Builder 
Task 3 Instruction: 
Try to use a dictionary (preferably English- English dictionary) to 
find out the meanings of the words and write one of the meanings on 
the right box. Do it in pairs. 
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in the pre-task phase. Before the instruction, 
there has been provided an explanation on how to read a dictionary 
that the students are expected to study. Then, they are asked to 
practice it by finding meaning of some words in the box using 
dictionary. Indeed, the words are also those which will appear in the 
texts they are going to read.  
C. Reading 
Task 4 Instruction: 
Read the following text about Maimun Palace. Then, answer the 
questions with reference to the passage. 
 
Description: 
This task is included in the first task cycle (reading). The students 
  
 
should read a descriptive text entitled „The Beauty of Maimun 
Palace‟. Then, they should answer some questions related to the 
main ideas, detailed information, inferences, etc. The text is also 
completed with the pictures, vocabularies, and text structure which 
are also beneficial for them to understand about the text. 
Task 5 Instruction: 
In groups of three, discuss the following questions. 
 
Description: 
This is the second task in the first task cycle. At first, the students 
are expected to read a short text in the box about a problem 
appearing in the historical building that has been described in the 
previous task. Then, they should answer some questions related to 
the text. Indeed, these are problem solving questions to improve 
students‟ critical thinking. 
Task 6 Instruction: 
Read the following text about Lawang Sewu. Then, put a tick (√) on 
the information which you can find on the text. 
 
Description: 
The third task in the task cycle 1 is to introduce the students to 
another example of descriptive texts. Then, to check their 
understanding about the text, they are asked to list information 
which is on the text and is not in the text by putting a tick. 
Task 7 Instruction: 
Based on Task 6, propose simple sentences to represent information 
which is NOT in the text. You may use the Internet to help you to 
find what you need.  
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in task cycle 1. The students are asked to 
propose sentences that represent information which is not in the text. 
Actually, this task is a follow-up activity after the previous task, in 
which the students list the information. In addition, this task is also 
integrated with the Internet. 
D. A Grip on Grammar 
Task 8 Instruction: 
Now, put the suitable word from the box to complete the sentence. 
 
Description: 
This task is included in the language focus phase. Actually, before 
the instruction there is an explanation on what adverb of degree is 
and how to use it. Then, the task is that the students should the 
suitable word, which is adverb of degree, to complete the sentence. 
Task 9 Instruction: 
Now, make sentences with the following groups of words. The 
  
 
sentences must be written in the present perfect tense, either in 
active or passive voice. 
 
Description: 
This is the second task in language focus phase. It is about present 
perfect tense. Before the instruction, there is an explanation about 
when to use this tense that the students are expected to read. Then, 
the students are asked to make sentences using groups of words 
provided and the pattern that has been learnt. 
E. Writing 
Task 10 Instruction: 
Work in groups of three. Brainstorm and identify features of these 
buildings that might attract tourists. Look at the examples. 
 
Description: 
This task is included in the second task cycle (writing). After the 
students learn about descriptive texts in task cycle 1, now they are 
asked to learn how to write a descriptive text. In this task, the 
students learn about how to brainstorm by reading the guidelines. 
Then, they are asked to brainstorm ideas by following the 
guidelines. There are three buildings (Taman Sari, Buton Fortness, 
and Gedung Sate) that the students should brainstorm. 
Task 11 Instruction: 
From the three buildings that you have been brainstormed, select 
one of them and write a simple description of its building. Refer to 
the examples of descriptions on pages 4 and 7. 
 
Description: 
After brainstorming, the students are asked to select one building to 
expand it into a descriptive text by referring to the format in the 
previous task cycle. 
Task 12 Instruction: 
Select a historical building with tourism potential in or near your 
locality. 
 Brainstorm and identify the features of the building that will be 
attractive to tourists. 
 Write a description of that building.  
 Provide photographs, pictures, or sketch maps where possible.  
 Organise your description in this manner. 
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in task cycle 2. The students are expected to 
write a descriptive text by following some steps like brainstorming 
and then expand it into a full text. There are provided also some 
guidelines on how they organise their writing. 
F. Review 
  
 
Task 13 Instruction: 
Read following text about Tampaksiring Palace. Then, answer the 
questions with reference to the passage. 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are expected to review their knowledge on 
descriptive texts. They are given a descriptive text and are asked to 
answers questions based on the text. 
Task 14 Instruction: 
Write a description of one historical building that you admire most 
in Indonesia.  
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are expected to review their knowledge on 
how to write a descriptive text, starting from brainstorming stage. 
They are asked to write a descriptive text of one building they like 
most in Indonesia. 
G. Reflection 
H. Summary 
 
 
TASKS DESCRIPTION OF UNIT 2 
 
UNIT 2: Tracking History: Triumphs and Tragedies 
In this unit, students will learn how to recount historical events in Indonesia. 
Instead, they will also learn about preposition of time, past continuous tense, and 
how to evaluate ideas when writing. 
A. Orientation 
Task 1 Instruction: 
Complete the table below based on the pictures on page 17 and the 
clues provided. 
 
Description: 
This task is included in pre-task phase. The students should 
complete a table based on the pictures and clues. It is about 
historical events and when they happened. The aim is to introduce 
students to the topic and what they are going to learn. 
Task 2 Instruction: 
Now, to really remind you of our country‟s historical events, match 
the events on the left box with its time on the right box. 
 
Description: 
Still in the pre-task phase, the students should match some other 
historical events with its time. The difference from the previous task 
  
 
is that the events are explained in sentences. The aim is to make 
students familiar with what they are going to learn and give them 
view what text will be in the unit. 
B. Word Builder 
Task 3 Instruction: 
In pairs, complete this crossword puzzle. 
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in the pre-task phase. The aim is to 
introduce the students to the vocabularies that might appear in the 
texts that will be learnt. The task is about crossword puzzle in which 
the students should complete it. The clues provided are the meaning 
of words that should be found. 
C. Reading 
Task 4 Instruction: 
Read the following story of Sumpah Pemuda. Then, answer the 
questions that follow. 
 
Description: 
Going to the first task cycle, the students are introduced with a 
recount text about a historical event in Indonesia, Sumpah Pemuda. 
The text is completed with difficult vocabulary and a brief 
explanation about recount texts. Then, the students are expected to 
answer some questions to check their understanding about the texts. 
Task 5 Instruction: 
Work in groups and discuss why you think W.R. Supratman did not 
share the lyrics of Indonesia Raya. Below are some clues to help 
you. 
 
Description: 
This task is the second task in task cycle 1. Before the instruction 
there is an explanation about a fact found in Sumpah Pemuda event 
about the national anthem of Indonesia, Indonesia Raya, which was 
firstly published without its lyrics. Then, the students are asked to 
investigate the reason why W.R. Supratman did not share the lyrics. 
There are also some vocabularies provided as clues to help them 
investigate. 
Task 6 Instruction: 
Read the following story of Rengasdengklok Event. Then, find 
words in the story which are the synonym of the words in the table. 
Do it in pairs. 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are given another example of recount texts. 
Then, they are expected to find words in the story which are are the 
  
 
synonym of the words in the table. There are ten words that should 
be found.  
Task 7 Instruction: 
Read again the on Task 6. Then, read the statements on the table. 
Write T if the statement is true and write F if the statement is false. 
 
Description: 
Still in the first task cycle, the students now are expected to check 
their understanding about the recount text in the previous task. They 
are asked to rite T if the statement is true and write F if the statement 
is false. There are ten statements about the text in total. 
Task 8 Instruction: 
After reading Rengasdengklok Event on page 23, what do you think 
of Indonesian youth? Do you agree with their decision to kidnap? 
Write your comment a short paragraph. Begin in this way. 
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in task cycle 2. In this task, the students are 
expected to move away from the text by asking their opinion 
towards the text, the youth decision on kidnapping. To help them, 
there has been provided a sentence that the students can continue it 
to express their opinion. The aim is to train the students to respond 
to any text by giving opinion. 
D. A Grip on Grammar 
Task 9 Instruction: 
Now, fill in the blanks using in, on, or at. 
 
Description: 
After task cycle 1, the students are expected to focus more on the 
language that appear on the text, in order to add their knowledge on 
the text and prepare them for task cycle 2. The first task is about 
preposition of time. Before the instruction there is an explanation on 
what preposition of time is and how to use it. Then, the task is to fill 
in the using preposition of time that has been learnt. 
Task 10 Instruction: 
Each of the following sentences should have been written in past 
continuous tense, either in active or passive voice. Underline the 
verbs. Then, decide which sentences are correct (C) and which are 
incorrect (I).  
 
Description: 
The second task in language focus is about past continuous tense. 
The students are expected to identify the verbs and mistakes in the 
sentences. They should underlie the verbs and write C if the 
sentences are correct and I if the sentences are incorrect. 
Task 11 Instruction: 
  
 
Rewrite all the false sentences in Task 10 to make them correct, 
using past continuous tense, either active or passive voice. 
 
Description: 
After identifying the mistakes of sentences on Task 10, now the 
students are expected to fix them by rewrite them into the correct 
ones. 
E. Writing 
Task 12 Instruction: 
Change the following table of Five Days Battle in Semarang story 
into paragraphs. Add the detailed information to make it more 
pleasant to read. 
 
Description: 
This task is included in task cycle 2. The students are asked to 
change information in table into paragraphs. They are also given 
chance to add information to make their writing more pleasant to 
read. The aim is to train students to expand ideas and apply 
knowledge that has been learnt in task cycle 1 and language focus. 
Task 13 Instruction: 
 Now, switch your work with one of your friends‟ work and ask 
them to give feedback to your writing. Use the questions below 
to guide to in fiving feedback. 
 As you get your writing back with the feedback, revise it to 
make it more pleasant to read. 
 
Description: 
As in the previous task the students are expected to have a piece of 
writing, now they are given chance to train their ability in evaluating 
ideas by exchanging their piece of writing with their friends. There 
has been provided some guidelines in evaluating ideas. Then, the 
students are asked to revise their writing.  
Task 14 Instruction: 
Choose one of Indonesian historical events that you admire most and 
write a story of it.  
 Start your writing with brainstorming your ideas. 
 Then, expand your ideas into a good and interesting writing 
product. 
 Do not forget to evaluate your ideas and proofread before submit 
it. You can ask your friends or you can do it by yourself. 
 Provide photographs, pictures, or sketch maps where possible. 
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in task cycle 2. The students are expected to 
write a recount text of a historical event in Indonesia that they like 
28 
  
 
by following some step like brainstorming, expanding ideas, and 
evaluating ideas. 
F. Review 
Task 15 Instruction: 
Read the following story behind Indonesia‟s Heroes Day. Then, 
transfer the information you have obtained from your reading into 
the table. 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are expected to review their knowledge on 
recount texts. They are given a recount text and are asked to transfer 
the information into table. 
Task 16 Instruction: 
Write a story of an Indonesian historical event that happened during 
the independence movement (May 1908 – August 1945). 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are expected to review their knowledge on 
how to write a recount text, especially their ability in expand and 
evaluate ideas. They are asked to write a recount text of one 
historical event happened during the independence movement. 
G. Reflection 
H. Summary 
 
 
TASKS DESCRIPTION OF UNIT 3 
 
UNIT 3: The Forgotten Legends 
In this unit, students will learn how to retell narrative stories in Indonesia, 
particularly legends. Instead, they will also learn about adverb time connectors, 
past perfect tense, and how to summarise information and apply complete writing 
process. 
A. Orientation 
Task 1 Instruction: 
Match the name of legends in page 33 with its origin below. You 
may use the Internet to help you if you are not sure about it. 
 
Description: 
This task is included in the pre-task phase. The students are expected 
to match the name of legends in the unit cover with the origin. The 
aim is to introduce students to the topic and what they are going to 
learn.  
Task 2 Instruction: 
Now, try to remember as many as legends that you knows and its 
  
 
origin. Put them in the table below. Remember, the four legends on 
the previous tasks are not to be counted. 
 
Description: 
The second task in pre-task phase is to list some other legends and 
its origin that the students might know. The aim is to make students 
familiar with what they are going to learn. 
B. Word Builder 
Task 3 Instruction: 
Work in pairs and briefly explain the meaning of the words in the 
underlines below. Number 1 has been done for you. 
 
Description: 
This task is the last task in the pre-task phase. The aim is to 
introduce the students to the vocabularies that might appear in the 
texts that will be learnt. The task is to explain the meaning of words 
in sentences. 
C. Reading 
Task 4 Instruction: 
Read the following legend from Siak, Riau, about Umbut Muda. 
Then, answer the questions based on the passage. 
 
Description: 
Going to the first task cycle, the students are introduced with a 
narrative text (legend) about Umbut Muda. The text is supported 
with difficult vocabulary and a brief explanation about narrative 
texts. Then, the students are expected to answer some questions to 
check their understanding about the texts. 
Task 5 Instruction: 
Read again the story of Umbut Muda on Task 4 and imagine if you 
are Umbut Muda.  
 If you have an ability to change history, what would you do in 
order to change the ending?  
 Write your imagination in a short paragraph. Begin in this way: 
 
Description: 
After checking student‟s comprehension towards the text. Now they 
are expected to give their opinion about the ending of Umbut Muda 
story in the form of imagination if they are Umbut Muda and have 
an ability to change history. The aim is that to make students able to 
give respond towards a story. 
Task 6 Instruction: 
Read the following legend from Maluku. Then, in pairs, find words 
in the story which mean the opposite to the following words in the 
table. 
 
  
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are given another example of narrative texts 
(legend). Then, they are expected to find words in the story which 
are the antonym of the words in the table. There are nine words that 
should be found. 
Task 7 Instruction: 
Read again the story of Batu Berdaun on Task 6. Then, identify the 
characters, setting, conflict, solution, and conclusion of the story. 
 
Description: 
After dealing with vocabulary, not the students are expected to 
identify the characters, setting, conflict, solution, and conclusion of 
the Batu Berdaun Story in the previous task. The aim is to their their 
understanding towards the text. 
Task 8 Instruction: 
Using your own words, summarise the story of Batu Berdaun in 55 
words.  
 
Description: 
The last task in task cycle 1 is integrated with writing in which the 
students are expected to summarise Batu Berdaun story. Before the 
instruction, there has been provided an explanation of what 
summarising is. Meanwhile, to help students to summarise, there are 
also summary guidelines in summarising that the students can 
follow. 
D. A Grip on Grammar 
Task 9 Instruction: 
Now, put the suitable adverb time connectors from the box to 
complete the sentence. 
 
Description: 
After task cycle 1, the students are expected to focus more on the 
language that appear on the text, in order to add their knowledge on 
the text and prepare them for task cycle 2. The first task is about 
adverb time connectors. Before the instruction there is an 
explanation on what adverb time connector is and how to use it. 
Then, the task is to complete sentences using adverb time connectors 
provided in the box. 
Task 10 Instruction: 
Now, using the words in the brackets, complete the sentences below 
using simple past, past perfect, or past future perfect tense. Look at 
the example. 
 
Description: 
The second task in language focus phase is about past perfect tense. 
Before the instruction, there is an explanation on how and when to 
  
 
use this tense. After that, the students are expected to complete 
sentences using simple past, past perfect, or past future perfect tense. 
Actually, all those three tenses appear when discussing when to use 
past perfect tense. 
E. Writing 
Task 11 Instruction: 
Arrange the jumbled paragraphs into a good legend entitled “The 
Holy Stone” from Papua. 
 
Description: 
 
Task 12 Instruction: 
Work in groups of three and select a legend near your locality. 
 Brainstorm what the story is about. It might consist of the 
characters, the setting, and the plot. 
 Organise your ideas into a rough draft. Look the elements of 
legends (narrative texts) on page 36 to guide you. 
 Reread and revise your draft. You may ask one of your 
classmates to help you to revise it. 
 Write your final draft. You may add some illustrations to make 
your story interesting. 
 
Description: 
 
F. Review 
Task 13 Instruction: 
Read the following story of Princess Mandalika from Lombok. 
Then, identify the characters, setting, conflict, and solution of the 
story. 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are expected to review their knowledge on 
narrative texts. They are given a narrative text and are asked to 
identify characters, setting, conflict, and solution of the story. 
Task 14 Instruction: 
Using your own words, summarise the story of Princess Mandalika 
in 55 words.  
 
Description: 
After checking their comprehension, the students are expected to 
review their knowledge on how to summarise information. They are 
asked to summarise the narrative text in the previous task using their 
own words. 
Task 15 Instruction: 
Write a legend that you admire most in Indonesia. It does not need 
to be a long story but it should contain the characters, setting, 
  
 
conflict, and solution of the story. 
 
Description: 
In this task, the students are expected to review their knowledge on 
how to write a narrative text by following complete writing process. 
They are asked to write a legend in Indonesia that they like most. 
G. Reflection 
H. Summary 
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KATA PENGANTAR 
 
Puji syukur kepada Tuhan Yang Maha Esa yang telah memberi kekuatan serta 
kesehatan sehingga penyusunan bahan ajar tambahan untuk pengayaan reading dan 
writing ‘TREASURE’ ini dapat terselesaikan. 
Bahan ajar ini disusun dengan tujuan menyediakan materi pembelajaran 
tambahan untuk pengayaan reading dan writing untuk siswa kelas X Sekolah 
Menengah Atas sesuai dengan kompetensi inti (KI) dan kompetensi dasar (KD) 
Kurikulum 2013. Seluruh aktivitas yang terdapat dalam bahan ajar ini mencakup 
aktivitas yang sesuai dengan kebutuhan serta keinginan siswa sehingga diharapkan 
siswa dapat termotivasi untuk belajar. Pada akhir pembelajaran, siswa diharapkan 
mampu untuk memperkaya pengetahuan serta ketrampilan terkait dengan beberapa 
teks dalam bahasa Inggris. Selain itu, siswa juga diharapkan untuk mampu membuat 
teks dalam bahasa Inggris dengan konteks yang berbeda-beda. 
 Tersusunnya buku ini tidak lepas dari dorongan berbagai pihak. Oleh karena 
itu, ucapan terima kasih disampaikan kepada semua pihak yang terlibat dan 
membantu dalam terselesaikannya bahan ajar ini. 
 Akhir kata, penulis berharap semoga bahan ajar ini dapat bermanfaat dalam 
melengkapi bahan ajar yang telah ada serta dapat membantu siswa dalam 
memperkaya pengetahuan serta melatih ketrampilan mereka dalam reading dan 
writing. Saran dan kritik dari berbagai pihak akan sangat diapresiasi sebagai bahan 
perbaikan dan penyempurnaan buku ini di masa mendatang. 
 
Yogyakarta, Juli 2016 
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By the end of this unit you 
will be able to: 
 Discover features of 
descriptive texts 
 Identify main ideas 
 Scan for details  
 Brainstorm ideas 
 Write a descriptive text 
 
 
We value buildings for many reasons. Look at the pictures above. Do you 
know what they are? What do you think of them?  
 
Picture 1.1 
Picture 1.2 
Picture 1.3 
Picture 1.4 
A 
B 
C D 
1 
  
 
 
 
Task 1 
Match these captions with the pictures on page 1. You may use the 
Internet to help you find what the pictures are about. 
1. A Great Mystical Building in Semarang                                                  
2. The Beauty of Maimun Palace                                                                    
3. The Former Royal Garden of the Sultanate of Yogyakarta                         
4. The Largest Fortress in the World                                                                                                 
 
 
Task 2 
Match these short texts with the captions above. 
 Listed in Guiness Book of 
Records, this fortress 
encompasses a total area of 
23.35 hectares. It is a symbol 
of the glorious era of the 
Buton Islamic Kingdom that 
ruled over the area for over 4 
centuries. 
 The sound of splash water, the 
beauty of its ancient 
architecture, and its wonderful 
view make this garden 
becomes very enchanting. Its 
alleys and buildings have 
many secrets to reveal. 
 Lawang Sewu was once the 
site of a bloody battle 
between youth AMKA against 
Kempeitai and Kidobutai 
Japan. This battle is known as 
the Battle of Five Days in 
Semarang.  
 This palace was built with the 
design of an Italian architect 
in 1888. Unique architecture 
and interior design of this 
palace gives a distinctive 
character.  
 
 
 
Now that you have read descriptions of some buildings above, what do 
you think of each building? Are they lovely? For your information, those 
all are Indonesian’s! So, would Indonesia not be a lovely and enchanting 
tourist destination to visit? Decide after you finish learning this unit. 
 
 
2 
  
 
 
Task 3 
A dictionary entry consists of a headword and information about the 
headword. What kind of dictionary do you have? Below is the layout from 
English-English dictionary. Having such a dictionary will greatly increase your 
ability on understanding vocabulary in English. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The words in the left box have more than one meaning. Try to use a 
dictionary (preferably English- English dictionary) to find out the meanings 
of the words and write one of the meanings on the right box. Do it in pairs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headword 
(gives correct 
spelling of word) 1
st
 Meaning of Word 
2
nd 
Meaning of Word 
 
Example of Usage of Word 
Pronunciation of Word 
 
Grammar Reference 
(word building – adverb) 
1. grand 
2. wing 
3. decoration 
4. haunted 
5. atmosphere 
6. entrance 
7. cheap  
8. design  
9. office 
10. structure 
 
1.   
2.   
3.   
4.   
5.   
6.   
7.   
8.   
9.   
10.   
3 
  
 
 
Task 4 
Read the following text about Maimun Palace. Then, answer the 
questions with reference to the passage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Situated1 on Jalan Brigjen Katamso Street in the 
heart of Medan, capital city of North Sumatra Province, 
Maimun Palace is an elegant heritage site, an iconic 
landmark2 of Medan and the pride of its people. It is a 
legacy of the Sultanate of Deli, whose seat was in Medan. 
This kingdom was once part of the Aceh Sultanate but 
seceded from it in 1669. Maimun Palace was built by the 
9th Sultan of Deli, Sultan Maimun Al Rasyid Perkasa, in 
which the construction began on 26th August 1888 and 
completed on 18th May 1891.  
 
Covering a total area of 2,772 square meters, 
Maimun Palace is a beautiful architectural artwork which 
richly combines many styles including Islamic Malay, 
Spanish, Indian, and Italian features3. About 100 meters 
in front of the palace, stands the Al Maksum Mosque, 
which forms part of the Palace, and is recognised as the 
Grand Mosque of Medan.  
Consisting of 2 floors, the building faces4 east and 
is divided into three sections: the main building, the left 
wing, and the right wing. European influence can be seen 
in the lamps, chairs, tables, cupboards, windows, doors, 
and other ornaments. The main building is around 412 m2 
wide. It is known as the Balairung, where the throne5 is. 
sdfhkhjk 
 
 
Picture 1.5 
Identification 
(introducing 
what will be 
described – what 
it is and where it 
is) 
 
Description 
(describing the 
thing – its parts, 
qualities, and/or 
characteristics) 
 
1
 in a particular 
place or 
position  
2
 something you 
can see clearly 
from a distance 
and that will 
help you to 
know where 
you are  
 
4
 to have a 
certain 
direction 
5
 a special chair 
used by a king 
or a queen 
3
 important parts  
Descriptive Text 
 
4 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Put a tick (√) in front of things you can find inside Maimun Palace. 
 mixed architectures  unique ornaments  king’s crown 
 
 grand mosque  Balairung  40 beautiful rooms 
 
 enchanting lamps  throne  Moghul’s kings palace 
 
 
  
2. Transfer the information you have obtained from your reading into the table of 
information points below. 
 
 Name : 
 Location : 
 History 
 
: 
 Architecture 
 
: 
 Special 
attractions 
: 
Reading for details 
Reading for main ideas 
 
There is also a big crystal lamp with European style in this 
room. The throne is used for important events such as the 
coronation of the king when the respectful homage6 by 
the families of the kings took place during the Islamic 
feast days. There are 30 rooms in this palace with unique 
interior design and mixed arts from different countries. 
The eastern part of the palace looks like Moghul's kings 
palace from the outside.  
 
 
(Adapted from www.indonesia.travel) 
Picture 1.6 
6
 something 
done to show 
respect 
5 
Language 
Features 
 Adjectives 
related to what 
being 
described 
 Adverbs of 
degree 
 Present tense 
Past tense 
(when telling 
about the 
history 
  
Gett   Connecc tt ed  
Find information on the 
Internet about sultanate of 
Deli in Maimoon Palace. It will 
be very interesting to 
observe. 
 
 
 
3. Why do you think Maimun Palace is an iconic 
landmark of Medan and the pride of its people? 
 
 
4. Does Maimun Palace deserve to be one of the most enchanting palaces in the 
world? Why? 
5. Can you propose ways to promote Maimun Palace so that it can be known by all 
over the world? List your ways in the box below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In groups of three, discuss the following questions. 
1. If these conditions persist, what kind of problems 
will Maimun Palace or other tourist destinations in 
Indonesia face 50 years from now? 
2. On your opinion, what can be done to overcome 
these problems? 
Moving away from the text 
Making inferences 
  
  
  
   
   
  
You have just read about the magnificent Maimun Palace we have in 
Medan. You have also propose ways how to promote Maimun Palace. 
However, do you know the problem faced by Maimun Palace now? The 
area near the Palace is thronged with many street vendors. To some 
degree, it really bothers the visitors from the beauty of the place itself 
because they are not well-managed. In fact, this problem often happens in 
many tourist destinations in Indonesia where the management still needs 
improvement. 
 
(Adapted from: www.medanbisnisdaily.com) 
Picture 1.7 
6 
  
Task 6 
Read the following text about Lawang Sewu. Then, put a tick (√) on the 
information which you can find on the text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lawang Sewu – A Dutch Heritage 
Indonesia as a whole is home to numerous historical and mystical 
buildings. One such building is Lawang Sewu which was built by the Dutch 
between the years 1904 and 1907. It is located on the Tugu Muda roundabout, 
Semarang, the capital city of Central Java. The building is regarded as a haunted 
house by locals as Lawang Sewu was once the site of a bloody battle between 
youth AMKA against Kempeitai and Kidobutai Japan. This battle is known as the 
Battle of Five Days in Semarang. 
 
Lawang Sewu is actually two colossal colonial buildings that were 
originally built as a branch office of Dutch Railways Company and formerly 
named Wilhelmina Plein. After the independence of Indonesia, this building was 
then taken by Indonesian Railways Company and was used as one of its 
headquarters. The design was made by two Dutch architects named B.J. 
Quendag and J.F. Klinkhamer, in which the blueprint of this building was signed 
in 1903 in Amsterdam. In addition, Lawang sewu was also once used as an office 
by ministry of transportation and Indonesian military.  
The name ‘Lawang Sewu’ comes from 
Javanese; it means ‘A Thousand Doors’. 
Actually, the number of doors in this building is 
not exactly a thousand but it is because this 
building also has many large windows that are 
looked like doors.  Indeed, Lawang Sewu has 
about 600 large windows. Some renovation has 
recently been completed in Lawang Sewu but 
most of the main L-shaped structure remains 
closed to visitors. 
 
Picture 1.8 
Picture 1.9 
(Adapted from www.oldlook.indonesia.travel) 
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 the location of Lawang Sewu  
how to get to Lawang Sewu (public 
transportations available) 
 
the architecture of Lawang 
Sewu 
 
special attractions from Lawang 
Sewu 
 the history of Lawang Sewu  
the opening hours of Lawang Sewu 
(from what time to what time) 
 the facilities in Lawang Sewu  the ticket fee of Lawang Sewu 
 
 
Task 7 
Based on Task 6, propose simple sentences to represent information 
which is NOT in the text. You may use the Internet to help you to find 
what you need.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 8 
Adverb of Degree 
An adverb shows how an action is done. It is usually used suffix ‘ly’. An adverb 
of degree shows how much or to what extent of degree the action is done. 
You may find this kind of adverb in descriptive texts. Look at the diagram 
below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
little 
a bit 
hardly 
barely 
scarcely 
narrowly 
Low 
Degree 
fairly 
quite 
noticeably 
adequately 
moderately 
slightly 
Moderate  
Degree 
 
very 
a lot 
badly  
really 
greatly 
deeply 
High 
Degree 
fully 
entirely  
severely 
completely 
successfully 
tremendously 
Full 
Degree 
8 
  
Example: 
I am hardly happy.    I am greatly happy.  
 
I am fairly happy.    I am completely happy. 
 
Now, put the suitable word from the box to complete the sentence. 
1. Tamansari was __________ damaged due to an 
earthquake in 1867. 
2. The gates and sentry-boxes are guarded __________ by 
the palace soldiers.  
3. Lawang Sewu building was __________ restored and 
revitalized in 2011 ago. 
4. The lighting of this building is __________ dim that makes 
the atmosphere is different from other building. 
5. The combination between Islamic tradition and culture 
of Europe in this building __________ executed. 
6.  King of Aceh __________ defeated Mambang Yasid and 
therefore had the power to take over the palace. 
 
 
Task 9 
The Present Perfect Tense 
1. In describing something, you may use present perfect tense. It is formed by:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
boldly 
badly 
successfully 
completely 
strongly 
Active Voice 
 
have/has + V3 
 
 
Example: 
has         made 
Passive Voice 
 
have/has + been + V3 
 
 
Example: 
has             been    made 
V1
•make
•build
•bring
•take
•buy
V2
•made
•built
•brought
•took
•bought
V3
•made
•built
•brought
•taken
•bought
a bit 
9 
  
2. Actually, the Present Perfect Tense is used when we want to talk about unfinished 
actions that started in the past and continue to the present. 
It is usually indicated with time markers such as ‘since’, ‘for’, ‘before’, ‘so far’, ‘up 
till now’, and ‘recently’. 
Example: 
a. The government has revitalised that 
building since 2014.  
b. It has been there for three decades.   
3. It also used to indicate finished actions at unspecified time in the past. 
Example: 
a. It has just been finished. (‘just’ indicates the action was completed recently) 
b. Some changes have already made to make the building more sophisticated.  
(‘already’ indicates the completion of actions. 
 
Now, make sentences with the following groups of words. The sentences 
must be written in the present perfect tense. 
Example:  It / be / one of the most beautiful buildings in this city. 
  It has been one of the most beautiful buildings in this city. 
1. Up till now, this building / restored / to its old glory three times.  
2.  A bus shelter / built / to make the building more accessible to visitors. 
3. Instead of it, this building also / win / three awards from UNESCO. 
4. The lighting / made / a little bit dim since 2014 by the manager of the building. 
5. The building / ruined / before I visit it. 
6.  It / recently promoted / as one of the most unique buildings in the world. 
7.  The architecture / give / gloomy atmosphere to the building. 
8. Unfortunately, some ornaments in the building / stolen / by some thieves. 
9. There /made/ a new car park to support the building as a tourist destination. 
10. The main building / revitalised/ since 2014. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gett   Connecc tt ed  
  
Try to find a website or video on the Internet about 
funny learning of grammar. It will help you not to 
get bored because of too many grammar exercises. 
 
Picture 1.10 
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Task 10 
Brainstorming 
Brainstorming is a way of making a group of people to think about something. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Work in groups of three. Brainstorm and identify features of these 
buildings that might attract tourists.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brainstorming Guidelines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Focus on quantity 
Quantity 
Withhold criticism 
 
Encourage wild ideas 
Stay focused 
Combine ideas 
Record all ideas 
Capture as many ideas as you can! 
 
No put downs! 
Wild ideas lead to innovative designs! 
Write everything down as it comes out! 
Build upon the ideas of others! 
Focus your ideas on the topic at hand! 
(Adapted from www.teachengineering.org) 
Taman Sari 
   
   
   
   
    
   
   
  
Picture 1.11 
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Task 11 
From the three buildings that you have been brainstormed, select one of 
them and write a simple description of its building. Refer to the examples 
of descriptions on pages 4 and 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
Buton Fortress 
  
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
 
Gedung Sate 
  
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
 
The most difficult and complicated 
part of writing process is the 
beginning. You have made it when 
brainstorming. Why don’t you 
finish it? 
Picture 1.12 
Picture 1.13 
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Task 12 
Select a historical building with tourism potential in or near your locality. 
 Brainstorm and identify the features of 
the building that will be attractive to 
tourists. 
 Write a description of that building.  
 Provide photographs, pictures, or sketch 
maps where possible.  
 Organise your description in this manner: 
Setting   : Where is the building?  
History   : When was it built?  
      What is the history of the building? 
Architecture  : What can you find in the building? 
      How is the architecture of the building? 
Special attractions : What make the building enchanting to visit? 
 
 
 
 
 
Task13 
Read following text about Tampaksiring Palace. Then, answer the 
questions with reference to the passage. 
Tampaksiring Palace 
Tampaksiring Presidential Palace is one 
of the monumental heritages of the 
Indonesia’s first president, Soekarno. Located 
on the hills in Tampaksiring Village, 
Tampaksiring Sub District, Wisma Merdeka 
Gianyar Regency, Bali, the palace is the one 
and only palace constructed at the time when 
the Indonesian Government rules (1957 - 
1960). This palace was built by a hundred percent Indonesian architects and 
constructors. 
Have  FF un  
Have you discovered a really beautiful 
historical building nearby? Why not 
share with the rest of your school? 
Present your pictures and descriptions 
on a school board or bulletin. 
Remember to obtain permission first. 
Picture 1.14 
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The name, Tampaksiring, is taken from two 
Balinese words ‘Tampak’ means sole of foot and 
‘siring’ means slanting. According to a legend 
recorded on Usana Bali lontar leaf (lontar leaf was 
used as paper in ancient time), the name was 
originally rooted from the trace of feet of a king 
named Mayadenawa. The forest roamed through by 
King Mayadewa by walking with slanting feet is the 
area now called Tampaksiring (slanting sole).  
Tampaksiring was constructed gradually and the architect was R.M. 
Soedarsono. The first buildings to be built were Merdeka House and Yudhistira 
House in 1957 and the construction was completed in 1963. Furthermore, to 
accommodate the XIV ASEAN Summit in Bali in 2003, a new building was built and 
Balai Wantilan was renovated, a new entrance building accompanied by Bentar 
Temple, Kori Agung, parking lot as well as Balai Bengong were also constructed.  
Tampaksiring Palace does not only 
function as a place to convene state or 
governmental events which include the 
presence of the president or the vice 
president, but also serves as a resting house 
for the president, the vice president and their 
family. Among various state guests recorded 
to have visited the palace were President Ne Win from Myanmar, Prime Minister 
Nehru from India, Prime Minister Khruschev from the Uni Soviet, Queen Juliana from 
the Netherlands and Emperor Hirohito from Japan.  
Presently, the complex of Tampaksiring Presidential Palace consists of five 
main Wisma Negara buildings and one pendapa (hall). Two of the main buildings are 
called Merdeka House (1,200 m2) and Negara House (1,476 m2), separated by two 
slopes around 15 meters deep but connected by a 40 meters bridge, the other three 
main buildings are called Yudhistira House, Bima House, a conference room as well 
as Balai Wantilan.  
 
 
1. State the location of Tampaksiring Palace. 
2. From which language does ‘Tampaksiring’ come from? What does it mean? 
3. Who was the architect of Tampaksiring Palace? When did it start to build? 
4. What makes Tampaksiring Palace is different from the other presidential palaces 
that Indonesia has? 
5. How many buildings does Tampaksiring Palace have? Mention all of them. 
 
 
Picture 1.16 
(Adapted from www.indonesia.go.id) 
Picture 1.15 
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Task 14 
Write a description of one historical building that you admire most in 
Indonesia.  
You can start with brainstorming your ideas first to make you easier to 
manage your writing. 
Do not forget to provide photographs, pictures, or sketch maps where 
possible.  
 
 
 
 
 
How much do you learn from this unit? Put a tick (√) in the right box 
according to how much you have learnt. 
Aspects 
Very 
much 
Much Little 
I understand how to use an English-
English dictionary. □ □ □ 
I understand what descriptive texts are. □ □ □ 
I understand what adverb of degree is. □ □ □ 
I understand when to use present perfect 
tense. □ □ □ 
I understand how to brainstorm. □ □ □ 
I know how to write a descriptive text. □ □ □ 
 
15 
  
   
 
In this unit you learn: 
1. The structure of descriptive texts: 
- Identification: Introducing what will be described – what it is and where it is 
- Description: Describing the thing – its parts, qualities,  and/or characteristics 
 
2. Adverb of Degree 
An adverb of degree shows how much or to what extent of degree the action is 
done. 
 
3. Present Perfect Tense 
- Active Voice : S + have/has + V3 
- Passive Voice : S + have/has + been + V3 
 
4. Brainstorming  
Brainstorming is a way of making a group of people to think about something. 
 
16 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By the end of this unit you 
will be able to: 
 Discover features of 
recount texts 
 Identify main ideas and 
supporting ideas 
 Scan for details 
 Expand and evaluate 
ideas 
 Write a recount text 
 
 
Throughout the long history of Indonesia, there were many key events that 
were significant for the life of our country. Triumphs and tragedies 
happened, leaving its figures and achievements to be commemorated. Do 
you remember some of significant events in our country’s history? 
A 
Picture 2.1 
Picture 2.2 
Picture 2.3 
Picture 2.4 
B 
C 
D 
17 
  
 
 
 
Task 1 
Complete the table below based on the pictures on page 17 and the clues 
provided. 
Number of 
Pictures 
    
Event G 30S/PKI … 
The 1998 
Tragedy 
… 
Time … 
October 28th 
1928 
… 
August, 16th 
1945 
 
Task 2 
 
 
Now, to really remind you of our country’s historical events, match the 
events on the left box with its time on the right box. 
Budi Utomo was proclaimed 
as the first official nationalist 
movement. 
 
August 15th 1945 
Japanese surrendered to 
Allied powers. 
 
May 20th 1908 
Soekarno was giving his 
speech containing Pancasila 
in Dokuritsu Junbi Cosakai 
Congress. 
 
January 19th 1948 
Indonesia rejoined the 
United Nations. 
 
September 28th 1966 
Renville Agreement 
established the Van Mook 
line between Republican and 
Dutch. 
 
June 1st 1945 
D C B A 
The four historical events you have known in Task 1 are some of 
key events in our country’s life. Indeed, there are many other 
events which are as significant as the four above. 
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Task 3 
In pairs, complete this crossword puzzle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Across: 
5. Important or noticeable. 
6. In or into the space separating 
two places, people, or objects. 
8.  To take somebody away illegally 
or by force, usually in order to get 
something in exchange for 
releasing them. 
9. A large formal meeting of 
representatives from different 
groups to discuss ideas or make 
decisions. 
10.  Freedom from political control by 
other countries. 
 
 
Down: 
1. An event which is either 
unpleasant or unusual. 
2. A fight between armed forces. 
3. A situation in which a group of 
people behave in a violent way in 
a public place, often as a protest. 
4. The act of interfering. 
7.  To include someone or something 
in something. 
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Task 4 
Read the following story of Sumpah Pemuda. Then, answer the questions 
that follow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Eighty eight years ago, on October 28th, 1928, a group of 
young men and women from far-flung1 islands in Indonesia 
assembled in Jakarta to pledge2 that they would be united 
under one motherland called Indonesia, one nation called 
Indonesia and one language - bahasa Indonesia. 
It was started from the first 
Indonesian youth congress held in 1926. 
At that time, they promoted the idea of 
United Indonesia. On October 27th-28th 
1928, the second Indonesian youth 
congress was held in three different 
buildings in Jakarta and was divided in 
three sessions.  
The first session was held at Katholieke Jongenlingen 
Bond (GOC) on October 27th. In this session, the hope was 
expressed that the congress would inspire the feeling of unity3. 
On the next day, the second session was held at Oost-Java 
Bioscoop and it discussed about education issues. Finally, in the 
third and final session, held Indonesisch Huis Kramat on the 
same day, the participants heard the future of the Indonesian 
National Anthem, Indonesia Raya, which then was followed by 
the declaration4 of Sumpah Pemuda. The draft of Sumpah 
Pemuda was written in Bahasa by Moehammad Yamin, the 
secretary of the congress, while Soegondo Djojopoespito, the 
chairman, was giving his speech in the final session. 
 
 
Biographical Recount 
Purpose: to inform the 
readers by retelling or 
describing past 
experiences or events   
 
Format: 
- Orientation 
Background 
information of 
event 
- Series of Events 
The chronological 
order of the event 
- Reorientation 
Personal comment 
on the event 
 
1
 a long distance away 
2
 to make a serious or 
formal promise  
3
  
3
 the state of being 
joined together 
4
 a formal statement 
or announcement 
Picture 2.5 
Picture 2.6 
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1. Transfer the information you have obtained from the text about the second 
Indonesian youth congress in the table below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. What is “Sumpah Pemuda”?  
3. Why should we commemorate “Sumpah Pemuda” every October 28th? 
Here was the English version of “Sumpah Pemuda”. 
Firstly 
We, the sons and daughters of Indonesia, 
acknowledge one motherland, Indonesia. 
Secondly 
We, the sons and daughters of Indonesia, 
acknowledge one nation, the nation of 
Indonesia. 
Thirdly 
We, the sons and daughters of Indonesia, uphold5 the 
language of unity, bahasa Indonesia. 
 
Since then, we have commemorated6 Sumpah Pemuda 
on October 28th every year, because this was the first time in our 
political history that representatives of the Indonesian youth 
from different ethnic and religious backgrounds had made a 
public declaration on the unity of our nation. 
 
(Adapted from: www.voicesofyouth.org) 
Reading for details 
Reading for main ideas 
 Venue Date Discussion/Results 
First session 
 
 
 
  
Second session 
 
 
 
  
Final session 
 
 
 
  
 
5
 To defend or keep a 
principle  
6
 to remember 
officially 
7
  
Language features: 
- Past tense (simple 
past, past 
continuous, or past 
perfect tense) 
- Preposition of time 
- Adverb of time 
- Action verb (write, 
listen, play, make) 
Picture 2.7 
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Gett   Connecc tt ed  
You have known that “Sumpah 
Pemuda” was declared by 
Indoneisian Youth on October 28
th
 
1928. However, did you know the 
impacts of it for Indonesian 
movement against colonialism? Use 
the Internet to find more about it.  
 
4. Why do you think the Indonesian Youth 
conducted the congress and declared 
“Sumpah Pemuda? What benefits did 
they get from it? 
 
 
 
 
5. Sumpah Pemuda was one of prominent events in Indonesian youth movement. 
On your opinion, what values can you get after reading the story? List them on 
the table below, including the evidence in the text. 
Values Reasons (evidence in the text) 
  
  
  
  
  
 
Task 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Work in groups and discuss why you think W.R. 
Supratman did not share the lyrics of Indonesia Raya. 
Below are some clues to help you. 
 
 
Making inferences 
Moving away from the text 
In Task 4, you have read about the story of Sumpah Pemuda. 
However, did you also find that in the same congress, the Indonesian 
national anthem was also played for the first time? Yes, W. R. 
Supratman first performed Indonesia Raya on the violin without its 
lyrics on 28 October 1928 during the Second Indonesian Youth 
Congress. 
 
Picture 2.8 
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‘merdeka’ Japan  inappropriate prohibited 
permission  afraid  
  
Task 6 
Read the following story of Rengadengklok Event. Then, find words in 
the story which are the synonym of the words in the table. Do it in pairs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rengasdengkllok  IInciident    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rengasdengklok incident was an incident occurring because of the different 
opinion between Indonesian elders and youth, dealing with the time to declare the 
proclamation of Indonesian independence. The incident took place precisely on 
August 16th, 1945. The youth was carrying Ir. Soekarno and Drs. Mohammad Hatta to 
a village in North Karawang, Rengasdengklok, in order to keep them away from 
Japan interference. They chose Rengsdengklok because they thought 
Rengasdengklok was the safest place and also far from Jakarta.  
At that time, Ir. Soekarno and Drs. Mohammad Hatta, as the old figures, 
wished that the proclamation should have been involving the Preparation of 
Indonesia’s Independence Committee (PPKI). However, the youth did not agree if the 
because PPKI was made by Japan. They held an intern meeting in one of 
Bacteriology Institute in Pegangsaan Timur, Jakarta on August 15th, 1945. In that 
meeting, the young figures were deciding to make a proclamation without any 
interference from Japan, including PPKI. The youth feared that the independence, 
which was actually the result of the struggle of Indonesia, became as if it were a gift 
from Japan. However, the old figures (Ir. Soekarno) rejected the youth opinion. The 
reason was that the elders felt that they were responsible of running PPKI until 
proclamation was declared. In result, the young figures were insisting the old figures 
to proclaim the independence of Indonesia quickly by kidnapping Ir. Soekarno and 
Drs. Mohammad Hatta to Rengasdengklok at 03.00 am on the next day. 
By this incident, an agreement was then reached that the proclamation of 
Indonesian independence would be held on August 17th, 1945, no later than 12.00 
pm. In addition, by this agreement, the youth was willing to release Ir. Soekarno and 
Drs. Mohammad Hatta. They arrived in Jakarta at the midnight of August 16th, 1945. 
On the next day, August 17th 1945, Soekarno - Hatta declared the independence of 
Indonesia. 
 
(Adapted from: www. stroboblogs.blogspot.co.id) 
 
 
 
Picture 2.9 
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Words Synonym (words in the story) 
announce  
happened  
bringing  
distant  
founded  
approve  
fast  
urging  
achieved  
set free  
 
Task 7 
Read again the on Task 6. Then, read the statements on the table. Write T 
if the statement is true and write F if the statement is false. 
No. Statements T/F 
1. Rengasdengklok was a name of village in Karawang.  
2. 
Rengasdengklok incident happened because of the provocation 
from Japan. 
 
3. 
Ir. Soekarno and Drs. Moh. Hatta were kidnapped at the afternoon 
on August 16th 1945. 
 
4. 
The reason in choosing Rengasdengklok as a place to hide was 
because it was far enough from Jakarta. 
 
5. 
The youth did not want to take part in the proclamation of 
Indonesian Independence. 
 
6 
The youth feared if the people would think that the Indonesian 
independence was a gift from Japan. 
 
7. 
The elders felt that they were responsible of running PPKI that they 
did not want to proclaim without involving PPKI. 
 
8. 
Before deciding to kidnap, the youth had a meeting on August 15th, 
1945 discussing about the right time to proclaim independence. 
 
9. 
The kidnapping incident ended with an agreement that the 
proclamation would be held on August 17th, 1945. 
 
10. 
Ir. Soekarno and Drs. Moh. Hatta arrived in Jakarta at the midnight 
of August 17th, 1945. 
 
Picture 2.10 
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Task 8 
After reading Rengasdengklok Event on page 23, what do you think 
of Indonesian youth? Do you agree with their decision to kidnap? 
Write your comment a short paragraph. Begin in this way: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 9 
Preposition of Time: ‘In’, ‘On’, and ‘At’ 
A preposition of time is a preposition that allows you to discuss a specific time 
period such as a date on the calendar, one of the days of the week, or the actual time 
something takes place. You may use this kind of preposition when telling past events. 
Look at the table below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On my opinion, I agree/disagree with what Indonesian youth 
have done because … 
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Example: 
1. It was started from the first Indonesian youth congress held in 1926. 
2. The incident took place precisely on August 16th, 1945. 
3. They arrived in Jakarta at the midnight of August 16th, 1945.  
 
Now, fill in the blanks using in, on, or at. 
The Proclamation of Indonesian Independence 
 
The Proclamation of Indonesian 
Independence was read ______ 10.00 a.m. ______ 
Friday, August 17th, 1945. The draft was prepared 
only a few hours earlier, ______ 2:00 to 4:00 am in 
the morning, by Sukarno, Hatta, and Soebardjo, at 
Rear-Admiral Maeda (Minoru) Tadashi's house. 
The declaration marked the start of the diplomatic 
and armed resistance of the Indonesian National Revolution until the latter officially 
acknowledged Indonesia's independence ______ 1949. Later, ______ August 18th, 1945, 
the Preparatory Committee for Indonesian Independence (PPKI) approved and set 
the Basic Law (Constitution) as the foundation of the Republic of Indonesia, which 
became known as the Constitution 45. 
 
 
Task 10 
Past Continuous Tense 
In telling past events, you may use past continuous tense. It is formed by: 
 
 
 
 
 
Actually, this tense is used to: 
1. Describe an unfinished action that was 
interrupted by another event or action. 
Example: 
They were sleeping when the kidnappers came. 
Active Voice 
 
was/were + V-ing 
Example: 
was          making 
Passive Voice 
 
was/were + being + V3 
Example: 
was            being    made 
Picture 2.11 
Picture 2.12 
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2. Describe an action that was still in progress at a specific 
time in the past. 
Example: 
At midnight, they were being commanded by the 
general to move to other place. 
3. Describe two actions that were happening at the same time. 
Example: 
He was leaving the congress and his friend was only watching him go. 
 
Now is your turn. 
Each sentence below may contain mistakes. It should have been written 
in past continuous tense. Rewrite the sentences and correct the mistakes. 
Look at the example. 
Example: 
At the time, indonesia is experiencing an economic boom.  
 At the time, indonesia was experiencing an economic boom.  
 
1. Maeda himself was slept in his room upstairs. 
 
2. Communists are planning to slaughter the citizens of Jakarta. 
 
3. The priority locations are being protecting by the security forces.  
 
4. Because of the 1998 tragedy, his son is receiving care for a burn. 
 
5. A few students behind were assist police in controlling protesters. 
 
6. There would be no British intervention while PKI was been crushed. 
 
7. Japan were willing to cooperate and were also promising propagandists. 
 
8. Soekarno is leading the exponent of the hopes and aspirations of his country-
men. 
 
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Task 11 
Change the following table of Five Days Battle in Semarang story into 
paragraphs. Add the detailed information to make it more pleasant to 
read. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Place Semarang, Central Java 
Time October 14th to 19th 1945 
Event 
A battle between youth AMKA or Angkatan Muda Railways 
against Kempeitai and Kidobutai, Japan 
Background 
After the independence of Indonesia, Japanese soldiers in 
Semarang did not want to surrender and leave the place. 
Figures dr. Kariadi, Mr. Wongsonegoro, Mayor Kido, Kasman Singodimejo 
 
 
Task 12 
The importance of Evaluating Ideas 
Have you changed the table of Five Days Battle in Semarang story into 
paragraphs?  
 Now, switch your work with one of your friends’ work and ask them 
to give feedback to your writing. Use the questions below to guide to 
in fiving feedback. 
- Which ideas do not make sense? 
- Which ideas should be added? 
- How can I improve the sentence? 
- What is the best way to rewrite this sentence? 
 As you get your writing back with the feedback, revise it to make it 
more pleasant to read. 
Picture 2.15 
Picture 2.14 
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Task 13 
Choose one of Indonesian historical events that you admire most and 
write a story of it.  
 Start your writing with brainstorming your ideas. 
 Then, expand your ideas into a good and 
interesting writing product. 
 Do not forget to evaluate your ideas and proofread 
before submit it. You can ask your friends or you 
can do it by yourself. 
 Provide photographs, pictures, or sketch maps where possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 14 
Read the following story behind Indonesia’s Heroes Day. Then, transfer 
the information you have obtained from your reading into the table. 
Battle of Surabaya 
Battle of Surabaya was a fight between 
pro-independence Indonesian soldiers and 
militia against British troops as a part of the 
Indonesian National Revolution. It was started 
when Dutch internees, with Japanese support, 
occupied the Oranje Hotel in Surabaya, and 
hoisted the Dutch flag. When Indonesian youth 
heard what the Dutch had done, they rushed to 
the hotel, and hand to hand fighting began with the Dutch, who were determined to 
defend their flag. Very soon shots were heard, and several people fell as several 
Indonesian youths climbed the flagpole and ripped the blue stripe off the Dutch flag. 
Haa vv ee    FF un   
Have you finished writing your story? Why not share with the rest of 
your school? Present your story on a school board or bulletin. 
Remember to obtain permission first. 
 
Picture 2.16 
Picture 2.17 
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Then, on October 25th, some 6,000 British troops of the 49th Brigade of the 
23rd Division under the command of Brigadier Mallaby, entered Surabaya. They had 
been ordered to organise the recovery of Allied prisoners-of-war, and the 
Indonesians were happy to co-operate. However, the British also sought to recapture 
Surabaya for the Dutch, and occupied key buildings and railway stations, and 
dropped leaflets over the town informing the populace that anyone seen bearing 
arms would be shot. 
On November 9th, the British gave the 
Indonesians an ultimatum, ordering their leaders to 
surrender. When they refused, bombs were dropped on 
Surabaya on November 10th, heralding a battle that was 
to last three weeks, at the end of which 200,000 of the 
town's population had fled, mainly old people, women 
and children. Over 16,000 Indonesian troops had been 
killed, and 2,000 British lives lost. 
Although the Indonesian resistance had been defeated, the Battle of Surabaya 
represented an important strategic victory for the Indonesians. The Battle of 
Surabaya shocked them into realising that they were no longer a colonial power. 
Considered a heroic effort by Indonesians, the battle helped galvanise Indonesian 
and international support for Indonesian independence. November 10th is then 
celebrated annually as Heroes' Day 
(Adapted from: www.nusantara.com) 
 
 
Place : 
 
Time : 
 
Event : 
 
 
Background : 
 
 
Figures/Victims : 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 2.18 
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Task 15 
 
 
 
 
 
Write a story of an Indonesian historical event happened during the 
independence movement (May 1908 – August 1945). 
Start your writing with brainstorming your ideas and do not forget to 
evaluate before submitting your writing. 
Provide photographs, pictures, or sketch maps where possible. 
 
 
 
 
How much do you learn from this unit? Put a tick (√) in the right box 
according to how much you have learnt. 
Aspects 
Very 
much 
Much Little 
I understand what recount texts are. □ □ □ 
I understand what preposition of time is. □ □ □ 
I understand when to use past continuous 
tense. □ □ □ 
I understand how to expand and evaluate 
ideas into a good writing product. □ □ □ 
I know how to write a recount text. □ □ □ 
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In this unit you learn: 
1. The structure of biographical recount texts: 
- Orientation 
Background information of the person 
- Series of Events 
The contribution or achievement in chronological order 
- Reorientation 
Comment on the contribution or achievement 
 
 
2. Preposition of Time (In, On, or At) 
We use: 
- At for a precise time 
- In for months, years, centuries and long periods 
- On for days and dates 
 
3. Past Continuous Tense 
- Active Voice : S + was/were + Ving 
- Passive Voice : S + was/were + being + V3 
 
4. The Importance of Evaluate Ideas 
Evaluating ideas is done to make a writing is more pleasant to read.  
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By the end of this unit you 
will be able to: 
 Discover features of 
narrative texts 
 Scan for details 
 Understand inferences 
 Summarise information 
 Apply process writing 
procedure 
 Write a narrative text 
 
 
Stories, folk eposes, myths, and legends are the cultural heritage of every 
nation. However, not a few of them have been forgotten by its people. 
What do you think? Are you one of those people? How many local stories 
do you remember?  
Picture 3.2 
Picture 3.1 
Picture 3.3 
Picture 3.4 
A 
B 
C 
D 
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Task 1 
Match the name of legends in page 33 with its origin below. You may use 
the Internet to help you if you are not sure about it. 
West Java Riau 
North Sumatra Moluccas 
 
 
Task 2 
 
 
Now, try to remember as many as legends that you knows and its 
origin. Put them in the table below. Remember, the four legends on 
the previous tasks are not to be counted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name of Legends Origin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 3.5 
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From Sabang to Merauke, there are many legends spread among its 
people. Some of them are likely to be true but there are also the 
others which are hard to believe.  
 
  
 
 
Task 3 
Work in pairs and briefly explain the meaning of the words in the 
underlines below. Number 1 has been done for you. 
1. Nyi Bagendit thought that beggars were lazy people. 
2. Sangkuriang asked Tumang to take his prey.   
3. The widow had two children, who were very mean and spoiled. 
4. It had plenty of leaves and its flowers were white and sweet smelling.  
5. Toba was so shock and wondered who the girl was. 
6. Suddenly, she slipped over and fell into the river. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
poor persons who live by asking others for money or food  1 
2 
Gett   Connecc tt ed  
 
  
 
 
 
There are many words in English which have two 
meanings or more that are very different one another. 
You can find them on the Internet. It will be so much fun. 
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Task 4 
Read the following legend from Siak, Riau, about Umbut Muda. Then, 
answer the questions based on the passage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Umbut  Muda  
 
Once upon a time near Siak River, there lived a 
beautiful young girl named Umbut Muda. She lived with her 
mother. Umbut was very rich because when her father died, 
she inherited1 all his money and the house. Meanwhile, her 
mother loved her only daughter that she couldn’t refuse 
what Umbut wanted. Every day, she served2 Umbut Muda 
as if she was a princess. Because of this, Umbut became 
nasty and proud of herself. Even, she didn’t respect her 
mother. She ordered her mother to clean the house, wash 
her clothes, and cook her food. Her mother thought that 
Umbut’s behavior would change as she grew up. However, 
there was no change. It was getting even worse day by day. 
One day, Umbut was invited 
to attend a feast in another village. 
She wore her most beautiful dress 
and all her jewelleries3. Her mother 
was with her, holding the umbrella 
to protect Umbut from the sun. As 
they were passing the bridge, 
Umbut accidentally dropped one of 
her bracelets into the river. She 
shouted to her mother and ordered 
her to go down to the river to find 
her bracelet.  
The poor mother did accordingly but the big stream 
made her couldn’t go any further from the bank4. Knowing 
that the mother failed to get her bracelet back, Umbut was 
furious. She yelled at her mother. 
 
FAQs 
(Frequently Asked Questions) 
Q  : What is a legend? How do 
I write one? 
A : Legend is a story from 
ancient time about people 
and events, which may or 
may not be true. It is 
classified as a narrative 
text. 
1
 receive wealth from 
someone after they 
have dead 
2
 provide with something 
needed and wanted  
3
 objects such as rings and 
necklaces that people 
wear as decoration 
Q : Is there any format to 
follow? 
A  : Yes, here is the format of 
narrative texts: 
- Orientation 
The scene is introduced. 
(where, when, and who) 
- Complication 
The problems appear. 
- Resolution 
The problem is resolved. 
- Re-orientation/Coda 
Closing remark of the 
story 
(optional) 
Picture 3.6 
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Have  FF un  
Umbut Muda story 
is very interesting to 
know. Why not 
change it into a 
script of drama and 
perform it in the 
class or event on 
one of your school 
event? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Who did all the house chores in Umbut Muda’s house? 
2. Why did Umbut Muda dress beautifully and wear all of jewelleries? 
3. What did Umbut Muda drop into the water when she was on her way to another 
village? 
 
 
4. Who is Umbut Muda? 
5.  What happened to Umbut Muda? Why did she die? 
 
 
6. “That was Umbut’s last sentence” (the last 
paragraph). 
What does it mean by phrase ‘last sentence’?  
‚You are a stupid lazy woman!‛ she said.  
‚Go down to the river again and get my bracelet back!‛  
She stamped5 her foot 
and didn’t realize that the bridge 
was slippery. She slipped over 
the bridge and fell into the river. 
She screamed for help. Her 
mother tried to help her, but the 
stream was too big. She could 
only pray that Umbut could 
survive.  
‚Mother… heeelp!‛  
That was Umbut’s last sentence. After that, she was 
drowned6 by the stream. Her mother could only cry and cry. 
Up until now, there often appear some kind of black root that 
was played by the current of Siak River. Locals believed that it 
was Umbut Muda’s hair.  
 
 
 
 
5
 to put your foot 
down heavily and 
noisily 
6 die because you 
have been 
underwater too 
long 
Picture 3.7 
Reading for details 
Q : How about the 
language used 
when writing a 
legend? 
A : There are action 
verbs, direct & 
indirect speech, 
Past Tense, adverb 
and preposition of 
time. 
Reading for meaning in context 
Reading for main ideas 
(Adapted from: www.kidztories.blogspot.co.id) 
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Gett   Connecc tt ed  
Actually, there are 
several versions of 
Umbut Muda story. 
Find them on the 
Internet and discuss 
with your friend, 
which is more likely to 
happen. 
 
 
7. When there was an invitation of a feast in 
another village, why do you think Umbut Muda 
decided to attend to that feast wearing her most 
beautiful dress and all of her jewelleries? 
 
 
8. Do you believe on this story? Why do/don’t you believe it? List your arguments 
and your reasons in the table below. 
 
Arguments Reasons (evidence in the text) 
  
  
  
  
 
9. What lessons you can get from reading this story? 
 
 
Task 5 
Read again the story of Umbut Muda on Task 4 and imagine if you are 
Umbut Muda.  
 If you have an ability to change history, what would you do in order to 
change the ending?  
 Write your imagination in a short paragraph. Begin in this way: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Making inferences 
Moving away from the text 
If I were Umbut Muda, I would …. 
Picture 3.8 
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Task 6 
Read the following legend from Maluku. Then, in pairs, find words in the 
story which mean the opposite to the following words in the table. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once, there lived an old woman in a village on Tanimbar Island, Maluku. She 
only lived with her two grown-up children, a boy and a girl. Her two children were 
very lazy and had bad attitudes. They treated her mother as if she was a servant and 
often used rude words when they asked her to do something. In their home, it was 
only the mother who took care of all the things and did the entire household chores, 
from cooking the food to washing the clothes. 
The mother was very sad and angry every time she found that her children 
treated her badly, but she couldn’t do anything as she knew that she had failed on 
teaching her children how to behave. She could only regret everything happened. 
One day, the children woke up early 
and found that there was no food at all. The 
children were on anger. Then they looked for 
their mother in the house, but they found no 
one. Then they decided to go to the river 
where their mother might be washing clothes 
there. 
 ‚Mum! What are you doing? Why didn’t you prepare food for us?‛ said the 
boy loudly when they found her mother near the river doing the laundry. He kicked 
the basket full of clean clothes. 
 ‚We are hungry, Mum! Do you want 
us to die because of hungry?‛ said the girl 
and she strongly slap on her mother back. 
The mother could only cry accepting 
what her children did to her. Meanwhile, the 
children kept screaming and hitting her 
crying mother. Suddenly the mother 
stopped crying and said to her children. 
‚You! You were formed on my womb but you have no respect for me. 
Starting from now, you can do everything you want to do, because I don’t care 
anymore!‛  
The mother then walked toward a big stone near the beach and she 
whispered to the stone. 
‚Dear stone please open your body and let me in. Change me into a lovely 
flower that is as lovely as a jasmine.‛  
 
 
Picture 3.10 
Picture 3.9 
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Words Antonym (words in the story) 
diligent  
boss  
polite  
succeeded  
lost  
dirty  
rejecting   
ugly  
bottom  
 
 
Task 7 
Read again the story of Batu Berdaun on Task 6. Then, identify the 
characters, setting, conflict, solution, and conclusion of the story. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then, the stone cracked open and the mother went inside the stone. No 
longer after that, a beautiful flower grew on the top of the stone. The children who 
followed her mother were crying to see what happened.         
They wish the stone would open and they could come inside the stone to 
meet their mother, but they know that it won’t happen.  They regretted the way 
they treated their mother. They wish they could have changed it, but they knew 
they couldn’t. They had lost their mother forever. 
 
(Adapted from: kebuncerita.blogspot.co.id) 
  
 
Picture 3.11 
Characters 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Setting 
Place : 
 
Time : 
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Task 8 
Summarising means extracting the most important points from a text and 
rewriting them in your own words, in a shortened form. 
Using your own words, summarise the story of Batu Berdaun in 55 words.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Summary Guidelines 
1.  Read carefully 
2.  Look for keywords  
3.  Leave out supporting 
points 
4. Make short notes 
5. Organise your short notes 
6. Check the grammar 
7. Count the number of words 
8. Revise it into a good 
summary 
 
Your Summary 
Conflict: Solution: 
Conclusion (messages/values that 
your get): 
1. 
2.  
3.   
4.  
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Task 9 
Adverb Time Connectors 
An adverb time connector is used to 
indicate a sequence of time and answer 
‘when’ question. You may find this kind 
of adverb in a narrative text. 
Example:  
a. Once upon a time in Padang, lived a 
widow and her only son. 
b. After that, he went to a river to catch 
any fish. 
c. He took a diamond while the merchant 
went back to home. 
 
 
Now, put the suitable adverb time connectors from the box to complete 
the sentence. 
1. ______ the man was do fishing, he caught a big golden fish in his trap. 
2. Their parents had passed away ______ Rarang was a little girl.  
3. The generous brother, then, watered the seed ______ it grew into a good 
watermelon plant. 
4. ‚Go away ______ I crush you under my paw,‛ He roared. 
5. ______ upon a time, there was a young wanderer who got lost in the woods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
after 
as soon as 
once 
before 
when 
until 
while 
as long as since 
Have  FF un  
  
 
 
 
Already stressed out of grammar? Here is a flash 
joke to loosen your nerves. 
Teacher : I am beautiful. What tense is it? 
Student   : Obviously past.   
while until before once since 
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time 
past perfect simple past 
Task 10 
Past Perfect Tense 
In telling a story, you may use past perfect tense. It is formed by: 
 
 
 
 
Actually, this tense is used: 
 To place one past event ahead of 
another past event. 
Example: After she had found what 
she needed, she ran into the forest. 
 To express an impossible wish or desire. 
Example: If you had warned me, I would have been more careful. 
 To emphasise the completion of an event as 
a specified time in the past. It is usually 
indicated with time marker ‘by the time’. 
Example: She had gone by the time her 
husband woke up. 
 
Now, using the words in the brackets, complete the sentences below 
using simple past, past perfect, or past future perfect tense. Look at the 
example. 
Example: When the king __________ (go), he __________ (come) out of hiding. 
       When the king had gone, he came out of hiding. 
1. He __________ (go) home after the merchant __________ (pay) him. 
2. If they __________ (have) a lot of money, they __________ (will buy) their mother a 
better house. 
3. The girl ___________ (make) up a decision by the time the prince __________ (come) 
up. 
4. Before they __________ (run) away, the villagers _________ (put) them into a locked 
room. 
5. She __________ (notice) the mistakes and __________ (correct) them.  
 
 
Active Voice 
 
had  +  V3 
Example: 
had        found 
 
Passive Voice 
 
had  +      been     +     V3 
Example: 
had              been       found 
 
event event 
Picture 3.13 
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Task 11 
Arrange the jumbled paragraphs into a good legend entitled “The Holy 
Stone” from Papua. 
 
Irimiami went home with the burnt deer and asked his wife to 
eat the deer together. After that, he told her wife what happened 
to him and the deer. Isoray was very surprised and curious. She 
asked her husband to take her to that stone. 
 
Paragraph … 
Irimiami and Isoray were very scared to see that a stone could 
make fire. Then, the couple told other villagers about the stone. 
They were also curious to see the stone. They gathered around 
the stone and put a deer on it. As it happened before, the deer 
was burning. All of them then thought that the stone was a holy 
stone and they quickly held a ceremony for it.  
 
Paragraph … 
Once, in a village in North Yapen, Papua, there lived a 
husband and wife named Irimiami and Isoray. Irimiami was a 
hunter. One day, as he finished hunting, he decided to take a 
rest on a big stone. However, slowly Irimiami felt that the stone 
was getting hotter and burning his body. He was surprised and 
confused, but he did not think anything strange about the stone.  
 
Paragraph 1 
On the following day, Irimiami and Isoray went to the big 
stone. They took some leaves and put them on the stone. Slowly, 
the stone was burning the leaves. They saw smoke was coming 
out of the leaves. Later, they saw something that they had never 
expected before. They saw fire.  
 
Paragraph … 
Till now, people in Papua believe that it was a holy stone and 
once a year, they hold a ceremony for it. 
 
Paragraph … 
The next day, Irimiami went to that stone again to take a rest 
after hunting a deer. He put the deer next to him. After sitting 
for some minutes, he felt that the stone was getting hotter that 
he jumped from the stone. He carefully looked at the stone and 
thought what made his body getting hotter. Suddenly he 
smelled that something was burning and he was very surprised 
because the deer was burning. 
 
Paragraph … 
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Task 12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 13 
Read the following story of Princess Mandalika from Lombok. Then, 
identify the characters, setting, conflict, and solution of the story. 
Princess Mandalika 
Once upon a time, there was a kingdom in 
Lombok Island ruled by a king named Raja Tonjang 
Beru. He had a beautiful daughter named Princess 
Mandalika. It was said that princess Mandalika was 
the prettiest girl in the whole island. Moreover, she 
was also very kind. 
Knowing it, many princes wanted to marry her. One by one, they came to 
propose her. Nevertheless, Princess Mandalika was a kind girl that she hated to make 
Work in groups of three and select a legend near 
your locality. 
 Brainstorm what the story is about. It might 
consist of the characters, the setting, and the plot. 
 Organise your ideas into a rough draft. Look the 
elements of legends (narrative texts) on page 36 
to guide you. 
 Reread and revise your draft. You may ask one of 
your classmates to help you to revise it. 
 Write your final draft. You may add some 
illustrations to make your story interesting. 
 
 
Haa vv ee    FF un   
Have you finished writing your story? Why not share with the rest 
of your school? Present your pictures and descriptions on a school 
board or bulletin. Remember to obtain permission first. 
 
Picture 3.14 
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people sad. When those princes came to propose her, she could not decide and she 
didn’t want to make them sad. Solving the problem, Raja Tonjang Beru then held a 
archery competition in a beach. The rule was simple; whoever shot the target 
perfectly will be accepted as Princess Mandalika’s husband. One by one, all 
participants tried their best. However, there was no winner.  
Then, the princes started to argue and claim 
to be the best and started to fight. Princess 
Mandalika was really worried that it would hurt 
many people. Finally, she had an idea. "Everybody, 
listen up! I know you all love me but I don't want 
you to fight because of me. I want you all to have 
me, but not as your wife. I want to be someone that everybody can have," said 
Princess Mandalika.  
Everyone there did not understand what she meant. After saying that, 
suddenly Princess Mandalika jumped to the sea. All the princes tried to swim to find 
the princess, but they found nothing. After several hours, suddenly a lot of colorful 
sea worms appeared on the beach. Raja Tonjang Beru then realized that his daughter 
had returned as sea worms. The worms were then called nyale.  
Until now, people in Lombok always try to 
catch nyale. Nyale is very delicious and that is why a 
lot of people come to Lombok to catch it. However, 
they can only find it once a year, in February or 
March. The tradition to catch the sea worms is 
called Bau Nyale. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Characters: 
(Adapted from www.kebuncerita.blogspot.co.id) 
Setting (time & place): Conflict: 
Solution: 
Picture 3.16 
Picture 3.15 
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Task 14 
Using your own words, summarise the story of Princess Mandalika in 55 
words.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 15 
Write a legend that you admire most in Indonesia. It does not need to be 
a long story but it should contain the characters, setting, conflict, and 
solution of the story. 
Do not forget to apply complete writing process as it explained Task 12. 
 
 
 
How much do you learn from this unit? Put a tick (√) in the right box 
according to how much you have learnt. 
Aspects 
Very 
much 
Much Little 
I understand what legends (narrative 
texts) are. □ □ □ 
I understand how to summarise 
information (a story). □ □ □ 
I understand what adverb time 
connectors are. □ □ □ 
I understand when to use past perfect 
tense. □ □ □ 
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I understand the complete writing 
process. □ □ □ 
I understand how to write a legend 
(narrative texts). □ □ □ 
 
 
 
 
In this unit you learn: 
1. Legend 
A   Legend is a story from ancient time about people and events, which may or 
may not be true. It is classified as a narrative text. The structure is: 
- Orientation 
- Complication 
- Resolution  
- Re-orientation/Coda 
 
2. Summarising 
Summarising means extracting the most important points from a text and 
rewriting them in your own words, in a shortened form. Below are the guidelines.  
 
3. Adverb Time Connector 
An adverb time connector is used to indicate a sequence of time and answer 
‘when’ question. 
 
4. Past Perfect Tense 
Active Voice : S + had + V3 
Passive Voice : S + had + been + V3 
 
5. Complete Writing Process 
a. Prewriting 
b. Drafting 
c. Revising 
d. Editing 
e. Publishing 
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PICTURE SOURCES 
 
UNIT 1 
Picture 1.1  www.indotravelguides.com 
Picture 1.2  www.majalahkartini.co.id 
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Picture 1.15  www.plesiryuk.com 
Picture 1.16  www.pergiberwisata.com 
 
UNIT 2 
Picture 1.1  www.kompasiana.com 
Picture 1.2  www.ytimg.com 
Picture 1.3  www.wikimedia.org 
Picture 1.4  www.slidesharecdn.com 
Picture 1.5  www.bp.blogspot.com  
Picture 1.6  www.laeliyaa.wordpress.com 
Picture 1.7  www.bp.blogspot.com 
Picture 1.8  www.clipartlord.com 
Picture 1.9  www.behance.net 
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Picture 1.15  www.moovly.com 
Picture 1.16  www.tersurat.wordpress.com 
Picture 1.17  www.tstatic.net 
Picture 1.18  www.wikipedia.org 
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Picture 1.19  www.wikimedia.org 
 
UNIT 3 
Picture 1.1  www.bukabuku.net 
Picture 1.2  www.deviantart.net 
Picture 1.3  www.youtube.com 
Picture 1.4  www.phobos.apple.com 
Picture 1.5  www.ukeaindonesia.com 
Picture 1.6  www.aquila-style.com 
Picture 1.7  www.bukalapak.com 
Picture 1.8  www.astrarte.com 
Picture 1.9  www.youtube.com 
Picture 1.10  www.youtube.com 
Picture 1.11  www.youtube.com 
Picture 1.12  www.pixabay.com 
Picture 1.13  www.playbuzz.com 
Picture 1.14  www.youtube.com 
Picture 1.15  www.youtube.com 
Picture 1.16  www.youtube.com 
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APPENDIX F 
THE EXPERT 
JUDGMENT 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 
 
 
SURAT PERMOHONAN EXPERT JUDGEMENT 
 
Hal  : Permohonan Kesediaan Expert Judgement  
Lampiran : 1 bendel  
 
Yth. Sari Hidayati, M. A. 
Dosen Jurusan Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris  
Fakultas Bahasa dan Seni UNY  
Di tempat 
  
Dengan Hormat,  
Sebagai salah satu syarat dalam pembuatan Tugas Akhir Skripsi, pada kesempatan 
kali ini saya:  
Nama   : Ester Ria Mei Utami  
NIM   : 12202241048  
Judul Penelitian : Developing Supplementary Reading-Writing Materials for 
Enrichment Purposes for Grade X Students of Senior High 
School  
memohon kesediaan Ibu untuk memberikan Expert Judgment pada produk yang telah 
saya buat berupa tiga unit materi tambahan reading dan writing untuk tujuan pengayaan 
untuk kelas X SMA. 
Demikian permohonan saya sampaikan, atas bantuan dan kesediaan Ibu, saya ucapkan 
terima kasih. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yogyakarta, 14 Juni 2016 
Pemohon 
 
 
Ester Ria Mei Utami 
NIM. 12202241048 
 
 
ANGKET EVALUASI 
MATERI TAMBAHAN READING DAN WRITING UNTUK TUJUAN PENGAYAAN 
UNTUK KELAS X SMA 
 
(Diadaptasi dari Instrumen Penilaian Buku Teks Pelajaran Bahasa Inggris SMA) 
 
A. DATA RESPONDEN  
Nama   : ………………………………………………  
Jenis kelamin  : L/P (coret yang tidak sesuai)  
Pendidikan  : (  ) D3          (  ) S1          (  ) S2          (  ) S3  
Lama Mengajar : …….. tahun  
 
B. EVALUASI MATERI  
Berilah tanda centang (√ ) pada salah satu kolom jawaban yang tersedia sesuai dengan 
pendapat Bapak/Ibu. Bapak/Ibu juga dapat menuliskan pendapat tambahan pada kolom yang 
disediakan. 
 
Keterangan :  
SS : Sangat Setuju (4)  
S : Setuju (3)  
TS : Tidak Setuju (2)  
STS : Sangat Tidak Setuju (1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UNIT 1 
(Historical Assets – My Homeland) 
 
Dikembangkan berdasarkan Kompetensi Dasar:  
3.4 Membedakan fungsi sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan beberapa teks 
deskriptif lisan dan tulis dengan memberi dan meminta informasi terkait tempat 
wisata dan bangunan bersejarah terkenal, pendek dan sederhana, sesuai dengan 
konteks penggunaannya. 
4.4 Teks deskriptif 
4.4.1 Menangkap makna secara kontekstual terkait fungsi sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur 
kebahasaan teks deskriptif, lisan dan tulis, pendek dan sederhana terkait tempat 
wisata dan bangunan bersejarah terkenal. 
4.4.2 Menyusun teks deskriptif lisan dan tulis, pendek dan sederhana, terkait tempat 
wisata dan bangunan bersejarah terkenal, dengan memperhatikan fungsi sosial, 
struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan, secara benar dan sesuai konteks. 
 
No Pernyataan SS S TS STS 
KELAYAKAN ISI 
1. Materi yang dikembangan sesuai dengan Kompetensi 
Inti (KI) dan Kompetensi Dasar (KD) kurikulum 
2013 untuk kelas X SMA.  
    
2. Materi yang dikembangkan sesuai dengan tujuan 
pembelajaran. 
    
3. Materi yang dikembangkan sesuai dengan silabus.     
4. Materi yang dikembangkan mengandung 
pengetahuan serta sikap yang mengandung 
kecakapan hidup. 
    
5. Materi yang dikembangan memiliki topik yang 
sesuai dengan konteks kehidupan dan keinginan 
siswa. 
    
6. Materi yang dikembangkan mencakup teks-teks yang 
relevan dengan konteks kehidupan siswa.  
    
7. Materi yang dikembangkan mengarahkan siswa 
untuk memahami struktur dari sebuah teks 
    
8. Materi yang dikembangkan mengarahkan siswa 
untuk memahami fungsi sosial sebuah teks.  
    
9. Materi yang dikembangkan mengarahkan siswa 
untuk memahami fitur linguistik sebuah teks.  
    
 
 
No Pernyataan SS S TS STS 
KELAYAKAN BAHASA 
10. Bahasa yang digunakan dalam materi yang 
dikembangkan sesuai dengan tingkat perkembangan 
kognitif siswa.  
    
11. Bahasa yang digunakan dalam materi yang 
dikembangkan jelas dan dapat dipahami dengan oleh 
siswa (comprehensible). 
    
12. Materi yang dikembangkan menggunakan tata bahasa 
Inggris yang benar. 
    
13. Bahasa yang digunakan dalam materi yang 
dikembangkan menggunakan pilihan kata (choice of 
words) yang relevan. 
    
14. Bahasa yang digunakan dalam materi yang 
dikembangkan menggunakan ejaan bahasa Inggris 
(spelling) yang benar. 
    
15. Materi pembelajaran menggunakan satu jenis variasi 
bahasa Inggris secara konsisten.  
    
16. Materi yang dikembangkan mencerminkan 
keruntutan makna pada satu 
bab/subbab/kalimat/paragraf.  
    
KELAYAKAN PENYAJIAN 
17. Materi yang dikembangkan sesuai dengan langkah-
langkah pembelajaran menggunakan metode Task-
Based Instruction (pre task, task cycle, dan language 
focus).  
    
18. Materi yang dikembangkan meliputi bagian 
pembuka, kegiatan inti, evaluasi, refleksi, dan 
rangkuman secara konsisten pada setiap unit. 
    
19. Jumlah kegiatan pembelajaran (task) dalam materi 
yang dikembangkan seimbang dalam setiap unit. 
    
20. Kegiatan pembelajaran (task) dalam materi yang 
dikembangkan disajikan dari kegiatan terbimbing 
sampai mandiri. 
    
21. Kegiatan pembelajaran (task) dalam materi yang 
dikembangkan memperkaya pengetahuan dan 
keahlian siswa dalam kompetensi membaca dan 
menulis. 
    
22. Materi yang dikembangkan mendorong siswa dalam 
proses belajar mandiri dan bertanggung jawab atas 
proses belajarnya sendiri. 
    
23. Penyajian aktivitas pembelajaran (task) dalam materi 
yang dikembangkan mencakup aktivitas yang 
    
 
 
No Pernyataan SS S TS STS 
berfokus pada fitur linguistik dan aktivitas yang 
berfokus pada kegiatan komunikasi. 
24. Aktivitas pembelajaran (task) dalam materi yang 
dikembangkan mendorong siswa untuk 
berkomunikasi secara tertulis dalam bahasa Inggris 
secara luas. 
    
25. Aktivitas pembelajaran (task) dalam materi yang 
dikembangkan mendorong siswa untuk berpikir dan 
bertindak secara kreatif dan kritis.  
    
26. Materi yang dikembangkan mendorong siswa untuk 
mengenali keberhasilan dan kekurangan mereka 
dalam belajar berbahasa Inggris. 
    
27. Dalam tiap unit dilengkapi dengan fun part yang 
relevan dengan proses pembelajaran. 
    
28. Teks dan gambar mempunyai identitas seperti judul, 
nomor, atau rujukan.  
    
KELAYAKAN GRAFIS 
29. Materi yang dikembangkan yang dikembangkan 
dicetak dengan kertas ukuran standar ISO (A4, A5, 
B5). 
    
30. Penempatan unsur tata letak (judul, subjudul, teks, 
ilustrasi, keterangan gambar, nomor halaman) 
konsisten dan seragam. 
    
31. Penggunaan jenis huruf dan warna dapat dibaca 
dengan mudah. 
    
32. Penggunaan variasi dan jenis huruf tidak 
berlebihan/terlalu banyak.  
    
33. Spasi antar baris susunan teks normal.     
34. Penyajian gambar bersifat aestetik dan fungsional     
35. Keseluruan tampilan materi menarik.      
 
Tanggapan terhadap materi :  
1. Secara umum, bagaimana pendapat Bapak/Ibu mengenai materi yang telah saya susun?  
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………... 
2. Menurut Bapak/Ibu, apa kekurangan dari materi yang telah saya susun?  
 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………... 
3. Apa saran Bapak/Ibu untuk memperbaiki kekurangan-kekurangan tersebut?  
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
REKOMENDASI 
 
Mengacu pada hasil penilaian di atas, materi tambahan reading dan writing untuk tujuan 
pengayaan untuk kelas X SMA UNIT 1 dengan judul ‘Historical Assets – My Homeland’ 
dinyatakan*:  
 
Layak tanpa revisi  
Tidak layak  
Layak dengan revisi sebagai berikut:  
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
*Berilah tanda centang (√) pada pilihan yang sesuai pendapat Anda.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yogyakarta,                       2016 
Evaluator Materi 
 
 
 
NIP. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APPENDIX G 
THE EXPERT 
JUDGMENT DATA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE RESULTS OF EXPERT JUDGMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
UNIT 1: Historical Assets – My Homeland 
No. Aspect Item Score 
1. Content The developed materials are in accordance with the 
Core Competences and the Basic Competences of 
Curriculum 2013 for grade X of Senior High School. 
4 
The developed materials are in accordance with the 
objective of study. 
4 
The materials are developed based on the syllabus. 4 
The developed materials contain knowledge and 
attitude about life skill. 
4 
The topics of the developed materials are relevant to 
students’ daily life and their want. 
4 
The developed materials cover texts that are relevant to 
student’s life. 
4 
The developed materials direct the students to 
understand structure of a text. 
4 
The developed materials direct the students to 
understand the social function of a text.  
4 
The developed materials direct the students to 
understand the language features of a text. 
4 
 Mean (χ) 4 
2. Language The language used in the developed materials is 
relevant to the level of students’ cognitive 
development. 
4 
The language used in the developed materials is clear 
and understandable. 
4 
The developed materials use the appropriate grammar 
of English. 
4 
The developed materials use relevant choice of words. 4 
The developed materials use the appropriate spelling 
of English. 
3 
The language used in the developed materials 
consistently use one style of English. 
4 
The unit/ activities/ paragraphs/ sentences in the 
developed materials are coherent and cohesive. 
4 
 Mean (χ) 3.86 
3. 
 
Presentation 
 
The developed materials are in accordance with the steps 
Task-based Instruction (pre task, task cycle, and language 
focus).  
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The developed materials contain opening activities, 
main activities, evaluation, reflection, and summary 
that are consistent in every unit. 
4 
There is a balance on the total number of activities 
(task) in each unit of the developed materials. 
4 
Activities in the developed materials are presented from 
the guided activities to free-guided activities. 
4 
Activities in the developed materials enrich student’s 
knowledge and skills on reading and writing. 
4 
The learning materials encourage the learners to learn 
autonomously and to be responsible of their own 
learning process. 
4 
Activities in the developed materials cover both activities 
focusing on the linguistic features and communicative 
features. 
4 
Activities in the developed materials encourage the 
learners to communicate in English in written manner 
widely. 
4 
Activities (task) in the developed materials encourage 
the learners to think and act creatively. 
4 
The developed materials encourage the learners to 
recognize their success and their lack in learning 
English. 
4 
The developed materials are featured with fun parts 
which are relevant to the learning process. 
4 
Texts and pictures have relevant title, number, and/or 
sources. 
4 
 Mean (χ) 4 
4. Layout The developed materials are printed using the ISO 
standard paper size. (A4, A5, B5) 
4 
The layout (title, subtitle, illustration, texts, and pages) 
in each unit is consistent. 
4 
The use of font variation and font type is interesting 
and readable. 
4 
The developed materials are not using too many types 
of fonts. 
4 
The line spacing is normal. 4 
The illustration and the graphic of the materials are 
aesthetic and functional. 
4 
The designs are totally interesting. 4 
 Mean (χ) 4 
 
 
 
 
UNIT 2: Tracking History: Triumphs and Legends 
No. Aspect Item Score 
1. Content The developed materials are in accordance with the 
Core Competences and the Basic Competences of 
Curriculum 2013 for grade X of Senior High School. 
4 
The developed materials are in accordance with the 
objective of study. 
4 
The materials are developed based on the syllabus. 4 
The developed materials contain knowledge and 
attitude about life skill. 
4 
The topics of the developed materials are relevant to 
students’ daily life and their want. 
4 
The developed materials cover texts that are relevant to 
student’s life. 
4 
The developed materials direct the students to 
understand structure of a text. 
4 
The developed materials direct the students to 
understand the social function of a text.  
4 
The developed materials direct the students to 
understand the language features of a text. 
4 
 Mean (χ) 4 
2. Language The language used in the developed materials is 
relevant to the level of students’ cognitive 
development. 
4 
The language used in the developed materials is clear 
and understandable. 
4 
The developed materials use the appropriate grammar 
of English. 
4 
The developed materials use relevant choice of words. 4 
The developed materials use the appropriate spelling 
of English. 
3 
The language used in the developed materials 
consistently use one style of English. 
4 
The unit/ activities/ paragraphs/ sentences in the 
developed materials are coherent and cohesive. 
4 
 Mean (χ) 3.86 
3. 
 
 
 
 
Presentation 
 
 
 
 
The developed materials are in accordance with the steps 
Task-based Instruction (pre task, task cycle, and language 
focus).  
4 
The developed materials contain opening activities, 
main activities, evaluation, reflection, and summary 
that are consistent in every unit. 
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is a balance on the total number of activities 
(task) in each unit of the developed materials. 
4 
Activities in the developed materials are presented from 
the guided activities to free-guided activities. 
4 
Activities in the developed materials enrich student’s 
knowledge and skills on reading and writing. 
4 
The learning materials encourage the learners to learn 
autonomously and to be responsible of their own 
learning process. 
4 
Activities in the developed materials cover both activities 
focusing on the linguistic features and communicative 
features. 
4 
Activities in the developed materials encourage the 
learners to communicate in English in written manner 
widely. 
4 
Activities (task) in the developed materials encourage 
the learners to think and act creatively. 
4 
The developed materials encourage the learners to 
recognize their success and their lack in learning 
English. 
4 
The developed materials are featured with fun parts 
which are relevant to the learning process. 
4 
Texts and pictures have relevant title, number, and/or 
sources. 
4 
 Mean (χ) 4 
4. Layout The developed materials are printed using the ISO 
standard paper size. (A4, A5, B5) 
4 
The layout (title, subtitle, illustration, texts, and pages) 
in each unit is consistent. 
4 
The use of font variation and font type is interesting 
and readable. 
4 
The developed materials are not using too many types 
of fonts. 
4 
The line spacing is normal. 4 
The illustration and the graphic of the materials are 
aesthetic and functional. 
4 
The designs are totally interesting. 4 
 Mean (χ) 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UNIT 3: The Forgotten Legends 
No. Aspect Item Score 
1. 
 
Content 
 
The developed materials are in accordance with the 
Core Competences and the Basic Competences of 
Curriculum 2013 for grade X of Senior High School. 
4 
The developed materials are in accordance with the 
objective of study. 
4 
The materials are developed based on the syllabus. 4 
The developed materials contain knowledge and 
attitude about life skill. 
4 
The topics of the developed materials are relevant to 
students’ daily life and their want. 
4 
The developed materials cover texts that are relevant to 
student’s life. 
4 
The developed materials direct the students to 
understand structure of a text. 
4 
The developed materials direct the students to 
understand the social function of a text.  
4 
The developed materials direct the students to 
understand the language features of a text. 
4 
 Mean (χ) 4 
2. Language The language used in the developed materials is 
relevant to the level of students’ cognitive 
development. 
4 
The language used in the developed materials is clear 
and understandable. 
4 
The developed materials use the appropriate grammar 
of English. 
4 
The developed materials use relevant choice of words. 4 
The developed materials use the appropriate spelling 
of English. 
4 
The language used in the developed materials 
consistently use one style of English. 
4 
The unit/ activities/ paragraphs/ sentences in the 
developed materials are coherent and cohesive. 
4 
 Mean (χ) 4 
3. 
 
 
 
 
Presentation 
 
 
 
 
The developed materials are in accordance with the steps 
Task-based Instruction (pre task, task cycle, and language 
focus).  
4 
The developed materials contain opening activities, 
main activities, evaluation, reflection, and summary 
that are consistent in every unit. 
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is a balance on the total number of activities 
(task) in each unit of the developed materials. 
4 
Activities in the developed materials are presented from 
the guided activities to free-guided activities. 
4 
Activities in the developed materials enrich student’s 
knowledge and skills on reading and writing. 
4 
The learning materials encourage the learners to learn 
autonomously and to be responsible of their own 
learning process. 
4 
Activities in the developed materials cover both activities 
focusing on the linguistic features and communicative 
features. 
4 
Activities in the developed materials encourage the 
learners to communicate in English in written manner 
widely. 
4 
Activities (task) in the developed materials encourage 
the learners to think and act creatively. 
4 
The developed materials encourage the learners to 
recognize their success and their lack in learning 
English. 
4 
The developed materials are featured with fun parts 
which are relevant to the learning process. 
4 
Texts and pictures have relevant title, number, and/or 
sources. 
4 
 Mean (χ) 4 
4. Layout The developed materials are printed using the ISO 
standard paper size. (A4, A5, B5) 
4 
The layout (title, subtitle, illustration, texts, and pages) 
in each unit is consistent. 
4 
The use of font variation and font type is interesting 
and readable. 
4 
The developed materials are not using too many types 
of fonts. 
4 
The line spacing is normal. 4 
The illustration and the graphic of the materials are 
aesthetic and functional. 
4 
The designs are totally interesting. 4 
 Mean (χ) 4 
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KATA PENGANTAR 
 
Puji syukur kepada Tuhan Yang Maha Esa yang telah memberi kekuatan serta 
kesehatan sehingga penyusunan bahan ajar tambahan untuk pengayaan reading dan 
writing ‘TREASURE’ ini dapat terselesaikan. 
Bahan ajar ini disusun dengan tujuan menyediakan materi pembelajaran 
tambahan untuk pengayaan reading dan writing untuk siswa kelas X Sekolah 
Menengah Atas sesuai dengan kompetensi inti (KI) dan kompetensi dasar (KD) 
Kurikulum 2013. Seluruh aktivitas yang terdapat dalam bahan ajar ini mencakup 
aktivitas yang sesuai dengan kebutuhan serta keinginan siswa sehingga diharapkan 
siswa dapat termotivasi untuk belajar. Pada akhir pembelajaran, siswa diharapkan 
mampu untuk memperkaya pengetahuan serta ketrampilan terkait dengan beberapa 
teks dalam bahasa Inggris. Selain itu, siswa juga diharapkan untuk mampu membuat 
teks dalam bahasa Inggris dengan konteks yang berbeda-beda. 
 Tersusunnya buku ini tidak lepas dari dorongan berbagai pihak. Oleh karena 
itu, ucapan terima kasih disampaikan kepada semua pihak yang terlibat dan 
membantu dalam terselesaikannya bahan ajar ini. 
 Akhir kata, penulis berharap semoga bahan ajar ini dapat bermanfaat dalam 
melengkapi bahan ajar yang telah ada serta dapat membantu siswa dalam 
memperkaya pengetahuan serta melatih ketrampilan mereka dalam reading dan 
writing. Saran dan kritik dari berbagai pihak akan sangat diapresiasi sebagai bahan 
perbaikan dan penyempurnaan buku ini di masa mendatang. 
 
  Yogyakarta, Juli 2016 
 
 
Penulis 
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK 
TREASURE is a textbook on supplementary reading-writing materials for enrichment 
purposes for grade X students of Senior High School. The followings are the 
guidelines on how to use this textbook. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit Cover contains the title and the 
indicators of the unit that give students an 
overview of what they are going to learn 
on the unit. 
 
Orientation is the gateway that leads 
students to prepare their mind about 
the topic they are going to learn. 
 
 
 
Word Builder is the introduction of the 
vocabularies that appear in the unit. 
 
iii 
  
Reading is the first task cycle that the 
students get. In reading, the students 
will get a number of tasks covering two 
texts on the topic of unit. 
 
 
 
A Grip on Grammar gives the students 
chance to learn more on the language 
appearing in the texts in Reading section 
before moving the second task cycle. 
 
Writing is the second task cycle that 
the students get. In writing, the students 
will learn more on writing certain type 
of texts using one or more writing 
strategies. 
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In Review, the students will be given 
chance to move back on what they have 
learnt in the unit by doing the tasks. 
 
Reflection is an activity in which the 
students reflect on themselves as 
learners to evaluate the learning 
achievement they have made. 
 
 
 
Summary gives the students information 
about the topics or points that they have 
learnt in the unit. 
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Get Connected gives the students 
chance to enrich their knowledge on the 
topic of the unit using the Internet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have Fun gives the students additional 
tasks instead of the available tasks. Mainly, 
the activities are fun and give a lot of 
enjoyment. 
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By the end of this unit you 
will be able to: 
 Discover features of 
descriptive texts 
 Identify main ideas 
 Scan for details  
 Brainstorm ideas 
 Write a descriptive text 
 
 
We value buildings for many reasons. Look at the pictures above. Do you 
know what they are? What do you think of them?  
 
Picture 1.1 
Picture 1.2 
Picture 1.3 
Picture 1.4 
A 
B 
C D 
1 
  
 
 
 
Task 1 
Match these captions with the pictures on page 1. You may use the 
Internet to help you find what the pictures are about. 
1. A Great Mystical Building in Semarang                                                  
2. The Beauty of Maimun Palace                                                                    
3. The Former Royal Garden of the Sultanate of Yogyakarta                         
4. The Largest Fortress in the World                                                                                                 
 
 
Task 2 
Match these short texts with the captions above. 
 Listed in Guinness Book of 
Records, this fortress 
encompasses a total area of 
23.35 hectares. It is a symbol 
of the glorious era of the 
Buton Islamic Kingdom that 
ruled over the area for over 4 
centuries. 
 The sound of splash water, the 
beauty of its ancient 
architecture, and its wonderful 
view make this garden 
become very enchanting. Its 
alleys and buildings have 
many secrets to reveal. 
 Lawang Sewu was once the 
site of a bloody battle 
between youth AMKA against 
Kempeitai and Kidobutai 
Japan. This battle is known as 
the Battle of Five Days in 
Semarang.  
 This palace was built with the 
design of an Italian architect 
in 1888. Unique architecture 
and interior design of this 
palace give a distinctive 
character.  
 
 
 
Now that you have read descriptions of some buildings above, what do 
you think of each building? Are they lovely? For your information, those 
all are Indonesian’s! So, would Indonesia not be a lovely and enchanting 
tourist destination to visit? Decide after you finish learning this unit. 
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Task 3 
A dictionary entry consists of a headword and information about the 
headword. What kind of dictionary do you have? Below is the layout from 
English-English dictionary. Having such a dictionary will greatly increase your 
ability on understanding vocabulary in English. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The words in the left box have more than one meaning. Try to use a 
dictionary (preferably English- English dictionary) to find out the meanings 
of the words and write one of the meanings on the right box. Do it in pairs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Headword 
(gives correct 
spelling of word) 1
st
 Meaning of Word 
2
nd 
Meaning of Word 
 
Example of Usage of Word 
Pronunciation of Word 
 
Grammar Reference 
(word building – adverb) 
1. grand 
2. wing 
3. decoration 
4. haunted 
5. atmosphere 
6. entrance 
7. cheap  
8. design  
9. office 
10. structure 
 
1.   
2.   
3.   
4.   
5.   
6.   
7.   
8.   
9.   
10.   
3 
  
 
 
Task 4 
Read the following text about Maimun Palace. Then, answer the 
questions with reference to the passage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Situated1 on Jalan Brigjen Katamso Street in the 
heart of Medan, capital city of North Sumatra Province, 
Maimun Palace is an elegant heritage site, an iconic 
landmark2 of Medan and the pride of its people. It is a 
legacy of the Sultanate of Deli, whose seat was in Medan. 
This kingdom was once part of the Aceh Sultanate but 
seceded from it in 1669. Maimun Palace was built by the 
9th Sultan of Deli, Sultan Maimun Al Rasyid Perkasa, in 
which the construction began on 26th August 1888 and 
completed on 18th May 1891.  
 
Covering a total area of 2,772 square meters, 
Maimun Palace is a beautiful architectural artwork which 
richly combines many styles including Islamic Malay, 
Spanish, Indian, and Italian features3. About 100 meters 
in front of the palace stands the Al Maksum Mosque, 
which forms part of the Palace, and is recognised as the 
Grand Mosque of Medan.  
Consisting of 2 floors, the building faces4 east and 
is divided into three sections: the main building, the left 
wing, and the right wing. European influence can be seen 
in the lamps, chairs, tables, cupboards, windows, doors, 
and other ornaments. The main building is around 412 m2 
wide. It is known as the Balairung, where the throne5 is. 
sdfhkhjk 
 
 
Picture 1.5 
Identification 
(introducing 
what will be 
described – what 
it is and where it 
is) 
 
Description 
(describing the 
thing – its parts, 
qualities, and/or 
characteristics) 
 
1
 in a particular 
place or 
position  
2
 something you 
can see clearly 
from a distance 
and that will 
help you to 
know where 
you are  
 
4
 to have a 
certain 
direction 
5
 a special chair 
used by a king 
or a queen 
3
 important parts  
Descriptive Text 
 
4 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Put a tick (√) in front of things you can find inside Maimun Palace. 
 mixed architectures  unique ornaments  king’s crown 
 
 grand mosque  Balairung  40 beautiful rooms 
 
 enchanting lamps  throne  Moghul’s kings palace 
 
 
  
2. Transfer the information you have obtained from your reading into the table of 
information points below. 
 
 Name : 
 Location : 
 History 
 
: 
 Architecture 
 
: 
 Special 
attractions 
: 
Reading for details 
Reading for main ideas 
 
There is also a big crystal lamp with European style in this 
room. The throne is used for important events such as the 
coronation of the king when the respectful homage6 by 
the families of the kings took place during the Islamic 
feast days. There are 30 rooms in this palace with unique 
interior design and mixed arts from different countries. 
The eastern part of the palace looks like Moghul's kings 
palace from the outside.  
 
 
(Adapted from www.indonesia.travel) 
Picture 1.6 
6
 something 
done to show 
respect 
5 
Language 
Features 
 Adjectives 
related to what 
being 
described 
 Adverbs of 
degree 
 Present tense 
Past tense 
(when telling 
about the 
history 
  
Gett   Connecc tt ed  
Find information on the 
Internet about sultanate of 
Deli in Maimoon Palace. It 
will be very interesting to 
observe. 
 
 
 
3. Why do you think Maimun Palace is an iconic 
landmark of Medan and the pride of its people? 
 
 
4. Does Maimun Palace deserve to be one of the most enchanting palaces in the 
world? Why? 
5. Can you propose ways to promote Maimun Palace so that it can be known all 
over the world? List your ways in the box below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In groups of three, discuss the following questions. 
1. If these conditions persist, what kind of problems 
will Maimun Palace or other tourist destinations in 
Indonesia face 50 years from now? 
2. In your opinion, what can be done to overcome 
these problems? 
Moving away from the text 
Making inferences 
  
  
  
   
   
  
You have just read about the magnificent Maimun Palace we have in 
Medan. You have also proposed ways how to promote Maimun Palace. 
However, do you know the problem faced by Maimun Palace now? The 
area near the Palace is thronged with many street vendors. To some 
degree, it really bothers the visitors from the beauty of the place itself 
because they are not well-managed. In fact, this problem often happens in 
many tourist destinations in Indonesia where the management still needs 
improvement. 
 
(Adapted from: www.medanbisnisdaily.com) 
Picture 1.7 
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Task 6 
Read the following text about Lawang Sewu. Then, put a tick (√) on the 
information which you can find on the text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lawang Sewu – A Dutch Heritage 
Indonesia as a whole is home to numerous historical and mystical 
buildings. One such building is Lawang Sewu which was built by the Dutch 
between the years 1904 and 1907. It is located on the Tugu Muda roundabout, 
Semarang, the capital city of Central Java. The building is regarded as a haunted 
house by locals as Lawang Sewu was once the site of a bloody battle between 
youth AMKA against Kempeitai and Kidobutai Japan. This battle is known as the 
Battle of Five Days in Semarang. 
 
Lawang Sewu is actually two colossal colonial buildings that were 
originally built as a branch office of Dutch Railways Company and formerly 
named Wilhelmina Plein. After the independence of Indonesia, this building was 
then taken by Indonesian Railways Company and was used as one of its 
headquarters. The design was made by two Dutch architects named B.J. 
Quendag and J.F. Klinkhamer, in which the blueprint of this building was signed 
in 1903 in Amsterdam. In addition, Lawang Sewu was also once used as an office 
by Ministry of Transportation and Indonesian military.  
The name ‘Lawang Sewu’ comes from 
Javanese; it means ‘A Thousand Doors’. 
Actually, the number of doors in this building is 
not exactly a thousand but it is because this 
building also has many large windows that 
look like doors.  Indeed, Lawang Sewu has 
about 600 large windows. Some renovations 
have recently been completed in Lawang Sewu 
but most of the main L-shaped structures 
remain closed to visitors. 
 
Picture 1.8 
Picture 1.9 
(Adapted from www.oldlook.indonesia.travel) 
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 the location of Lawang Sewu  
how to get to Lawang Sewu (public 
transportations available) 
 
the architecture of Lawang 
Sewu 
 
special attractions from Lawang 
Sewu 
 the history of Lawang Sewu  
the opening hours of Lawang Sewu 
(from what time to what time) 
 the facilities in Lawang Sewu  the ticket fee of Lawang Sewu 
 
 
Task 7 
Based on Task 6, propose simple sentences to represent information 
which is NOT in the text. You may use the Internet to help you to find 
what you need.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 8 
Adverbs of Degree 
An adverb shows how an action is done. It usually uses suffix –ly. An adverb of 
degree shows how much or to what extent of degree the action is done. You 
may find this kind of adverb in descriptive texts. Look at the diagram below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
little 
a bit 
hardly 
barely 
scarcely 
narrowly 
Low 
Degree 
fairly 
quite 
noticeably 
adequately 
moderately 
slightly 
Moderate  
Degree 
 
very 
a lot 
badly  
really 
greatly 
deeply 
High 
Degree 
fully 
entirely  
severely 
completely 
successfully 
tremendously 
Full 
Degree 
8 
  
Example: 
I am hardly happy.    I am greatly happy.  
 
I am fairly happy.    I am completely happy. 
 
Now, put the suitable word from the box to complete the sentence. 
1. Tamansari was __________ damaged due to an 
earthquake in 1867. 
2. The gates and sentry-boxes are guarded __________ by 
the palace soldiers.  
3. Lawang Sewu building was __________ restored and 
revitalized in 2011. 
4. The lighting of this building is __________ dim that makes 
the atmosphere different from other buildings. 
5. The combination between Islamic tradition and culture 
of Europe in this building __________ executed. 
6.  King of Aceh __________ defeated Mambang Yasid and 
therefore had the power to take over the palace. 
 
 
Task 9 
The Present Perfect Tense 
1. In describing something, you may use present perfect tense. It is formed by:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
boldly 
badly 
successfully 
completely 
strongly 
Active Voice 
 
have/has + V3 
 
 
Example: 
has         made 
Passive Voice 
 
have/has + been + V3 
 
 
Example: 
has             been    made 
V1
•make
•build
•bring
•take
•buy
V2
•made
•built
•brought
•took
•bought
V3
•made
•built
•brought
•taken
•bought
a bit 
9 
  
2. In general, the Present Perfect Tense is used when we want to talk about 
unfinished actions that started in the past and continue to the present. 
It is usually indicated with time markers such as ‘since’, ‘for’, ‘before’, ‘so far’, ‘up 
till now’, and ‘recently’. 
Example: 
a. The government has revitalised that 
building since 2014.  
b. It has been there for three decades.   
3. It is also used to indicate finished actions at unspecified time in the past. 
Example: 
a. It has just been finished. (‘just’ indicates the action was completed recently) 
b. Some changes have already been made to make the building more 
sophisticated.  (‘already’ indicates the completion of actions). 
 
Now, make sentences with the following groups of words. The sentences 
must be written in the present perfect tense, either using active or 
passive voice. 
Example:  It / be / one of the most beautiful buildings in this city. 
  It has been one of the most beautiful buildings in this city. 
1. A bus shelter / build / to make the building more accessible to visitors. 
2. This building / win / three awards from UNESCO. 
3. The lighting / make / a little bit dimmer since 2014. 
4. It / recently promote / as one of the most unique buildings in the world. 
5. The architecture / give / gloomy atmosphere to the building. 
6. Unfortunately, some irresponsible visitors / destroy / the beauty of this building 
by the act of vandalism. 
7. There /make/ a new car park to support the building as a tourist destination. 
8. The government / revitalise / the building since 2014. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gett   Connecc tt ed  
   
Try to find a website or video on the Internet about funny learning 
of grammar. It will help you not to get bored because of too many 
grammar exercises, e.g. funeasyenglish.com, englishtips4u.com, 
and britishcouncil.org. 
Picture 1.10 
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Task 10 
Brainstorming 
Brainstorming is a way of generating topics to write about, or points to make 
about your topic. It can help you to find what you are going to write. 
Brainstorming is usually done before writing up a text. Below are the 
guidelines in brainstorming. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now, work in groups of three. Brainstorm and identify features of these 
buildings that might attract tourists. Look at the examples. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brainstorming Guidelines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Focus on quantity 
Quantity 
Withhold criticism 
 
Encourage wild ideas 
Stay focused 
Combine ideas 
Record all ideas 
Capture as many ideas as you can. 
 
No put downs. 
Wild ideas lead to innovative designs. 
Write everything down as it comes out. 
Build upon the ideas of others. 
Focus your ideas on the topic at hand. 
(Adapted from www.teachengineering.org) 
Taman Sari 
 located in Yogyakarta  
 4 magnificent sections 
 …   
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 
    
   
   
  
Picture 1.11 
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Task 11 
From the three buildings that you have been brainstormed, select one of 
them and write a simple description of its building. Refer to the examples 
of descriptions on pages 4 and 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
Buton Fortress 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
   
   
   
   
   
   
  
 
Gedung Sate 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 … 
 
The most difficult and complicated 
part of writing process is the 
beginning. You have made it when 
brainstorming. Why don’t you 
finish it? 
Picture 1.12 
Picture 1.13 
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Task 12 
Select a historical building with tourism potential in or near your locality. 
 Brainstorm and identify the features of 
the building that will be attractive to 
tourists. 
 Write a description of that building.  
 Provide photographs, pictures, or sketch 
maps where possible.  
 Organise your description in this manner: 
Setting   : Where is the building?  
History   : When was it built?  
      What is the history of the building? 
Architecture  : What can you find in the building? 
      How is the architecture of the building? 
Special attractions : What make the building enchanting to visit? 
 
 
 
 
 
Task13 
Read following text about Tampaksiring Palace. Then, answer the 
questions with reference to the passage. 
Tampaksiring Palace 
Tampaksiring Presidential Palace is one 
of the monumental heritages of the 
Indonesia’s first president, Soekarno. Located 
on the hills in Tampaksiring Village, 
Tampaksiring Sub District, Wisma Merdeka 
Gianyar Regency, Bali, the palace is the one 
and only palace constructed at the time when 
the Indonesian Government ruled (1957 - 
1960). This palace was built by a hundred percent Indonesian architects and 
constructors. 
Have  FF un  
Have you discovered a really beautiful 
historical building nearby? Why do 
not share with the rest of your school? 
Present your pictures and descriptions 
on a school board or bulletin. 
Remember to obtain permission first. 
Picture 1.14 
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The name, Tampaksiring, is taken from two 
Balinese words ‘Tampak’ means sole of foot and 
‘siring’ means slanting. According to a legend 
recorded on Usana Bali lontar leaf (lontar leaf was 
used as paper in ancient time), the name was 
originally rooted from the trace of feet of a king 
named Mayadenawa. The forest roamed through by 
King Mayadewa by walking with slanting feet is the 
area now called Tampaksiring (slanting sole).  
Tampaksiring was constructed gradually and the architect was R.M. 
Soedarsono. The first buildings to be built were Merdeka House and Yudhistira 
House in 1957 and the construction was completed in 1963. Furthermore, to 
accommodate the XIV ASEAN Summit in Bali in 2003, a new building was built and 
Balai Wantilan was renovated. A new entrance building accompanied by Bentar 
Temple, Kori Agung, parking lot as well as Balai Bengong was also constructed.  
Tampaksiring Palace does not only 
function as a place to convene state or 
governmental events which include the 
presence of the president or the vice 
president, but also serves as a resting house 
for the president, the vice president and their 
family. Among various state guests recorded 
to have visited the palace were President Ne Win from Myanmar, Prime Minister 
Nehru from India, Prime Minister Khruschev from the Uni Soviet, Queen Juliana from 
the Netherlands and Emperor Hirohito from Japan.  
Presently, the complex of Tampaksiring Presidential Palace consists of five 
main Wisma Negara buildings and one pendapa (hall). Two of the main buildings are 
called Merdeka House (1,200 m2) and Negara House (1,476 m2), separated by two 
slopes around 15 meters deep but connected by a 40 meter bridge. The other three 
main buildings are called Yudhistira House, Bima House, a conference room as well 
as Balai Wantilan.  
 
 
1. State the location of Tampaksiring Palace. 
2. From which language does ‘Tampaksiring’ come from? What does it mean? 
3. Who was the architect of Tampaksiring Palace? When did it start to build? 
4. What makes Tampaksiring Palace different from the other presidential palaces 
that Indonesia has? 
5. How many buildings does Tampaksiring Palace have? Mention all of them. 
 
 
Picture 1.16 
(Adapted from www.indonesia.go.id) 
Picture 1.15 
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Task 14 
Write a description of one historical building that you admire most in 
Indonesia.  
You can start with brainstorming your ideas first to make you easier to 
manage your writing. 
Do not forget to provide photographs, pictures, or sketch maps where 
possible.  
 
 
 
 
 
How much do you learn from this unit? Put a tick (√) in the right box 
according to how much you have learnt. 
Aspects 
Very 
much 
Much Little 
I understand how to use an English-
English dictionary. □ □ □ 
I understand what descriptive texts are. □ □ □ 
I understand what an adverb of degree is. □ □ □ 
I understand when to use present perfect 
tense. □ □ □ 
I understand how to brainstorm. □ □ □ 
I know how to write a descriptive text. □ □ □ 
15 
  
   
 
In this unit you learn: 
1. The structure of descriptive texts: 
- Identification: Introducing what will be described – what it is and where it is 
- Description: Describing the thing – its parts, qualities,  and/or characteristics 
 
2. Adverbs of Degree 
An adverb of degree shows how much or to what extent of degree the action is 
done. 
 
3. Present Perfect Tense 
- Active Voice : S + have/has + V3 
- Passive Voice : S + have/has + been + V3 
 
4. Brainstorming  
Brainstorming is a way of generating topics to write about, or points to 
make about your topic. 
 
16 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By the end of this unit you 
will be able to: 
 Discover features of 
recount texts 
 Identify main ideas and 
supporting ideas 
 Scan for details 
 Expand and evaluate 
ideas 
 Write a recount text 
 
 
Throughout the long history of Indonesia, there were many key events that 
were significant for the life of our country. Triumphs and tragedies 
happened, leaving its figures and achievements to be commemorated. Do 
you remember some of significant events in our country’s history? 
A 
Picture 2.1 
Picture 2.2 
Picture 2.3 
Picture 2.4 
B 
C 
D 
17 
  
 
 
 
Task 1 
Complete the table below based on the pictures on page 17 and the clues 
provided. 
Number of 
Pictures 
    
Event G 30S/PKI … 
The 1998 
Tragedy 
… 
Time … 
28th October  
1928 
… 
16th August  
1945 
 
Task 2 
 
 
Now, to really remind you of our country’s historical events, match the 
events on the left box with its time on the right box. 
Budi Utomo was proclaimed 
as the first official nationalist 
movement. 
 
15th August 1945 
Japanese surrendered to 
Allied powers. 
 
20th May 1908 
Soekarno was giving his 
speech containing Pancasila 
in Dokuritsu Junbi Cosakai 
Congress. 
 
19th January 1948 
Indonesia rejoined the 
United Nations. 
 
28th September 1966 
Renville Agreement 
established the Van Mook 
line between Republican and 
Dutch. 
 
1st June 1945 
D C B A 
The four historical events you have known in Task 1 are some of 
key events in our country’s life. Indeed, there are many other 
events which are as significant as the four above. 
 
18 
  
 
 
Task 3 
In pairs, complete this crossword puzzle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Across: 
5. Important or noticeable. 
6. In or into the space separating 
two places, people, or objects. 
8.  To take somebody away illegally 
or by force, usually in order to get 
something in exchange for 
releasing them. 
9. A large formal meeting of 
representatives from different 
groups to discuss ideas or make 
decisions. 
10.  Freedom from political control by 
other countries. 
 
 
Down: 
1. An event which is either 
unpleasant or unusual. 
2. A fight between armed forces. 
3. A situation in which a group of 
people behave in a violent way in 
a public place, often as a protest. 
4. The act of interfering. 
7.  To include someone or something 
in something. 
 
19 
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Task 4 
Read the following story of Sumpah Pemuda. Then, answer the questions 
that follow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Eighty eight years ago, on October 28th, 1928, a group of 
young men and women from far-flung1 islands in Indonesia 
assembled in Jakarta to pledge2 that they would be united 
under one motherland called Indonesia, one nation called 
Indonesia and one language - bahasa Indonesia. 
It was started from the first 
Indonesian youth congress held in 1926. 
At that time, they promoted the idea of 
United Indonesia. On 27th - 28th October 
1928, the second Indonesian youth 
congress was held in three different 
buildings in Jakarta and was divided in 
three sessions.  
The first session was held at Katholieke Jongenlingen 
Bond (GOC) on 27th October. In this session, the hope was 
expressed that the congress would inspire the feeling of unity3. 
On the next day, the second session was held at Oost-Java 
Bioscoop and it discussed about education issues. Finally, in the 
third and final session, holding Indonesisch Huis Kramat on the 
same day, the participants heard the future of the Indonesian 
National Anthem, Indonesia Raya, which then was followed by 
the declaration4 of Sumpah Pemuda. The draft of Sumpah 
Pemuda was written in Bahasa by Moehammad Yamin, the 
secretary of the congress, while Soegondo Djojopoespito, the 
chairman, was giving his speech in the final session. 
 
 
Biographical Recount 
Purpose: to inform the 
readers by retelling or 
describing past 
experiences or events   
 
Format: 
- Orientation 
Background 
information of 
event 
- Series of Events 
The chronological 
order of the event 
- Reorientation 
Personal comment 
on the event 
 
1
 a long distance away 
2
 to make a serious or 
formal promise  
3
  
3
 the state of being 
joined together 
4
 a formal statement 
or announcement 
Picture 2.5 
Picture 2.6 
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1. What is “Sumpah Pemuda”?  
2. Why should we commemorate “Sumpah Pemuda” every 28th October? 
 
3. Transfer the information you have obtained from the text about the second 
Indonesian youth congress in the table below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here is the English version of “Sumpah Pemuda”. 
Firstly 
We, the sons and daughters of Indonesia, 
acknowledge one motherland, Indonesia. 
Secondly 
We, the sons and daughters of Indonesia, 
acknowledge one nation, the nation of 
Indonesia. 
Thirdly 
We, the sons and daughters of Indonesia, uphold5 the 
language of unity, bahasa Indonesia. 
 
Since then, we have commemorated6 Sumpah Pemuda 
on 28th October  every year, because this was the first time in 
our political history that representatives of the Indonesian youth 
from different ethnic and religious backgrounds had made a 
public declaration on the unity of our nation. 
 
(Adapted from: www.voicesofyouth.org) 
Reading for details 
Reading for main ideas 
 Venue Date Discussion/Results 
First session 
 
 
 
  
Second session 
 
 
 
  
Final session 
 
 
 
  
 
5
 To defend or keep a 
principle  
6
 to remember 
officially 
7
  
Language features: 
- Past tense (simple 
past, past 
continuous, or past 
perfect tense) 
- Preposition of time 
- Adverb of time 
- Action verb (write, 
listen, play, make) 
Picture 2.7 
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Gett   Connecc tt ed  
You have known that “Sumpah 
Pemuda” was declared by 
Indonesian Youth on October 28
th
 
1928. However, did you know the 
impacts of it for Indonesian 
movement against colonialism? Use 
the Internet to find more about it.  
 
4. Why do you think the Indonesian Youth 
conducted the congress and declared 
“Sumpah Pemuda? What benefits did 
they get from it? 
 
 
 
 
5. Sumpah Pemuda was one of prominent events in Indonesian youth movement. 
On your opinion, what values can you get after reading the story? List them on 
the table below, including the evidence in the text. 
Values Reasons (evidence in the text) 
  
  
  
  
  
 
Task 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Work in groups and discuss why you think W.R. 
Supratman did not share the lyrics of Indonesia Raya. 
Below are some clues to help you. 
 
 
Making inferences 
Moving away from the text 
In Task 4, you have read about the story of Sumpah Pemuda. 
However, did you also find that in the same congress, the Indonesian 
national anthem was also played for the first time? Yes, W. R. 
Supratman first performed Indonesia Raya on the violin without its 
lyrics on 28th October 1928 during the Second Indonesian Youth 
Congress. 
 
Picture 2.8 
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permission  afraid  
  
Task 6 
Read the following story of Rengasdengklok Incident. Then, find words in 
the story which are the synonyms of the words in the table. Do it in pairs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rengasdengkllok  IInciident    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rengasdengklok incident was an incident occurring because of the different 
opinion between Indonesian elders and youth, dealing with the time to declare the 
proclamation of Indonesian independence. The incident took place precisely on 16th 
August, 1945. The youth was carrying Ir. Soekarno and Drs. Mohammad Hatta to a 
village in North Karawang, Rengasdengklok, in order to keep them away from Japan 
interference. They chose Rengsdengklok because they thought Rengasdengklok was 
the safest place and also far from Jakarta.  
At that time, Ir. Soekarno and Drs. Mohammad Hatta, as the old figures, 
wished that the proclamation should have been involving the Preparation of 
Indonesia’s Independence Committee (PPKI). However, the youth did not agree 
because PPKI was made by Japan. They held an intern meeting in one of 
Bacteriology Institute building in Pegangsaan Timur, Jakarta on 15th August, 1945. In 
that meeting, the young figures were deciding to make a proclamation without any 
interference from Japan, including PPKI. The youth feared that the independence, 
which was actually the result of the struggle of Indonesia, became as if it were a gift 
from Japan. However, the old figures (Ir. Soekarno) rejected the youth opinion. The 
reason was that the elders felt that they were responsible of running PPKI until 
proclamation was declared. In result, the young figures were insisting the old figures 
to proclaim the independence of Indonesia quickly by kidnapping Ir. Soekarno and 
Drs. Mohammad Hatta to Rengasdengklok at 03.00 am on the next day. 
By this incident, an agreement was then reached that the proclamation of 
Indonesian independence would be held on 17th August, 1945, no later than 12.00 
pm. In addition, by this agreement, the youth was willing to release Ir. Soekarno and 
Drs. Mohammad Hatta. They arrived in Jakarta at the midnight of 16th August, 1945. 
On the next day, 17th August 1945, Soekarno - Hatta declared the independence of 
Indonesia. 
 
(Adapted from: www. stroboblogs.blogspot.co.id) 
 
 
 
Picture 2.9 
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Words Synonym (words in the story) 
announce  
happened  
bringing  
distant  
founded  
approve  
fast  
urging  
achieved  
set free  
 
Task 7 
Read again the text in Task 6. Then, read the statements on the table. 
Write T if the statement is true and write F if the statement is false. 
No. Statements T/F 
1. Rengasdengklok was a name of village in Karawang.  
2. 
Rengasdengklok incident happened because of the provocation 
from Japan. 
 
3. 
Ir. Soekarno and Drs. Moh. Hatta were kidnapped at the afternoon 
on 16th August 1945. 
 
4. 
The reason in choosing Rengasdengklok as a place to hide was 
because it was far enough from Jakarta. 
 
5. 
The youth did not want to take part in the proclamation of 
Indonesian Independence. 
 
6 
The youth feared if the people would think that the Indonesian 
independence was a gift from Japan. 
 
7. 
The elders felt that they were responsible of running PPKI that they 
did not want to proclaim without involving PPKI. 
 
8. 
Before deciding to kidnap, the youth had a meeting on 15th August, 
1945 discussing about the right time to proclaim independence. 
 
9. 
The kidnapping incident ended with an agreement that the 
proclamation would be held on 17th August, 1945. 
 
10. 
Ir. Soekarno and Drs. Moh. Hatta arrived in Jakarta at the midnight 
of 17th August, 1945. 
 
Picture 2.10 
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Task 8 
After reading Rengasdengklok Incident on page 23, what do you 
think of Indonesian youth? Do you agree with their decision to 
kidnap? Write your comment in a short paragraph. Begin in this 
way: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 9 
Preposition of Time: ‘In’, ‘On’, and ‘At’ 
A preposition of time is a preposition that allows you to discuss a specific time 
period such as a date on the calendar, one of the days of the week, or the actual time 
when something takes place. You may use this kind of preposition when telling past 
events. Look at the table below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On my opinion, I agree/disagree with what Indonesian youth 
have done because … 
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Example: 
1. It was started from the first Indonesian youth congress held in 1926. 
2. The incident took place precisely on 16th August, 1945. 
3. They arrived in Jakarta at the midnight of 16th August, 1945.  
 
Now, fill in the blanks using in, on, or at. 
The Proclamation of Indonesian Independence 
 
The Proclamation of Indonesian 
Independence was read ______ 10.00 a.m. ______ 
Friday, 17th August, 1945. The draft was prepared 
only a few hours earlier, ______ 02.00 a.m. in the 
morning, by Sukarno, Hatta, and Soebardjo, at 
Rear-Admiral Maeda Tadashi's house. The 
declaration marked the start of the diplomatic and 
armed resistance of the Indonesian National Revolution until the latter officially 
acknowledged Indonesia's independence ______ 1949. Later, ______ 18th August, 1945, 
the Preparatory Committee for Indonesian Independence (PPKI) approved and set 
the Basic Law (Constitution) as the foundation of the Republic of Indonesia, which 
became known as the Constitution 45. 
 
 
Task 10 
Past Continuous Tense 
In telling past events, you may use past continuous tense. It is formed by: 
 
 
 
 
 
In general, this tense is used to: 
1. Describe an unfinished action that was 
interrupted by another event or action. 
Example: 
They were sleeping when the kidnappers came. 
Active Voice 
 
was/were + V-ing 
Example: 
was          making 
Passive Voice 
 
was/were + being + V3 
Example: 
was            being    made 
Picture 2.11 
Picture 2.12 
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2. Describe an action that was still in progress at a specific 
time in the past. 
Example: 
At midnight, they were being commanded by the 
general to move to other place. 
3. Describe two actions that were happening at the same time. 
Example: 
He was leaving the congress and his friend was only watching him go. 
 
Now is your turn. 
Each of the following sentences should have been written in past 
continuous tense, either in active or passive voice. Underline the verbs. 
Then, decide which sentences are correct (C) and which are incorrect (I).  
Example: 
- At the time, Indonesia was experiencing an economic boom.  
- Maeda himself is sleeping in his room upstairs. 
 
1. Communists were planning to slaughter the citizens of Jakarta. 
2. A few students from nearby universities was assisting police in 
controlling protesters. 
3. There would be no British intervention while PKI was crushed. 
4. Japan was willing to cooperate and were also promising 
propagandists. 
5. Soekarno are leading the exponent of the hopes and 
aspirations of his countrymen. 
6. Because of the 1998 tragedy, his son is received care for a 
burn. 
 
Task 11 
Rewrite all the false sentences in Task 10 to make them correct, using 
past continuous tense, either active or passive voice. 
 
 
Picture 2.13 
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Task 12 
Change the following table of Five Days Battle in Semarang story into 
paragraphs. Add the detailed information to make it more pleasant to 
read. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Place Semarang, Central Java 
Time 14th - 19th October 1945 
Event(s) 
A battle between youth AMKA or Angkatan Muda Railways 
against Kempeitai and Kidobutai, Japan 
Background(s) 
After the independence of Indonesia, Japanese soldiers in 
Semarang did not want to surrender and leave the place. 
Figure(s) dr. Kariadi, Mr. Wongsonegoro, Mayor Kido, Kasman Singodimejo 
 
 
Task 13 
The importance of Evaluating Ideas 
Have you changed the table of Five Days Battle in Semarang story into 
paragraphs?  
 Now, switch your work with one of your friends’ work and ask them 
to give feedback to your writing. Use the questions below to guide 
you in giving feedback. 
- Which ideas do not make sense? 
- Which ideas should be added? 
- How can I improve the sentence? 
- What is the best way to rewrite this sentence? 
 As you get your writing back with the feedback, revise it to make it 
more pleasant to read. 
Picture 2.15 
Picture 2.14 
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Task 14 
Choose one of Indonesian historical events that you admire most and 
write a story of it.  
 Start your writing with brainstorming your ideas. 
 Then, expand your ideas into a good and 
interesting writing product. 
 Do not forget to evaluate your ideas and proofread 
before submitting it. You can ask your friends or 
you can do it by yourself. 
 Provide photographs, pictures, or sketch maps where possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 15 
Read the following story behind Indonesia’s Heroes Day. Then, transfer 
the information you have obtained from your reading into the table. 
Battle of Surabaya 
Battle of Surabaya was a fight between 
pro-independence Indonesian soldiers and 
militia against British troops as a part of the 
Indonesian National Revolution. It was started 
when Dutch internees, with Japanese support, 
occupied the Oranje Hotel in Surabaya, and 
hoisted the Dutch flag. When Indonesian youth 
heard what the Dutch had done, they rushed to 
the hotel, and hand to hand fighting began with the Dutch, who were determined to 
defend their flag. Very soon shots were heard, and several people fell as several 
Indonesian youths climbed the flagpole and ripped the blue stripe off the Dutch flag. 
Gee tt    Connee cc tt ee d   
Why do keep your writing for yourself? Share it to your friends on social 
media or upload it to your personal blog. Instead of giving an interesting 
story to others, you might get feedback of your writing from your 
readers. 
Picture 2.16 
Picture 2.17 
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Then, on 25th October, some 6,000 British troops of the 49th Brigade of the 
23rd Division under the command of Brigadier Mallaby, entered Surabaya. They had 
been ordered to organise the recovery of Allied prisoners-of-war, and the 
Indonesians were happy to co-operate. However, the British also sought to recapture 
Surabaya for the Dutch, and occupied key buildings and railway stations, and 
dropped leaflets over the town informing the populace that anyone seen bearing 
arms would be shot. 
On 9th November, the British gave the 
Indonesians an ultimatum, ordering their leaders to 
surrender. When they refused, bombs were dropped on 
Surabaya on 10th November, heralding a battle that was 
to last three weeks, at the end of which 200,000 of the 
town's population had fled, mainly old people, women 
and children. Over 16,000 Indonesian troops had been 
killed, and 2,000 British lives lost. 
Although the Indonesian resistance had been defeated, the Battle of Surabaya 
represented an important strategic victory for the Indonesians. The Battle of 
Surabaya shocked them into realising that they were no longer a colonial power. 
Considered a heroic effort by Indonesians, the battle helped galvanise Indonesian 
and international support for Indonesian independence. 10th November is then 
celebrated annually as Heroes' Day 
(Adapted from: www.nusantara.com) 
 
 
Place : 
 
Time : 
 
Event(s) : 
 
 
Background(s) : 
 
 
Figure(s)/ 
Victim(s) 
: 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 2.18 
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Task 16 
 
 
 
 
 
Write a story of an Indonesian historical event that happened during the 
independence movement (May 1908 – August 1945). 
Start your writing with brainstorming your ideas and do not forget to 
evaluate before submitting your writing. 
Provide photographs, pictures, or sketch maps where possible. 
 
 
 
 
How much do you learn from this unit? Put a tick (√) in the right box 
according to how much you have learnt. 
Aspects 
Very 
much 
Much Little 
I understand what recount texts are. □ □ □ 
I understand what a preposition of time 
is. □ □ □ 
I understand when to use past continuous 
tense. □ □ □ 
I understand how to expand and evaluate 
ideas into a good writing product. □ □ □ 
Picture 2.19 
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I know how to write a recount text. □ □ □ 
 
 
 
 
In this unit you learn: 
1. The structure of biographical recount texts: 
- Orientation 
Background information of the person 
- Series of Events 
The contribution or achievement in chronological order 
- Reorientation 
Comment on the contribution or achievement 
 
 
2. Preposition of Time (In, On, or At) 
We use: 
- At for a precise time 
- In for months, years, centuries and long periods 
- On for days and dates 
 
3. Past Continuous Tense 
- Active Voice : S + was/were + V-ing 
- Passive Voice : S + was/were + being + V3 
 
4. The Importance of Evaluating Ideas 
Evaluating ideas is done to make a writing is more pleasant to read.  
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By the end of this unit you 
will be able to: 
 Discover features of 
narrative texts 
 Scan for details 
 Understand inferences 
 Summarise information 
 Apply process writing 
procedure 
 Write a narrative text 
 
 
Stories, folk eposes, myths, and legends are the cultural heritage of every 
nation. However, not a few of them have been forgotten by its people. 
What do you think? Are you one of those people? How many local stories 
do you remember?  
Picture 3.2 
Picture 3.1 
Picture 3.3 
Picture 3.4 
A 
B 
C 
D 
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Task 1 
Match the name of legends on page 33 with its origin below. You may 
use the Internet to help you if you are not sure about it. 
West Java Riau 
North Sumatra Moluccas 
 
 
Task 2 
 
 
Now, try to remember as many as legends that you know and its 
origin. Put them in the table below. Remember, the four legends on 
the previous tasks are not to be counted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name of Legends Origin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 3.5 
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From Sabang to Merauke, there are many legends spread among its 
people. Some of them are likely to be true but there are also the 
others which are hard to believe.  
 
  
 
 
Task 3 
Work in pairs and briefly explain the meaning of the words in the 
underlines below. Number 1 has been done for you. 
1. Nyi Bagendit thought that beggars were lazy people. 
2. Sangkuriang asked Tumang to take his prey.   
3. The widow had two children, who were very mean and spoiled. 
4. It had plenty of leaves and its flowers were white and sweet smelling.  
5. Toba was so shock and wondered who the girl was. 
6. Suddenly, she slipped over and fell into the river. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
poor persons who live by asking others for money or food  1 
2 
Gett   Connecc tt ed  
 
  
 
 
 
There are many words in English which have two 
meanings or more that are very different one another. 
You can find them on the Internet. It will be so much fun. 
35 
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Task 4 
Read the following legend from Siak, Riau, about Umbut Muda. Then, 
answer the questions based on the passage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Umbut  Muda  
 
Once upon a time near Siak River, there lived a 
beautiful young girl named Umbut Muda. She lived with her 
mother. Umbut was very rich because when her father died, 
she inherited1 all his money and the house. Meanwhile, her 
mother loved her only daughter that she couldn’t refuse 
what Umbut wanted. Every day, she served2 Umbut Muda 
as if she was a princess. Because of this, Umbut became 
nasty and proud of herself. Even, she didn’t respect her 
mother. She ordered her mother to clean the house, wash 
her clothes, and cook her food. Her mother thought that 
Umbut’s behavior would change as she grew up. However, 
there was no change. It was getting even worse day by day. 
One day, Umbut was invited 
to attend a feast in another village. 
She wore her most beautiful dress 
and all her jewelleries3. Her mother 
was with her, holding the umbrella 
to protect Umbut from the sun. As 
they were passing the bridge, 
Umbut accidentally dropped one of 
her bracelets into the river. She 
shouted to her mother and ordered 
her to go down to the river to find 
her bracelet.  
The poor mother did accordingly but the big stream 
made her couldn’t go any further from the bank4. Knowing 
that the mother failed to get her bracelet back, Umbut was 
furious. She yelled at her mother. 
 
FAQs 
(Frequently Asked Questions) 
Q  : What is a legend? How do 
I write one? 
A : Legend is a story from 
ancient time about people 
and events, which may or 
may not be true. It is 
classified as a narrative 
text. 
1
 receive wealth from 
someone after they 
have dead 
2
 provide with something 
needed and wanted  
3
 objects such as rings and 
necklaces that people 
wear as decoration 
Q : Is there any format to 
follow? 
A  : Yes, here is the format of 
narrative texts: 
- Orientation 
The scene is introduced. 
(where, when, and who) 
- Complication 
The problems appear. 
- Resolution 
The problem is resolved. 
- Re-orientation/Coda 
Closing remark of the 
story 
(optional) 
Picture 3.6 
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 the side of a river 
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Have  FF un  
Umbut Muda story 
is very interesting 
to know. Why do 
not change it into 
a script of drama 
and perform it in 
the class or event 
on one of your 
school event? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Who is Umbut Muda? 
2.  What happened to Umbut Muda? Why did she die? 
 
 
3. Who did all the house chores in Umbut Muda’s 
house? 
4. Why did Umbut Muda dress beautifully and wear all of jewelleries? 
5. What did Umbut Muda drop into the water when she was on her way to another 
village? 
 
 
6. “That was Umbut’s last sentence” (the last paragraph). What does it mean by 
phrase ‘last sentence’?  
‚You are a stupid lazy woman!‛ she said.  
‚Go down to the river again and get my bracelet back!‛  
She stamped5 her foot 
and didn’t realize that the bridge 
was slippery. She slipped over 
the bridge and fell into the river. 
She screamed for help. Her 
mother tried to help her, but the 
stream was too big. She could 
only pray that Umbut could 
survive.  
‚Mother… heeelp!‛  
That was Umbut’s last sentence. After that, she was 
drowned6 by the stream. Her mother could only cry and cry. 
Up until now, there often appear some kind of black root that 
was played by the current of Siak River. Locals believed that it 
was Umbut Muda’s hair.  
 
 
 
 
5
 to put your foot 
down heavily and 
noisily 
6 die because you 
have been 
underwater too 
long 
Picture 3.7 
Reading for details 
Q : How about the 
language used 
when writing a 
legend? 
A : There are action 
verbs, direct & 
indirect speech, 
Past Tense, adverb 
and preposition of 
time. 
Reading for meaning in context 
Reading for main ideas 
(Adapted from: www.kidztories.blogspot.co.id) 
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Gett   Connecc tt ed  
Actually, there are 
several versions of 
Umbut Muda story. 
Find them on the 
Internet and discuss 
with your friend, 
which is more likely to 
happen. 
 
 
7. When there was an invitation of a feast in 
another village, why do you think Umbut Muda 
decided to attend to that feast wearing her most 
beautiful dress and all of her jewelleries? 
 
 
8. Do you believe in this story? Why do/don’t you believe it? List your arguments 
and your reasons in the table below. 
 
Arguments Reasons (evidence in the text) 
  
  
  
  
 
9. What lessons can you get from reading this story? 
 
 
Task 5 
Read again the story of Umbut Muda on Task 4 and imagine as if you 
were Umbut Muda.  
 If you have an ability to change history, what would you do in order to 
change the ending?  
 Write your imagination in a short paragraph. Begin in this way: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Making inferences 
Moving away from the text 
If I were Umbut Muda, I would …. 
Picture 3.8 
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Task 6 
Read the following legend from Maluku. Then, in pairs, find words in the 
story which mean the opposite to the following words in the table. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once, there lived an old woman in a village on Tanimbar Island, Maluku. She 
only lived with her two grown-up children, a boy and a girl. Her two children were 
very lazy and had bad attitudes. They treated her mother as if she was a servant and 
often used rude words when they asked her to do something. In their home, it was 
only the mother who took care of all the things and did the entire household chores, 
from cooking the food to washing the clothes. 
The mother was very sad and angry every time she found that her children 
treated her badly, but she couldn’t do anything as she knew that she had failed on 
teaching her children how to behave. She could only regret everything happened. 
One day, the children woke up early 
and found that there was no food at all. The 
children were on anger. Then they looked for 
their mother in the house, but they found no 
one. Then they decided to go to the river 
where their mother might be washing clothes 
there. 
 ‚Mum! What are you doing? Why didn’t you prepare food for us?‛ said the 
boy loudly when they found her mother near the river doing the laundry. He kicked 
the basket full of clean clothes. 
 ‚We are hungry, Mum! Do you want 
us to die because of hungry?‛ said the girl 
and she strongly slap on her mother back. 
The mother could only cry accepting 
what her children did to her. Meanwhile, the 
children kept screaming and hitting her 
crying mother. Suddenly the mother 
stopped crying and said to her children. 
‚You! You were formed on my womb but you have no respect for me. 
Starting from now, you can do everything you want to do, because I don’t care 
anymore!‛  
The mother then walked toward a big stone near the beach and she 
whispered to the stone. 
‚Dear stone please open your body and let me in. Change me into a lovely 
flower that is as lovely as a jasmine.‛  
 
 
Picture 3.10 
Picture 3.9 
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Words Antonym (words in the story) 
diligent  
boss  
polite  
succeeded  
lost  
dirty  
rejecting   
ugly  
bottom  
 
 
Task 7 
Read again the story of Batu Berdaun in Task 6. Then, identify the 
characters, setting, conflict, solution, and conclusion of the story. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then, the stone cracked open and the mother went inside the stone. No 
longer after that, a beautiful flower grew on the top of the stone. The children who 
followed her mother were crying to see what happened.         
They wish the stone would open and they could come inside the stone to 
meet their mother, but they know that it won’t happen.  They regretted the way 
they treated their mother. They wish they could have changed it, but they knew 
they couldn’t. They had lost their mother forever. 
 
(Adapted from: kebuncerita.blogspot.co.id) 
  
 
Picture 3.11 
Characters 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Setting 
Place : 
 
Time : 
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Task 8 
Summarising means extracting the most important points from a text and 
rewriting them in your own words, in a shortened form. 
Using your own words, summarise the story of Batu Berdaun in 55 words.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Summary Guidelines 
1.  Read carefully 
2.  Look for keywords  
3.  Leave out supporting 
points 
4. Make short notes 
5. Organise your short notes 
6. Check the grammar 
7. Count the number of words 
8. Revise it into a good 
summary 
 
Your Summary 
Conflict: Solution: 
Conclusion (messages/values that 
your get): 
1. 
2.  
3.   
4.  
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Picture 3.12 
 
 
Task 9 
Adverb Time Connectors 
An adverb time connector is used to 
indicate a sequence of time and answer 
‘when’ question. You may find this kind 
of adverb in a narrative text. 
Example:  
a. Once upon a time in Padang, lived a 
widow and her only son. 
b. After that, he went to a river to catch 
any fish. 
c. He took a diamond while the merchant 
went back to home. 
 
 
Now, put the suitable adverb time connectors from the box to complete 
the sentence. 
1. ______ the man was do fishing, he caught a big golden fish in his trap. 
2. Their parents had passed away ______ Rarang was a little girl.  
3. The generous brother, then, watered the seed ______ it grew into a good 
watermelon plant. 
4. ‚Go away ______ I crush you under my paw,‛ He roared. 
5. ______ upon a time, there was a young wanderer who got lost in the woods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
after 
as soon as 
once 
before 
when 
until 
while 
as long as since 
Have  FF un  
  
 
 
 
Already stressed out of grammar? Here is a flash 
joke to loosen your nerves. 
Teacher : I am beautiful. What tense is it? 
Student   : Obviously past.   
while until before once since 
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time 
past perfect simple past 
Task 10 
Past Perfect Tense 
In telling a story, you may use past perfect tense. It is formed by: 
 
 
 
 
Actually, this tense is used: 
 To place one past event ahead of 
another past event. 
Example: After she had found what 
she needed, she ran into the forest. 
 To express an impossible wish or desire. 
Example: If you had warned me, I would have been more careful. 
 To emphasise the completion of an event as 
a specified time in the past. It is usually 
indicated with time marker ‘by the time’. 
Example: She had gone by the time her 
husband woke up. 
 
Now, using the words in the brackets, complete the sentences below 
using simple past, past perfect, or past future perfect tense. Look at the 
example. 
Example: When the king __________ (go), he __________ (come) out of hiding. 
      When the king had gone, he came out of hiding. 
1. He __________ (go) home after the merchant __________ (pay) him. 
2. If they __________ (have) a lot of money, they __________ (will buy) their mother a 
better house. 
3. The girl ___________ (make) up a decision by the time the prince __________ (come) 
up. 
4. Before they __________ (run) away, the villagers _________ (put) them into a locked 
room. 
5. She __________ (notice) the mistakes and __________ (correct) them.  
 
 
Active Voice 
 
had  +  V3 
Example: 
had        found 
 
Passive Voice 
 
had  +      been     +     V3 
Example: 
had              been       found 
 
event event 
Picture 3.13 
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Task 11 
Arrange the jumbled paragraphs into a good legend entitled “The Holy 
Stone” from Papua. 
 
Irimiami went home with the burnt deer and asked his wife to 
eat the deer together. After that, he told her wife what happened 
to him and the deer. Isoray was very surprised and curious. She 
asked her husband to take her to that stone. 
 
Paragraph … 
Irimiami and Isoray were very scared to see that a stone could 
make fire. Then, the couple told other villagers about the stone. 
They were also curious to see the stone. They gathered around 
the stone and put a deer on it. As it happened before, the deer 
was burning. All of them then thought that the stone was a holy 
stone and they quickly held a ceremony for it.  
 
Paragraph … 
Once, in a village in North Yapen, Papua, there lived a 
husband and wife named Irimiami and Isoray. Irimiami was a 
hunter. One day, as he finished hunting, he decided to take a 
rest on a big stone. However, slowly Irimiami felt that the stone 
was getting hotter and burning his body. He was surprised and 
confused, but he did not think anything strange about the stone.  
 
Paragraph 1 
On the following day, Irimiami and Isoray went to the big 
stone. They took some leaves and put them on the stone. Slowly, 
the stone was burning the leaves. They saw smoke was coming 
out of the leaves. Later, they saw something that they had never 
expected before. They saw fire.  
 
Paragraph … 
Till now, people in Papua believe that it was a holy stone and 
once a year, they hold a ceremony for it. 
 
Paragraph … 
The next day, Irimiami went to that stone again to take a rest 
after hunting a deer. He put the deer next to him. After sitting 
for some minutes, he felt that the stone was getting hotter that 
he jumped from the stone. He carefully looked at the stone and 
thought what made his body getting hotter. Suddenly he 
smelled that something was burning and he was very surprised 
because the deer was burning. 
 
Paragraph … 
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Task 12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 13 
Read the following story of Princess Mandalika from Lombok. Then, 
identify the characters, setting, conflict, and solution of the story. 
Princess Mandalika 
Once upon a time, there was a kingdom in 
Lombok Island ruled by a king named Raja Tonjang 
Beru. He had a beautiful daughter named Princess 
Mandalika. It was said that princess Mandalika was 
the prettiest girl in the whole island. Moreover, she 
was also very kind. 
Knowing it, many princes wanted to marry her. One by one, they came to 
propose her. Nevertheless, Princess Mandalika was a kind girl that she hated to make 
Work in groups of three and select a legend near 
your locality. 
 Brainstorm what the story is about. It might 
consist of the characters, the setting, and the plot. 
 Organise your ideas into a rough draft. Look the 
elements of legends (narrative texts) on page 36 
to guide you. 
 Reread and revise your draft. You may ask one of 
your classmates to help you to revise it. 
 Write your final draft. You may add some 
illustrations to make your story interesting. 
 
 
Haa vv ee    FF un   
Have you finished writing your story? Why do not share it with the 
rest of your school? Present your pictures and descriptions on a 
school board or bulletin. Remember to obtain permission first. 
 
Picture 3.14 
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people sad. When those princes came to propose her, she could not decide and she 
didn’t want to make them sad. Solving the problem, Raja Tonjang Beru then held a 
archery competition in a beach. The rule was simple; whoever shot the target 
perfectly will be accepted as Princess Mandalika’s husband. One by one, all 
participants tried their best. However, there was no winner.  
Then, the princes started to argue and claim 
to be the best and started to fight. Princess 
Mandalika was really worried that it would hurt 
many people. Finally, she had an idea. "Everybody, 
listen up! I know you all love me but I don't want 
you to fight because of me. I want you all to have 
me, but not as your wife. I want to be someone that everybody can have," said 
Princess Mandalika.  
Everyone there did not understand what she meant. After saying that, 
suddenly Princess Mandalika jumped to the sea. All the princes tried to swim to find 
the princess, but they found nothing. After several hours, suddenly a lot of colorful 
sea worms appeared on the beach. Raja Tonjang Beru then realized that his daughter 
had returned as sea worms. The worms were then called nyale.  
Until now, people in Lombok always try to 
catch nyale. Nyale is very delicious and that is why a 
lot of people come to Lombok to catch it. However, 
they can only find it once a year, in February or 
March. The tradition to catch the sea worms is 
called Bau Nyale. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Characters: 
(Adapted from www.kebuncerita.blogspot.co.id) 
Setting (time & place): Conflict: 
Solution: 
Picture 3.16 
Picture 3.15 
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Task 14 
Using your own words, summarise the story of Princess Mandalika in 55 
words.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 15 
Write a legend that you admire most in Indonesia. It does not need to be 
a long story but it should contain the characters, setting, conflict, and 
solution of the story. 
Do not forget to apply complete writing process as it is explained in Task 
12. 
 
 
 
How much do you learn from this unit? Put a tick (√) in the right box 
according to how much you have learnt. 
Aspects 
Very 
much 
Much Little 
I understand what legends (narrative 
texts) are. □ □ □ 
I understand how to summarise 
information (a story). □ □ □ 
I understand what adverb time 
connectors are. □ □ □ 
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I understand when to use past perfect 
tense. □ □ □ 
I understand the complete writing 
process. □ □ □ 
I understand how to write a legend 
(narrative texts). □ □ □ 
 
 
 
 
In this unit you learn: 
1. Legend 
A   Legend is a story from ancient time about people and events, which may or 
may not be true. It is classified as a narrative text. The structure is: 
- Orientation 
- Complication 
- Resolution  
- Re-orientation/Coda 
 
2. Summarising 
Summarising means extracting the most important points from a text and 
rewriting them in your own words, in a shortened form.  
 
3. Adverb Time Connector 
An adverb time connector is used to indicate a sequence of time and answer 
‘when’ question. 
 
4. Past Perfect Tense 
Active Voice : S + had + V3 
Passive Voice : S + had + been + V3 
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5. Complete Writing Process 
a. Prewriting 
b. Drafting 
c. Revising 
d. Editing 
e. Publishing 
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PICTURE SOURCES 
 
UNIT 1 
Picture 1.1  www.indotravelguides.com 
Picture 1.2  www.majalahkartini.co.id 
Picture 1.3  www.rackcdn.com 
Picture 1.4  www.anekatempatwisata.com 
Picture 1.5  www.indonesia.travel 
Picture 1.6  www.bp.blogspot.com 
Picture 1.7  www.cdn.klimg.com 
Picture 1.8  www.gumayatowerhotel.com 
Picture 1.9  www.gumayatowerhotel.com 
Picture 1.10  www.ppt-lt.crystalgraphics.com 
Picture 1.11  www.indonesia.travel 
Picture 1.12  www.mbigroup.co.id 
Picture 1.13  www.halonusantara.com 
Picture 1.14  www.klikhotel.com 
Picture 1.15  www.plesiryuk.com 
Picture 1.16  www.pergiberwisata.com 
 
UNIT 2 
Picture 2.1  www.kompasiana.com 
Picture 2.2  www.ytimg.com 
Picture 2.3  www.wikimedia.org 
Picture 2.4  www.slidesharecdn.com 
Picture 2.5  www.bp.blogspot.com  
Picture 2.6  www.laeliyaa.wordpress.com 
Picture 2.7  www.bp.blogspot.com 
Picture 2.8  www.clipartlord.com 
Picture 2.9  www.behance.net 
Picture 2.10  www.pinimg.com 
Picture 2.11  www.peristiwa-id.com 
Picture 2.12  www.bp.blogspot.com 
Picture 2.13  www.pinimg.com 
Picture 2.14  www.bp.blogspot.com 
Picture 2.15  www.moovly.com 
Picture 2.16  www.tersurat.wordpress.com 
Picture 2.17  www.tstatic.net 
Picture 2.18  www.wikipedia.org 
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Picture 2.19  www.wikimedia.org 
 
UNIT 3 
Picture 3.1  www.bukabuku.net 
Picture 3.2  www.deviantart.net 
Picture 3.3  www.youtube.com 
Picture 3.4  www.phobos.apple.com 
Picture 3.5  www.ukeaindonesia.com 
Picture 3.6  www.aquila-style.com 
Picture 3.7  www.bukalapak.com 
Picture 3.8  www.astrarte.com 
Picture 3.9  www.youtube.com 
Picture 3.10  www.youtube.com 
Picture 3.11  www.youtube.com 
Picture 3.12  www.pixabay.com 
Picture 3.13  www.playbuzz.com 
Picture 3.14  www.youtube.com 
Picture 3.15  www.youtube.com 
Picture 3.16  www.youtube.com 
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